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        Introduction 

        This is probably the hardest material that I have managed to compose in my 

entire life. Vladimir Putin declares to the whole world that Russian troops were not 

brought into Ukraine, and, accordingly, there are no losses of the Russian army in 

peacetime. The truth is that in the same time Putin issued a decree on peacetime losses, 

threatening anyone who intends to be interested in this information to get a real prison 

term. Lev Schlosberg has already been deprived of a deputy mandate for trying to 

investigate ... Boris Nemtsov is killed. And I am deeply convinced that this political 

assassination is connected precisely with Nemtsov’s desire to write a true report about  

Vladimir Putin’s crimes in Ukrainian Donbass..  
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Since in August 2014 I began to consecrate this topic contrary to the 

requirements of the Russian authorities, then I should write a report on how we 

collected data on the dead Russian military and militias from the first days of this 

shameful fratricidal war. And include in it all the texts of Boris Nemtsov that I saved, 

which he planned to use in his report.  

       

They presented me to the Russian public as a madwoman who composes everything. 

Hundreds of thousands of dollars spent on discrediting my name 

solely to counteract the work of the “Cargo-200 from Ukraine to Russia” project. It’s more 

interesting to read the "ravings of a madwoman" and her assistants who monitor the Internet 

around the clock in search of killed mercenaries in eastern Ukraine.  

After the war in Afghanistan, for many years, relatives searched for their dead 

husbands, sons, and loved ones. So the mystery where these people disappeared 

remained unexplained. When I headed the All-Russian organization of combat veterans 

“Forgotten Regiment”, thousands of people poured into me streams, who continued to 

search for their relatives, who disappeared in various local, interregional and 

international wars and conflicts. I let everyone’s pain and sorrow went through me. 

Therefore, when unclear armed clashes began in the Donbass, I made every effort to 

understand the cause of the conflict, and when I saw its vile essence, I made a very 

difficult decision - to record the dead "in real time" and to voice their names - online, 
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without waiting for the relatives of Russian mercenaries to begin to search for the 

missing. And, apparently, she brought down the plans of those who made a hell of a 

profit from this war and wanted to hide the amount of losses. 

For me, every person is a value. His life, his originality. I really love people very 

much and never learned to hate them, despite the meanness I met, the most severe 

pressure from the authorities, trolls, and just fools. Yes, I intended to try to voice the 

names of the dead mercenaries from the Russian side so that they would not be lost 

during the fighting, to force the responsible persons to voice and return the bodies of 

those who went to fight in a foreign country and died there. 

Russian propaganda informs viewers that there is no war in Ukraine. The 

Russian military is encouraged that they are in Russia and are conducting exercises. 

Let's get it together. 
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          Chapter 1 Nobody is forgotten, nothing is forgotten? Why Putin hides the 

death of his military 

“What I heard is that they patrolled the Ukrainian border, they could have ended 

up on Ukrainian territory, but they also came to us, Ukrainian servicemen, they came 

in armored vehicles. There were no problems. ” So calmly Vladimir Putin commented 

a scandal, which suddenly arose in August 2014 in social networks and the media in 

connection with the sudden death of dozens of Russian troops who were on exercises 

in the Rostov region, but for some reason found themselves in the territory of another 

state - Ukraine. 

All those who tried to investigate this incident, the pro-Kremlin authorities 

mercilessly did "mochila v sortire" (this expression of Vladimir Putin means drowning 

in the toilet - the expression of criminals - he uttered this phrase from the central TV 

channels repeatedly): the deputy Schlossberg was beaten and ended up in the hospital 

, 76-year-old human rights activist Lyudmila Bogatenkova got into jail, Elena 

Vasilyeva had to stay in Ukraine because of obvious threats of violence, Vadim 

Korovin also received threats of physical violence, and the Committee of Soldiers' 

Mothers of St. Petersburg was  declared by a foreign agent operating in the territory of 

Russia. At the request of State Duma deputy Dmitry Gudkov, they refused: neither the 

Investigative Committee, nor the Russian Ministry of Defense allowed even in a special 

order to familiarize themselves with the materials of the case on illegal border crossing 

of the Russian military and their death in the territory of a neighboring state. 

Each of the above, who investigated these incidents, is still under the vigilant 

eye of the Russian security forces. 

What secret is protecting the Kremlin from the Russian people and from the 

international community? What are Russian citizens not supposed to know? 

What made the Russian media so godlessly lie for a year commenting on the 

news about the dead paratroopers with the obligatory reservation “supposedly”: 

supposedly the paratroopers, supposedly killed, were allegedly captured. 
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Boris Nemtsov has repeatedly stated that Putin invented a project for the 

Russians called Novorossia. And they unconditionally believed in this Putin nonsense.  

Goebbels propaganda (the propaganda techniques that were used in Nazi Germany 

today are used in Russia) brainwashed the Russian people so much that they did not 

hesitate to believe that there were fascists, Jews of Bandera (fascist Jews and sadists) 

in Ukraine. Putin is terribly afraid of the Maidan of color revolutions, as in Ukraine 

and its repetition in Russia. And for him it turned out to be of paramount importance 

to regain influence over Ukraine, to bend the Ukrainian people into the "ram’s horn", 

how he managed to do this with the Russian. Well, to gain a foothold on the Crimean 

Peninsula, so that, in violation of the Budapest memorandum, deploy your ballistic 

missiles with nuclear warheads there.  

And for the implementation of these plans, first of all, he needed a land corridor 

along the Azov and Black Seas. 

Judge for yourselves: the Russian people were forced to rejoice: “Our Crimea!” 

The accession of the peninsula to Russia occurred in violation of all international 

standards, this has been said more than once. And Putin, under the guise of a 

peacemaker, continued his aggressive policy and continued the hybrid war that he 

started in the Donbass. He did not succeed in overcoming the eastern part of Ukraine 

with the name Donbass as Crimea. The Russian army met with serious resistance. But 

in order not to show it weakness, propaganda began to inspire a new myth in the people: 

if Russia wanted to attack, then in a couple of days it would reach Kiev. This is also 

the reason for all the news programs, in which the announcers told how quickly they 

can reach the capitals of all European countries. 

Therefore, under the guise of protracted exercises, the Kremlin began to 

concentrate the Russian army along the border with Ukraine, preparing a quick land 

breakthrough to the Crimea. And again, all Putin’s media suggested to the Russians 

that these are just exercises, and in the Donbass, peaceful Russian-speaking people 

need protection. Therefore, during the exercises, individual military units will be 
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regrouped, and, if necessary, will render all possible assistance to the civilian 

population of Donbass. Beautiful lie.  

And now we come to the main question: how the Russian military not only found 

themselves in large numbers on the territory of Ukraine, but were captured and died. 

And why did the whole Putin system rush to refute information about their losses ... 

As Boris Nemtsov emphasized, the blitzkrieg with the capture of Donbass 

through a pseudo-referendum failed. And since Putin is used to doing whatever he 

pleases in Russia, he ordered the forcible seizure of foreign territories of a neighboring 

independent state. In other words - unleashed a predatory war. At the same time, Putin 

continued to play the role of a humanitarian peacekeeper for the entire international 

community. He is so used to the fact that he can do whatever he wants, and in this case 

he decided that all actions with the game of soldiers will get away with him 

But this time it didn’t work out.  

Boris Nemtsov wrote: “... And here we saw the result of the weakness of the 

Russian army on the example of the small city of Mariupol, not so much the Donbass 

itself, as the small city of Mariupol on the shores of the Sea of Azov, which they tried 

to take for the first time by assault of part of the“ peacekeeping ”forces of Russia. And 

they couldn’t. And Putin was scared. We must always remember that Putin is very 

afraid when meet with stiff resistance. He was informed that the Russian-speaking 

Mariupol went out to dig trenches. If they sat silently, not resisting, then he would go 

on the offensive. But the offensive was choked with the practical actions of unarmed 

Mariupol residents. And Putin gave an order to end the offensive. Prematurely before 

the world and the OSCE, which had suddenly gone blind, he could not shine his light 

on the aggressive plan of aggression. 

Why then did Putin act with caution? In accordance with the current Constitution 

of Russia, on which he swore to serve the Russian people, he had no right whatsoever 

to send his troops into the territory of a foreign state without declaring war. Only for 

that is impeachment imposed on him! But this is in any normal state. In Russia, where 
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there is complete lawlessness of the security forces, the people and the media were 

silent. 

And it was very important for Putin that the world community should never 

know about these actions. That is why the attacks on Mariupol stopped. 

But Donetsk and Lugansk behaved differently. There, after a non-legal 

referendum, the population remained silent. And the Kremlin decided to continue the 

extraction of Ukrainian territories. And for this, Putin, as commander in chief of the 

Russian armed forces, committed the following serious crimes: 

- the creation of armed groups in the territory of a foreign state; 

- supplying them with weapons, real smuggling. 

- Throughout Russia, contributed to the emergence of an incredibly huge number 

of campaign points, which engaged in the recruitment of mercenaries, and, without 

hesitation, such recruitment was carried out through the military enlistment offices. 

People were promised good rewards. 

That is why everyone who was traveling "to protect the Russian-speaking 

population of Donbass" was asked to hand over personal property, remove any 

identification marks, leave their identification documents in Russia, phones, and 

instead of a name invent a call sign. No callsign lists were compiled. In the event of 

death, this person, killed in a foreign country, became simply an unidentified corpse. 

And following its crazy logic, the state in 2014 immediately approved a new holiday - 

the Day of the Unknown Soldier (December 3). 

But the last point refers to the so-called volunteers. There should be a lot of them. 

In order not to shine the army! Committing another crime, the Commander-in-Chief 

issued an order to his troops: to change clothes and enter the territory of a foreign state 

- Ukraine without documents. Full disguise as "local militia miners. 

It turns out that as a result of the reform of the army, Putin created an incredibly 

huge number of terrorist and sabotage groups out of the army, which are not provided 

for in the Charter of the Russian army and navy. And this is another crime of Putin, 

only now before the Russian armed forces. 
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Russian media claimed that in the Donbass, residents wanted to overthrow the 

oppression of Ukrainian oligarchs and created their own "rebel army." However, the 

"heroes" who led "Novorossia" for some reason were Russian citizens Igor Girkin, 

Zakharchenko and a car washer at gas stations in the Russian city of Rostov - Motorola. 

Nemtsov tried to explain to the Russians that no impostors in the form of 

“Girkin”, “Motorola”, “Zakharchenko” could never repel the attacks of the Ukrainian 

army, no matter how weak it was at the time of the attack on Ukraine." 

Russian propaganda convinced the Russian people through the central media that 

the army of the armed forces of Ukraine was an enemy and fascist. And the volunteer 

battalions that the Ukrainians themselves created, having risen to defend their 

homeland, are generally punitive. And the Russian people believed in this lie, did not 

want to think. The Armed Forces of Ukraine, this is the army of the country, which, as 

in any other state, is obliged to guard and protect the territorial integrity of its 

Fatherland. 

Despite the fact that the cities of Lugansk and Donetsk surrendered without a 

fight, the people of Donbass began to leave for partisan detachments and create their 

own battalions of volunteers to protect their territories from the invading enemy - 

Russia. And in Novorossia (as the occupied territories were called at first) under the 

guise of rebels, militia commanders on the ground, previously introduced GRU and 

FSB officers already acted. And I must say that the mess and confusion that reigned 

and reigns in the occupied territories of Donbass is an indicator that the Russian army 

of a new standard, its leadership, is absolutely not able to manage the territories, restore 

and maintain order on them.  

So, Putin told the world that he was ready to provide assistance to New Russia 

and, if necessary, to introduce peacekeeping forces. 

And what really happened? 

Boris Nemtsov wrote: “... In August 2014, the 76th division, the Pskov, Ivanovo, 

Samara and 98th Kostroma brigades, the 17th and 19th motorized rifle regiments, and 

the 9th special forces division from Nizhny Novgorod were introduced. The 
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Novorossisk military and Russian units based in Adygea and Chechnya were noticed. 

They connected the special forces of the Northern and Baltic Fleets, tank divisions. 

Network trolls ridiculed Elena Vasilyeva, saying that she buried the war 

'Buryats', but Russian soldiers with Asian appearance themselves posted their photos 

on social networks. And even the Russian singer Joseph Kobzon, who visited a tankman 

from Buryatia in a military hospital, helped in this. 

It is impossible to state exactly which units were involved in all special 

operations in the Donbass. It is important to understand that all units pulled into the 

so-called exercises carried out a particular task in the Donbass. They entered the 

territory of Ukraine for 3-5 days, shot back and returned to the positions of training 

camps in the Rostov region. The ubiquitous Lifefews journalists shot a picture of how 

ukrofashists are shooting peaceful villages, and the army of New Russia is protecting 

them ... ” 

From an unpublished report by Nemtsov: 

“... But the unsecured Crimea remains. And who will provide this whole mini-

continent, which is now an island for Russia? The budget plans did not approve such 

funding. I repeat, Putin did not have a mandate from the Council of Federations to 

send troops, this is a state crime. But Putin is used to doing exactly what he wants ... "  

***  

Exploring the mass of videos on the capture of the Donetsk airport, Ilovaysky 

"cauldron" and the battles for Debaltseve, all the "militia" of the "Russian world" with 

a serious military bearing, without saying a word, note the same thing: we were 

betrayed. Either the order was not accurate, the location was chosen murderous for the 

special forces, then the unnecessary redeployment began, as a result of which everyone 

remained unprotected in the open. In other words, everyone, without exception, 

narrates about mediocre command and planning of military operations. Not a single 

army of the world has ever known such a shameful failure. 

The independent newspaper “Pskov Province” wrote at that time: The fighting 

for this airport almost coincided with a secret funeral in Moscow, when in a military 
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club, with all military honors, were said goodbye to 14 servicemen of the 45th Special 

Forces Regiment of the Airborne Forces, who “died at the same time” on holiday". 

Ukrainian media then published photos with mourning ribbons exhibited in the club of 

the military unit, with reference to an “eyewitness”. 

      The logic of Russian propagandists: the photos on the tables themselves, 

even with mourning ribbons, do not say anything. Mourning ribbons can draw a billion. 

Like photos. Another thing is when we know the names, surnames and place of 

conscription of the Russian military. And nobody knew them, including the 

commanders of the exercises, since orders were given spontaneously, verbally. Lists 

of whom, at what point are being thrown, were not kept as unnecessary. All the same, 

all were disguised - epaulettes and military uniforms removed, military disguised as 

residents. Even the hand watch was not worn, so that it was impossible to establish the 

time difference between the two countries. 

There was a lot of noise around the occupied territories of Donetsk and Lugansk 

regions from the Ukrainian media. But behind it are very important questions that no 

one has answered yet, which are simply drowning as a result of general whine: 

- Why did the first humanitarian convoy come only to Lugansk and not come to 

Donetsk (in fact, it came secretly)? 

- Why did the military suddenly use the phrase “inglorious bastards” in their 

groups in social networks? 

- Why did the idea of the invincibility of the Russian army take root in the 

consciousness of society and why did several people in the Ministry of Defense of 

Ukraine contribute to this? 

And finally 

- Why did they kill Boris Nemtsov, having previously confiscated all his 

documents in his office, right after he announced his intention to write a report on the 

Russian invasion of the Donbass? 

And why did Vladimir Putin issue a decree “on classifying losses among the 

military in peacetime”? 
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A great crime requires the destruction and concealment of all evidence. And if 

this crime is committed by the first persons of the country, then absolutely all forces 

are thrown to concealment of secrets. They succeeded with the Kursk submarine, and 

all the perpetrators quickly moved with promotion to work in the General Staff and the 

State Duma. Although after that story, society already had to throw off the mediocre 

commander-in-chief and those scoundrels - generals who are not able to control the 

Russian army and navy. 

But at that time the Internet in Russia was still not so developed (is that why 

Putin intended to block it?) At closed forums of the Russian military, the military guys 

continue to slowly discuss what they saw during the “exercises”. And everyone 

confirms the absolutely incompetent command of any special operation. 

Activists of the Russian protest, having learned the names of those who died, 

tried to understand where the Pskov paratroopers (or those who had recently been a 

paratrooper) are now. The numbers of military vehicles and machine guns can be faked. 

Like passports. But there are relatives and friends of the military. In cities such as 

Ardatov, Ostrov, Pechory, Shebalino, Kurganinsk, Makushino it is impossible to hide 

whether the soldier returned home or not. And, coordinating their actions, Russian 

human rights defenders began to search. To the search for living people or graves. And 

most often they began to find graves in the most diverse corners of vast Russia. 

Yes, the Russian media are lying. And lie in a big way.  

From an unpublished report by Nemtsov: 

“... Putin ditched an incredible amount of Russian military in the Donbass. And 

he will not stop, because his main goal - the land corridor to the Crimea - has not been 

achieved. More than 600 billion dollars have already been spent on the war in Ukraine. 

And the Russian budget is cut in all respects, except for military expenses, arms costs. 

The sanctions imposed by the world community against Russia precisely because of its 

monstrous aggression do not stop Putin. He is madman. He really went crazy, and made 

his whole environment go crazy. He pulled along with him into this deadly adventure 
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for Russia not only the entire Russian army, but also the people of Russia. He made 

millions of people accomplices in his crime.  

And now, having unleashed a war in Syria, apparently he completely forgot the 

lessons of history. And for the first time in world history, Russia lost all allies. The 

Russian people will have to pay for the impunity of the usurper. And soon ... " 

“You're lying!” - say the watched Russian television viewers. Therefore, it is 

worth starting to give evidence and tell what Putin’s crime consists of in front of the 

army, his own people and the world community. 

  

***  

  

In mid-2014, social disputes began in the social networks over the number of 

Russian troops concentrated along the borders of Ukraine and losses from the Russian 

side in the Donbass. Russian propaganda, escalating hysteria, informed its citizens that 

the Russian-speaking population was oppressed in the Donbas. Responding to calls to 

help the fraternal people, volunteers from different regions of Russia go to the Donbass 

to help the oppressed.  

In fact, in the territory of eastern Ukraine there are real battles in which the 

Russian army takes part. The so-called humanitarian convoys are transported to 

Ukraine through captured Ukrainian territories tanks, weapons, ammunition, and going 

back they are carrying ... the bodies of the dead. Moreover, not a single Russian channel 

reports real loss from the Russian side in the conflict zone. 

The Russian command in the spring of 2014 officially announced the start of 

exercises in the south-west of Russia. At that time, hostilities were already going on in 

the Donbas for Lugansk, Donetsk and Donetsk Airport. 

And the first cargo  - 200 stories from Ukraine appeared in the Ukrainian media. 

Russian television channels talked about the first battles for the Donetsk International 

Airport, but not a word was said about the losses. 
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Battles in the spring and summer of 2014 in the Lugansk region claimed the lives 

of more than 2,000 militias and Russian soldiers disguised as militias. And then the 

first information leaked  

  

***  

“... Not a single Russian TV channel reported that 31 citizens of the Russian 

Federation died in the fighting in Donetsk on May 26, although there were“ Channel 

One ”and“ Russia 24 ”cameras near the morgue, she wrote on her Echo website blog 

Moscow "- (http://echo.msk.ru/blog/maryautomne/1332306-echo/), 

photojournalist Maria Turchenkova, Her photo story made people think about the 

extent of the tragedy taking place in the Donbass, and many questions arose for the 

Russian authorities. 

 “About a hundred journalists from international media gathered at the morgue, 

among them were the cameras of Channel One and Russia 24, which subsequently did 

not broadcast any news about this event,” and a truck with a “load of 200” already 

reached the border in Uspenska she was accompanied only by three colleagues. 

None of the domestic federal television channels that have been talking for 

months about the genocide of Russians in eastern Ukraine and about fascists in the west 

has reported that 31 Russian citizens died in Donetsk on May 26. They didn’t explain 

what the feat for which they died, how they got into this war, who opens the "channel 

through Rostov", who distributes weapons and who meets coffins with stickers of the 

DPR, "writes Turchenkova. 

“The Ukrainian media called the dead mercenaries and terrorists,” she adds, 

noting that the information war on both sides “completely erased the line of reality” 

and understanding what is really happening in eastern Ukraine.  

Turchenkova writes that "the man from the environment of Alexander Borodai, 

the prime minister of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People's Republic," asked them to 

accompany the bodies of the dead to the border. 
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“We were stunned by what we heard. This was the first admission that Russian 

citizens were dying in battles in the Donbass,” she admits. Prior to this, only two 

residents of Donetsk, Mark Zverev and Eduard Tyuryutikov, were identified by 

photographs, the journalist notes. 

Turchenkova had the impression that for the DNR officers it was important for 

the presence of journalists to deliver the bodies to the border. 

The 31 coffins that 

were loaded into the truck 

were marked stickers 

"Donetsk People's 

Republic". 

 For each of them 

was attached a certificate of 

the Donetsk Regional 

judicial bureau-  

  Coffins for the dead Russians collected all around medical examination 

Donetsk. Photo by Turchenkova  May 29th that neither 

the corpse, nor in the coffin there are no investments whose movement across the 

border of Ukraine is prohibited. 

   

The morgue’s employees went with a list of the names of the dead, and even 

showed its to reporters for a couple of moments, but they didn’t let them look carefully 

or take a picture. Journalists managed to see a certificate for Sergei Borisovich 

Zhdanovich, born in 1966, and Yuri Fedorovich Abrosimov, born in 1982.  
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Certificate of “cargo 200” for crossing the border 
with Russia  

 

About Zhdanovich in the group "Afghanistan. In Nothing is forgotten, nobody is 

forgotten" in Vkontakte was written that he was an retired instructor FSB Special 

Forces Center of Russia, a veteran of Afghanistan and Chechnya, arrived in 

Rostov-on-Don on May 19 and May 26 was killed in Donetsk.  

  

Turchenkova notes that there was not enough space in the morgue, so the DPR 

activists drove two refrigerated trucks the day before departure, where some of the dead 

were loaded. The bodies were stored in the ice cream factory refrigerators. On the sides 

and the roof of the truck carrying this cargo, activists painted red crosses and the 

numbers “200”. 

The border guards were alert, but after looking at the information and realizing 

what kind of cargo was carrying, they let the wagon go through. 
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Пограничники были удивлены "грузом 200"  

  

On August 19, 2014, a group titled “Cargo-200 from Ukraine to Russia” 

appeared on Facebook social networks, organized by a political activist, chairman of 

the board of the Forgotten Regiment Interregional Coordination Center Elena 

Vasilyeva. From this moment, the fixing of losses on the Russian side by caring citizens 

begins. The Kremlin simply could not expect that someone would begin to 

scrupulously collect information about the victims, to find out the circumstances of the 

death in real time. 

In the group’s annotation it is written: “Today, refrigerators with the bodies of 

the dead go from Ukraine to Russia. But the Russian media prefer to remain silent 

about those who die on Ukrainian territory. Russia sent its troops to Ukraine in 

August 2014 The group was created to register the dead "  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

Together with her assistants, Elena Vasilieva begins monitoring all reports of 

dead and missing servicemen and mercenaries from Russia. The work is complicated 

by the complete lack of information from the Russian side and the opposition of the 

Russian authorities. Initially, all fragmentary information found on the Internet begins 
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to be dumped into the group, the recorded losses are summed up by simple arithmetic 

operations. 

  

In the group, photos of Russians killed in the Ukrainian Donbass are beginning to be 

laid out. For the first week of the research work of the group 

administrators and volunteers go to the figure - 2000 dead! 

In the course of the study, Elena Vasilieva repeatedly writes to politicians asking 

them to join in and cover this topic: Garry Kasparov, Boris Nemtsov, Andrei Illarionov, 

Mikhail Kasyanov, Andrei Piontkovsky, 

George Satarov and others; Russian deputies: Dmitry Gudkov, Ilya 

Ponomarev, Sergei Mitrokhin, a number of socio-political figures of Russia and 

from abroad, informs the 

Committees of soldiers' mothers and 

human rights defenders. 

Participants in the summer 

battles from Ukraine are trying to 

help in the search for Russian 

soldiers left in the steppes of 

Donbass. They explain, by drawing 

on pieces of paper, in what places 

hundreds of dead Russian servicemen were left. 
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         At the end of this report, I published the application as an example of how we 

searched and double-checked the names of those killed in the first battles for the 

Donetsk airport in the project “Cargo 200 from Ukraine to Russia”. This painstaking 

study may be of interest only to historians and the military. At the same time, I would 

like to show the inquisitive reader how a variety of journalists and volunteers helped 

us in this difficult search. 

From June 3 to 9, 2014, the Argument publication spoke about some of those who died in 

the battle for the airport. “Another soldier of the Vostok battalion who was killed at the 

Donetsk airport was identified. Alexey Yurin, 21 years old, Mozhaysk. He served on 

conscription in the 45th Guards Regiment of the Special Forces of the Airborne Forces of 

the Russian Federation. Then Crimea. Then in the destroyed Kamaz 

(http://argumentua.com/reportazh/my-vashego-syna-v-ukrainu-ne-

otpravlyalikorotkaya-istoriya-zhizni-russkogo-naemnika-ubito) 

 

  Further, the text astonishes an unprepared Russian reader: 

 

At least three coffins came these days in the Moscow Region from Ukraine. In 

social networks - there is no official information - three former Russian military 

personnel aged 21 to 48 years are mentioned (A. Yurin, A. Efremov and S. Zhdanovich); 

in the spring, all three somehow fell into a neighboring country, fought there in the 

ranks of anti-government forces and were killed in late May during fighting in Donetsk.  
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The most striking thing is that we have not heard anything about them in the 

official Russian media - the very ones that over the past months have glorified everyone 

who fights with the "Kiev fascist junta." State television channels, government 

newspapers, and equally semi-official, albeit yellow websites, are silent about them, as 

if it was a state secret. They do not mention a single word about those who, in theory, 

should have been honored for days on end as brave heroes who saved civilians and, as 

a result, 

dead for the "Russian world". As if none of this happened. 

They don’t write about them even in the days of the funeral, even the local press 

outside Moscow is silent 

If Yurin, Efremov and Zhdanovich, from the point of view of the state, are 

liberators who performed the same mission as all these Babai, Byesee and Girkis, then 

why, after only a few days after the death, they are already de facto forgotten, friends 

are forced into social networks to announce fundraising to help families, and at the 

farewell ceremonies shots from rifles of the guard of honor do not sound? It's not about 

the fact that in the cities of Mozhaisk and Elektrogorsk they should certainly name 

schools or rename the streets, but why not just mention the dead and not say a few 

words about them that they deserve?  

It is possible, of course, that we don’t know much, and following the tradition, 

the Kremlin has already issued another secret decree on awarding the dead volunteers 

(according to the Ukrainian version - mercenaries and terrorists) with orders and 

medals and on allocating monetary compensation and new apartments to their relatives 
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; secret - in order, of course, not to give numerous enemies of Russia an extra reason 

to reproach our peace-loving country in involvement in military operations in eastern 

Ukraine. An open secret should remain a secret. 

Or is it still a different matter, namely, the use of an old and effective tactic known 

as “pulling chestnuts out of the fire with the wrong hands”? The propaganda pumping 

in the media aroused patriotic (although what kind of patriotism, if we are talking about 

another country?) Feelings and desire to fulfill an international duty: I’m a hut left / 

went to fight ... 

While they seized administrations in Ukraine and shot down helicopters, the 

country's leadership pressed Kiev, sold gas, negotiated with the West, etc., that is, they 

solved their own political and financial problems. And then, most likely, a universal 

formula came into force that has been used for a long time: "we did not send your son 

to Ukraine (Afghanistan, Chechnya ...)." The state has nothing to do with it, and each 

family again remains alone with its grief.   

***  

Indeed, not a single federal channel of Russia reported on the Russians who died 

in the battle for the Donetsk airport on May 26. No one explained what their feat was 

and how they got into this war. Putin was noticed in a church, lighting a candle for the 

souls of those who died in the Donbass. 

In May 2014, Novaya Gazeta filed an official request with 

The General Prosecutor's Office, the Investigative Committee and the Border 

Service of the FSB of Russia. 

This is a criminal offense, which must be thoroughly investigated, and to 

understand how the victims ended up on the territory of Ukraine in the war zone. But 

the most important thing is to find out right now what happened to the bodies. In the 

end, loved ones should be able to humane say goodbye. 

Nothing changes in Russia, Russia sends its children to die in foreign lands, and 

then does not recognize their participation in these adventures. There were 70s, now 
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10s, there was Angola and Mozambique, Afghanistan, Czechoslovakia, Chechnya, 

now Donetsk and Lugansk. 

The statement of "Novaya Gazeta": 

From Donetsk to Rostov, the truck with the bodies of the dead was sent by the 

leaders of the self-proclaimed Donetsk People’s Republic, Alexander Borodai, Denis 

Pushilin and a citizen of Russia, overseeing the power block, introduced by call sign 

"Varan." 

— Among the dead, thirty Russians and one Chechen (I mean ethnic Russians 

and a Chechen, all are Russian citizens), said the curator of the security forces. - 

Thankfully, the names of all the guys are known to us, a certificate has been written 

out for everyone, and all this will reach Rostov. But, unfortunately, only ours 

(Russians, after the fight at the airport) could be identified with absolute reliability, 

they had documents with them. But so far it has not been possible to identify many 

local militias, they worked by the callsign, we did not find any names or documents. 

According to the security official, the Russians arrived in the Donbass legally, 

across the border. Weapons and ammunition were already in place. 

“For example, we arrived in a group of 15 people - from Rostov. There, our 

volunteers organize themselves and travel here legally 

Cargo 200: no one wanted to confirm 

Representatives of the official authorities of the Rostov region deny the delivery 

to Russia of the bodies of Russians who died in Donetsk 

And again the same random confirmation of the words of Turchenkova: Russian 

citizens began to be delivered to Russia, who died in battles in the southeast of Ukraine. 

On the night of May 29-30, the first two trucks with the bodies of the dead crossed the 

Ukrainian-Russian border. 

Two trucks arrived at the Uspenskaya customs post (they usually transport 

perishable goods). After the procedure, the cars with the “Cargo 200” departed towards 

the Russian border. 
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However, so far in the Rostov region, few people even know something about 

the terrible echelon. The head of the press service of the Southern Customs 

Administration, Ryan Farukshin, told the newspaper: "Novaya Gazeta" that he does 

not have information about the passage of two trucks with red crosses and the number 

"200" on the sides through the checkpoints on the territory of the Russian Federation. 

The military registration and enlistment office of the Rostov region reported that for 

the first time they heard about the "cargo 200" received in Russia from the rebellious 

regions of Ukraine 

— If soldiers from our units (deployed in the Rostov region) or residents of the 

region would participate in the conflict, then our structures would take in the bodies, 

transfer them to morgues for storage, if necessary, conduct medical examinations or 

identification, report the death of a soldier to relatives, they would organize a burial. 

But in the Ukrainian conflict, Russian army and power units are not involved. 

The former head of the 124th laboratory (engaged in identifying the bodies of 

soldiers who died in military conflicts), Vladimir Shcherbakov also told us that he had 

not heard anything about the arrival on the territory of the Rostov region of the bodies 

of Russians killed in battles in Ukraine. 

- The marking "200" is accepted in the Russian army, this is the name of the 

transport in which the bodies of the dead are transported. In theory, these cars are 

civilian, and civilian structures could accept them on the Russian side. If among the 

dead there are unidentified corpses, then an examination is required, which can also be 

carried out by a private structure. 

Vladimir Shcherbakov himself now leads one of such structures - LLC 124Lab, 

but so far no one has turned to him for an examination. 

— - Usually, when the coffin with the deceased arrives from abroad, the order is 

as follows: after customs formalities, the body directly at the border is taken by 

relatives or the funeral home (by proxy from the relatives of the deceased), - explained 

the head of the Taganrog Bureau of Funeral and Funeral Services Alexander 

Kondratyev. - If the body is unidentified, then it is sent to the morgue for a forensic 
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examination. A certain time is allotted to the identification of the deceased, usually a 

month. If the identity could not be established, then the body is buried as unidentified. 

Taganrog is the city closest to the Assumption Customs Post. According to 

Alexander Kondratyev, there is no information that the bodies of Russians who died in 

battles in Ukraine are in the city morgue. 

Vladimir Shcherbakov, in turn, expressed the opinion that perhaps most of the 

bodies had already been sent to the relatives of the victims: 

- From the media it is known that the Russians fighting there have documents 

with them, and in case of death, it is probably not difficult to establish the residence of 

their relatives. 

The only one who indirectly confirmed that the bodies of those killed in the 

military conflict still remain in the Rostov Region was Eduard Popov, the head of the 

Rostov representative office of the Donetsk People’s Republic. To the question about 

the “cargo 200” that arrived from Ukraine, he answered as follows: 

— Sorry for cynicism, but thank God I’m not doing this. Other people are doing 

this. Which ones - I don’t know for sure, and I don’t have any contacts. Victoria 

Makarenko, sob. correspondent Novaya Gazeta, Rostov-on-Don  

  

Sergey Zhdanovich. Dossier. 

On May 26, a Russian citizen Sergey Zhdanovich died in a battle for the Donetsk 

airport. The chairman of the executive committee is organizing his funeral. 

Elektrogorsk branch of "United Russia". “And he sent him there” 

As it turned out, in April Zhdanovich requested a volunteer in the Crimea, but 

did not have time to send him. But on May 14, he told relatives that “they were urgently 

calling for military training in Rostov-on-Don,” he quickly packed up and left. And on 

May 26, someone called Zhdanovich’s brother and wife from Donetsk and said that 

“Sergey was killed.”  

Sergey Zhdanovich was born in 1966 in Elektrogorsk. He graduated from school 

number 15. He dreamed of becoming a driver, so he first studied in Krupin as a tractor 
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driver. He served in the Pacific Fleet in the protection of parks for ballistic and cruise 

missiles. After the army, he got a job at the Sokolniki police department. In 2000, 

according to the order, he was sent to Chechnya. In 2001, he signed a contract to serve 

in Chechnya. Marked with letters of thanks from the command of the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs. Favorite expression: “Duty to the Motherland, honor to nobody!” 

After the Chechen campaign, Zhdanovich headed the Electrogorsk branch of the 

Combat Brotherhood organization of hot spot veterans and took up military-patriotic 

education of youth. At the same time joined the "United Russia". From 2012 to the day 

of his death - a deputy from United Russia in the city council of Elektrogorsk. 

Novaya Gazeta correspondents contacted the press service of the United Russia 

office in Elektrogorsk and asked if United Russia would provide material assistance to 

its deceased member of the same party. In response, the girl said that the delivery of 

the body from Rostov-on-Don and the organization of the funeral is handled by the 

head of the city executive committee of EP Roman Tikunov (audio recording is 

available in the editorial office): 

- Roman Igorevich went to Donetsk, and he sent him there. 

- How did it ferry? 

“Well, I don't know these details.” He documented everything there ... 

In parting, the girl promised to connect us with Mr. Tikunov and asked to leave 

the editorial phone number. 

Since 2012, Roman Tikunov has been the head of Elektrogorsk United Russia, 

also a member of the Battle Brotherhood, the founder of commercial structures working 

in the housing and utilities sector: Elinkom LLC, Dom-Service LLC, RitStroy LLC, 

Truck-Es LLC and LLC "Cascade". 

 Alexey Zhdanovich, brother of the deceased Sergey, told the following: 

— There is no information. Tikunov said he was busy delivering refugees from 

Donetsk. It was promised that on June 6, the brother’s body would be brought to the 

Ramenskoye airport or delivered to Podolsk 

— In the Ukrainian media they write that your brother served in the FSB. 
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— He never served in the FSB. Only in the police ... 

It remains to add that Sergei Zhdanovich has a wife and daughter, a student. 

This investigation was published by Sergey Kanev 

(http://argumentua.com/reportazh/gruz-200-iz-ukrainy-v-rossiyu-prodolzhenie)  

  

***   

A year later, online interviews will appear on the Internet with the participants 

in these battles, who will begin to talk in perplexity about how mediocre were the 

balance of power and command orders. Surviving fighters under call signs will note 

only one fact, pronouncing the word "betrayal". 

Personnel officers who were well aware of the balance of power, assessing 

specific circumstances were at first surprised, and seeing how their comrades were 

dying, they were already indignant at the stupidity of the orders given, the lack of 

timely support and medical assistance. But none of the military dared to utter the words 

“adventure”, “bluff”, “murder”, and it is precisely the last word that defines the essence 

of mediocre orders that led to the destruction of the personnel of the Russian army, 

which was sent to carry out subversive and aggressive activities in the neighboring 

country . 

But that was only the beginning. 

  

***  

The Russian Ministry of Defense, which sent the guys to the slaughter, is 

mysteriously silent. And the head of the press center, Major General Kanashenkov, 

unexpectedly stated that Elena Vasilyeva does not exist in nature. This is an image 

invented by the Pentagon, and instead its NATO social media blog is maintained by 

NATO officers. It’s flattering. 

An incredibly huge army of disinfectors was activated against our group, who 

sent absolutely incorrect, fictitious information. And of course, we sometimes fell for 

these tricks, and since I was the main "translator" for the media - Elena Vasilieva, the 
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miss with the wrong name slipped into us was repeated many times to inspire gullible 

spectators - Vasilieva is lying! 

In general, everything possible was done to confuse the lists of the dead, to hide 

the names of most of them. 

Any military action involves losses from both warring parties. Through the 

central channels of Ukraine, they broadcast daily how the soldiers who died in this 

conflict are buried in a particular area. 

Russian channels also talk about Ukraine’s losses, but they keep dead silence 

about the Russians killed in the Donbas, believing that nameless heroes do not need 

such glory and human funerals. Moreover, the search for the dead, of which only a 

nickname remains, is significantly burdened. 

But we didn’t think so. 

  

  

  

  

   

  

  

   

   

   

Chapter 2 Cargo 200 goes to Russia or “they are not there” 

  

Before proceeding to the second chapter, it is worth clarifying one concept. The 

military callsign is either the name of the radio point, the military facility with which 

the switch should connect. But in this dishonest war in the Donbass, unexpectedly, 

every belligerent on the Russian side got nicknames. And the word “call sign” was 
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introduced by the Russian military in violation of all military and military traditions. 

Simply, everyone has a “nickname” instead of a name.  

… Noteworthy is the publication of the Forgotten Regiment Interregional 

Coordination Center, in which officers of our organization talked about the number of 

Russian troops accumulated in the summer of 2014 along the Ukrainian border in the 

article “Peacekeeping Forces of Russia” 

(http://zpolk-org.livejournal.com/72403.html.)  

And these strange protracted military exercises do not want to end. “... we 

publish the information at our disposal about which troops are pulled into the combat 

zones of Ukraine. We hope this will become a definite guideline for relatives who are 

worried about the fate of their employees in the army of relatives. 

For obvious reasons, this information cannot be accurate at 100%. But it is 

confirmed by fragmentary statements from the Ministry of Defense and the 

publications of journalists. 

From Southeast Military District, Ground Forces and Artillery: 

- BTG from the 18th motorized rifle brigade Chechnya, Khankala / Kalinovskaya 

(the so-called Chechen battalion); - BTG from the 17th motorized rifle brigade 

Chechnya, Shali; 

- BTG from the 136th motorized infantry brigade Botlikh, Dagestan; - BTG from 

the 205th motorized rifle brigade Budenovsk, Stavropol Territory; 

- BTG from the 19th motorized rifle brigade Vladikavkaz, North 

Ossetia - BTG from the 7th military base from occupied Abkhazia, Georgia; 

- BTG from the 33rd mountain motorized rifle brigade Maykop, Adygea; - Mixed 

division of the 291st artillery brigade Troitskaya, Ingushetia. 

- A mixed company from the 78th Logistics Support Brigade Budenovsk, 

Stavropol Territory. 

  

From Airborne: 

- BTG from the 76th division of Pskov; 

- BTG from the 98th division of Ivanovo; 

- BTG from the 45th Separate Special Forces Regiment Kubinka; 
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- BTG from the 247th regiment of the 7th division of Novorossiysk. 

- BTG / RTG and divisions from the Ground Forces and artillery units of the Southern 

Military District - from the 20th Volgograd Motorized Rifle Brigade, 

- 34th Mountain Motorized Rifle Brigade of Karachay-Cherkessia; 

- Division of the 943rd artillery regiment Krasnooktyabrsky Adygea (MLRS 

"Hurricane"), 

- Division of the 1st Missile Brigade Krasnodar (OTRK "Tochka-U", 

Iskander-M). 

- 23rd motorized rifle brigade Samara; 

- BTG / RTG from the Airborne Forces - from the 56th Airborne Assault Brigade 

Volgograd, 

- 106th division of Tula. - RTG / DRG (sabotage and reconnaissance groups) 

  

 - from the GRU units deployed in the south of the Russian Federation - the 10th 

Special Forces Brigade Molkino, Krasnodar Territory, 

- 22nd Special Forces Brigade Aksay, Rostov Region, 

- The 100th Experimental Intelligence Brigade Mozdok North 

Ossetia 

- 346th Special Forces Brigade Cool Kabardino Balkaria, 

- 25th Special Forces Regiment Stavropol; 

- 2nd Special Purpose Brigade Pskov, - 16th Special Purpose Brigade Tambov, 

- 3rd Special Forces Brigade Ulyanovsk. 

In total, according to the most rough estimates, taking into account the support units, 

the number of the Russian Group (which they themselves cynically call the 

“Peacekeeping”) on the eastern border of Ukraine is about 12-15 thousand personnel, 

which, if necessary, can be strengthened at least as soon as possible in two. Large 

groups of Russian troops are also concentrated in the South in the occupied Crimea 

and on the North-Eastern border of Ukraine 

 

***  
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After the group “Cargo 200 from Ukraine to Russia” counted the first 2,000 (two 

thousand) deaths in the battles in the Donbass (which are now confirmed after almost 

a year and a half by name! What are the actual losses?) On August 25, 2014 at An 

article by Elena Vasilyeva with the same name “Cargo-200 from Ukraine to Russia” - 

(http://echo.msk.ru/blog/evasiljeva/1386700-echo/) appears in Echo of Moscow, in 

which Vasilyeva draws the attention of readers to the fact that “... The authorities are 

trying to explain to the local population that during the exercises at the training range 

near Pskov several paratroopers were blown up Pskov Airborne Division. Rumors go 

different: 10 people, 15 people. Shoigu hastily flew to Pskov. At the same time, on 

August 18, 2014, the President of Russia, by Decree N 571 “ON REWARDING THE 

ORDER OF SUVOROV 76 

The GUARDIAN airborne - assault Chernihiv Red 

Banner Division ”awards the paratroopers with the Order of 

Suvorov. 

 For reference: The Order of Suvorov is awarded 

exclusively for military merit. That is, in peacetime it is 

impossible to receive such an order only if it participated in 

some kind of military operations. Here are the reasons for 

receiving this award: 1. For the skillful organization of operations and leadership of 

groupings of troops (forces), associations and military units, which allowed, despite 

stubborn resistance of the enemy, his numerical superiority, improved technical 

equipment and a more favorable location in the theater of operations (operational 

direction), achieve the objectives of operations, retain the most important areas of its 

territory (territories of the union states), create conditions for seizing the initiative and 

conducting subsequent operations with spruce offensive 2. For efficient organization 

and management of units of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation for the 

activities of strategic deterrence force nature, to ensure that no (de-escalation) 

aggression (armed conflict) against the Russian Federation and (or) its allies  
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Vasilyeva emphasizes: “In fact, the Presidential Decree of 08/18/2014 N 571“ 

On awarding the 76th Guards Airborne Assault Red Banner Chernigov Division with 

the Order of Suvorov ”is an official documentary confirmation that the military forces 

of the Russian Federation unleashed and are waging war against Ukraine on its 

territory..   

And all this happens at a time when the Ukrainian people in all social networks 

are persuading the Russians: take away the corpses of Russian mercenaries and 

conscript soldiers. Ukraine is ready to deliver corpses to relatives at its own expense. 

Not in order to mock someone, but because there, in Ukraine, they have not lost the 

main thing - humanity! They can’t understand in any way: how it is so, how you can 

abandon your “heroes” and let them bury them like stray dogs. Ukrainians are trying 

to disseminate appeals to mothers, wives, sisters of Russia asking them to phone with 

men who have been absent from families who have not contacted for a long time: 

maybe they are no longer alive! But they come across aggressive exclamations: all this 

is a lie. And Ukrainians have to bury the corpses of dead mercenaries in common 

graves, digging long trenches for this. It is also difficult to identify them, because at 

best a nickname of a mercenary may be known. Killed with documents are not 

common. Rostov's morgues are crammed with corpses and these services are simply 

suffocating from hopelessness. It remains only to advise relatives who are looking for 

their missing sons, fathers and brothers: first contact the Rostov morgue, and then send 

requests to the Security Service of Ukraine, to the Committees of Soldiers' Mothers. 

But the deceived Russians in the same social networks begin to argue and claim 

that all this is fake. 

In two days, this article by Elena Vasilyeva was read by more than 100,000 

people. From that moment, over the next two years, Echo of Moscow no longer 

missed a single article by Vasilyeva to publish important information on her blog 
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… And here is the unexpected news: the corpses of paratroopers were brought 

to Pskov on white KAMAZ trucks. And information began to leak through all social 

networks despite the fact that intelligence agencies are trying to clean up every such 

message. And now the information vacuum was broken by the wives, loved ones of 

those who were quietly brought back to their homeland. 

And on August 27, the Russian media were still not afraid to talk about the death 

of 12 Pskov paratroopers. The survivors managed to tell a lot before the security 

services pressed them.. (http://slon.ru/fast/russia/pskovskiedesantniki-rasskazali-o-

gibeli-desyatkov-svoikh-tovarishchey-1151234.xhtml )  

(excerpt from negotiations) Paratroopers discuss the situation with hiding the death of 

their comrades, in particular, Leonid Kichatkin: 

  

- I understand that Lenin’s wife was covered with a mouth? 

- Most likely, ***** [damn] Because the phone was taken from her, some guy picked 

up the phone, said that “I am Lenya”. Bitch, I would have seen him, I would have 

beaten him ***** [face], ***** [nafig] ... 

- Lenya already lies, ***** [nafig] ... 

- Lenya there without legs, you can say ... I talked with a man who was right there in 

this battle ...  

  

***  

… Since the creation of the “Cargo-200 from Ukraine to Russia” group, a variety 

of information has come to me and the group’s admins. A lot of unverified details that 

we do not publish, but are looking for confirmation. And as expected, one has to look 

for the missing soldiers. 
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Believe me, the assistants and I are very happy when the fighter is, even if 

wounded, but alive. Even captive, but alive. 

Once we managed to find the parents and wife of a fighter who is in a coma in 

Dnepropetrovsk. We found two wounded guys: one in Rostov, the other one in 

Volgograd hospital. Parents and relatives are now in a hurry to their children playing 

in the war. 

But not everything is as smooth as we would like to think. 

The sister of the missing brother turned to me: 

- - Please help me find a brother, Pavel Zhilin, born in 1992 He served in 

Kostroma 98 Airborne Division, 331 regiment, 3 battalion, 9 company, but when they 

were taken to Rostov, it seems that he was transferred to 1 battalion, to 1 company 

We are looking for everything together 

Mom Chernega Marina Anatolyevna two months ago lost her son 25 years old 

Veselov Egor Pavlovich July 21, 90 who left home without documents. 

- - Help me find a son. We have already appealed to the investigating 

authorities and the prosecutor's office, but no one gives any answer. My father fell ill 

because of this, went to the hospital ... 

 Today we found him captive in Ukraine. And the mother, in a strange way, 

expects her son to return just like that from there himself. 

We continue to look for another loss - a volunteer. 

His wife is looking for Yuri Kirsanov from Samara 

- - A male voice called me and said that in the Donbass my husband was 

shot in the back. He was taken to Russia, where we do not know. 

Yuri’s trace was found in Rostov’s hospital, but relatives were told there that he 

had been transferred to the military hospital in St. Petersburg .. On this, the trace was 

lost. 

***  

Military lawyers, members of our Facebook group “Cargo 200 from Ukraine to 

Russia,” were prepared to send statements to the appropriate authorities demanding to 
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check every case of the mysterious death of Russian military personnel in pseudo-

exercises near Rostov and its environs. We never received a response.  

The list of military personnel on whom we initiated an audit at the end of August 

2014: 

KILLED: 

1.Abramov Dmitry,; military unit 12128 village Totskoye 4, Orenburg region 

2. Aliyev Abdulhakim Bayramalievich; 18 Motorized Rifle Brigade, military 

unit 27777; 

3. Andriyanov Sergey; 137 RAP military unit 41450; 

4. Araptanov Marcel Mukharamovich; 17 Motorized Rifle Brigade, military unit 

65384; 

5. Harutyunyan Robert Martunovich 18 OMSBR military unit 27777; 

6. Barakov Vladislav Alexandrovich; 6th GAT of military unit 54096; 

7. Baranov Alexander; 76 DShD; military unit 74268; 

8. Bushin Nikolay; Ulyanovsk; 31 guards ODShBr military unit 73612; 

9. Vedernikov Alexander; military unit 63356; 

10. Volkov Sergey Mikhailovich; 76 guards DShD 234 DShP military unit 

74268; 

11. Voronov Alexander; 9 Motorized Rifle Brigade military unit 54046; 

12. Gamow Vladislav; military unit 12128 village Totskoye 4, Orenburg region 

13. Gamov Sergey; military unit 12128 village Totskoye 4, Orenburg region 

14. Gerasimov Sergey; 16 OBrSpN, military unit 71211 Kostroma; 

15. Glushchenko Vitaliy, senior sergeant; military unit 12128 village Totskoye 

4, Orenburg region 

16. Gusamov Rustam Rinatovich; 18 Motorized Rifle Brigade, military unit 

27777; 

17. Davoyan Armen; 9 OMSBR; military unit 54046; 

18. Danilyan Arthur Babkenovich; 247 infantry fighting vehicles in military unit 

54801; 

19. Dargiev Rakhman Ramzanovich; 18 Motorized Rifle Brigade, military unit 

27777; 
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20. Dmitry Ermakov 6th Special Brigade of military unit 54096; 

21. Dymov Sergey, Art. ensign; military unit 12128 village Totskoye 4, 

Orenburg region 

22. Efremov Alexander; 45 OP SpN VDVV / h 28337; 

23. Zhilin Pavel Anatolyevich; 98 guards VDD 331 Guards. RAP military unit 

71211 

24. Zakayev Ibrahim Said-Aminovich; 18 Motorized Rifle Brigade, military unit 

27777; 

25. Ibragimov Khizir Huseynovich; 18 Motorized Rifle Brigade, military unit 

27777; 

26. Karpukhin Victor, ml. Sergeant; military unit 12128 village Totskoye 4, 

Orenburg region 

27. Vasily Karavaev; 21 Motorized Rifle Brigade, military unit 12128; 

28. Karpenko Alexey Vasilievich; 76 guards of the military high school regiment 

of military unit 74268; 

29. Kilchenbaev Ilnur Ryazhalovich; 31 guards ODShBr military unit 73612; 

30. Kinibaev Tleuzhan; 76 guards of the military high school regiment of 

military unit 74268; 

31. Kichatkin Leonid Yuryevich; 76 DShD military unit 74268; 

32. Klein Vladimir Voldemarovich; Kantemirovskaya 275 SAP in the military 

unit 48763; 

33. Klimov Sergey; 31 guards ODShBr military unit 73612; 

34. Kovalev Vyacheslav; 31 guards ODShBr military unit 73612; 

35. Anton Korolenko; 76 DShD military unit 74268; 

36. Kuzmin Konstantin; 18 Motorized Rifle Brigade, military unit 27777; 

37. Maksutov Ildar; 106 guards VDD 137 Guards RAP military unit 41450; 

38. Makhmatkhanov Mairabek Makhmatsultanovich; 18 Motorized Rifle 

Brigade, military unit 27777; 

39. Medvedev Maxim; 45 OP Spn VDV military unit 28337; 

40. Midaev Magomed Khizirovich; 18 Motorized Rifle Brigade, military unit 

27777; 
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41. Misirbaev Arbi Umaltaevich; 18 Motorized Rifle Brigade, military unit 

27777; 

42. Murat Davran; 31 guards ODShBr military unit 73612; 

43. Mylnikov Nikolay, senior warrant officer 

44. Nazirov Ismail Solmanovich; 18 Motorized Rifle Brigade, military unit 

27777; 

45. Nikulin Alexander, ensign; military unit 12128 village Totskoye 4, 

Orenburg region 

46. Osipov Alexander Sergeevich; 76 DShD military unit 74268; 

47. Palkin Nikolay; Kantemirovskaya 275 SAP in the military unit 48763; 

48. Seleznev Sergey Alexandrovich; 331 RAP military unit 71211, 

49. Semakin Pavel; 76 guards of the military high school regiment of military 

unit 74268; 

50. Sokolov Nikita Ivanovich; 76 guards of the military high school regiment of 

military unit 74268; 

51. Sorokin Sergey senior lieutenant, com 2 tank platoon 4 tank company; 

military unit 12128 village Totskoye 4, Orenburg region 

52. Fear of Denis; 247 guards High-speed ballistic defense in the military unit 

54801; 

53 Surkov Nikita, private; military unit 12128 village Totskoye 4, Orenburg 

region 

54. Anatoly Terekhov, 7th military base of the RF Armed Forces, military unit 

09332; 

55. Timin Zakhar 1 msv 33rd maykopsky otd. mountain motorized rifle br. W / 

h 

22179; 

56. Timoshkin Alexey; 76 guards of the military high school regiment of military 

unit 74268; 

57. Tumanov Anton Mikhailovich; 18 Motorized Rifle Brigade, military unit 

27777; 

58. Fedorov Vladimir Vasilievich; 18 Motorized Rifle Brigade, military unit 

27777; 

59. Fetisov Alexey; 8th Motorized Rifle Brigade, military unit 16544; 
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60. Vitaliy Khlebkov; 6th Czestochowa Safety Bureau, military unit 54096; 

61. Khudyakov Sergey: military unit 08275, 200th Special Police Force OMON, 

Murmansk Region, Pechenga settlement, V. Luostari settlement 

62. Sharaborin Nikolay; 247 guards High-speed ballistic defense in the military 

unit 54801; 

63. Yakovlev Artem; 106 VDD 

  

WERE WITHOUT NEWS (FOUND IN THE CAPTURE) 

1. Agaguliev Elkhan; 31 Guards ODShBr, military unit 73612 went missing 

2. Akhmetov Ruslan; 31 Guards ODShBr, military unit 73612 went missing 

3. Balabanov Andrey; 23rd Motorized Rifle Brigade of military unit 65349 went 

missing 

4. Veselov Egor Pavlovich 98 guards. VDD 331 Guards. RAP military unit 

71211 in captivity 

5. Ilmitov Arseniy 31 Guards. ODShBr, military unit 73612 went missing 

6. Koshkarov Konstantin 31 Guards. ODShBr, military unit 73612 went missing 

7. Lenchenko Anton 31 Guards. ODShBr, military unit 73612 went missing 

8. Maksimov Ilya 76 DSS in military unit 74268 went missing 

9. Vlad Merediyanev 106 Guards of the Airborne Forces 137 RAP RF HF 41,450 

went missing 

10. Oroniyazov Rufat; 18 MSBR military unit 27777; missing 

12. Serva Dmitry 18th EW brigade of military unit 41158; missing 

13. Sokolov Artem 98 guards. VDD 331 Guards. RAP military unit 71211 went 

missing 

14. Tkachenko Ivan 76 DShD military unit 74268; missing 

15. Usmonov Rakhmudin; 15 Motorized Rifle Brigade 2 SMEs of military unit 

90600 went missing 

16. Fedorov Ruslan 76 DSS in military unit 74268 went missing 

17. Fedorchenko Andrey Sergeevich; 6th GAT of military unit 54096 captured? 

killed? 

18. Shmelev Alexey; 6th GAT of military unit 54096 captured? killed? 

  

At the time of this writing, 7 people we found ... dead. The rest are missing: 

1. Agaguliev Elkhan; 31 Guards ODShBr, military unit 73612 disappeared 

2. Balabanov Andrey; 23rd Motorized Rifle Brigade of military unit 65349 disappeared 

3. Koshkarov Konstantin 31 Guards. ODShBr, military unit 73612 disappeared 

4. Lenchenko Anton 31 Guards. ODShBr, military unit 73612 disappeared 
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5. Merediyanev Vlad 106 Guards of the Airborne Forces 137 MAP RF 41450 

disappeared 1. Merediyane Vlad 106 Guards of the Airborne Forces 137 RAPs 

of the RF 41450 disappeared 

6. Serva Dmitry 18th EW brigade of military unit 41158; disappeared bv 

7. Sokolov Artem 98 guards. VDD 331 Guards. RAP military unit 71211 disappeared 

bv 

8. Tkachenko Ivan 76 DShD military unit 74268; disappeared bv 

9. Fedorov Ruslan 76 DSS in military unit 74268 disappeared 

 

As for a number of guys, it was clear that they were openly trying to confuse us, 

as, for example, in the story of Ilya Maximov, who turned out to be alive. 

 

Ilya Maximov. Dossier. 

Ilya Maximov serves in the 234th Guards Black Sea OrderKutuzov III degree airborne 

assault regiment named after St. Alexander Nevsky, part of the 76th division. On 

August 21, a message appeared on social networks that in the Lugutinsky district of the 

Luhansk region, the Ukrainian military destroyed a group of Russian soldiers and 

seized an airborne combat vehicle. In photographs from the scene, in addition to the 

damaged BMD-2, the charter of the airborne forces and the verification magazine, 

documents of several captured soldiers were posted. One of them was a soldier of the 

76th guards airborne assault division of the airborne forces based in Pskov, Ilya 

Maksimov was born in 1994. 

“On August 17th he sent an SMS message:“ Everything is fine. The phone’s 

charging ends, the camp is without electricity, ”Ilya Maksimov’s mother Lyubov 

Aleksandrovna told Profil.“ When the message arrived, I called back almost 

immediately, but there was no connection. An answering machine suggested leaving a 

message. ” According to her, on the eve of Ilya talked with his sister, and the day 

before, with herself. According to the mother, Ilya warned his parents on August 15 

that he was going to a training camp. This did not surprise them, because such trips 

often happened before.  
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The fact that Maximov was among the captured Pskov paratroopers in Ukraine, 

his parents learned from acquaintances, and then they themselves saw messages on 

social networks. Lyubov Maksimova, in a conversation with a Profile correspondent, 

confirmed that Ilya Maksimov’s driver’s license, photographs of which, along with his 

other documents, were posted on the Internet — authentic. “He received a driver’s 

license before he joined the army in June 2012,” Lyubov Maksimova explained. 

Maxim’s military specialty, she said, was “BMD driver”. “We went to the Volsky 

military registration and enlistment office. They knew nothing there. Then we went to 

Saratov. The military enlistment office told us that they saw messages on social 

networks and promised to call Pskov. Whether they called or not, I don’t know, but 

they told us that in Pskov they were aware of the messages, but in fact this is not true 

and everything is fine,” explained Maximova. 

After the connection with Ilya Maximov was lost, and in social networks his 

name appeared in the list of victims, Lyubov Maximova turned to the Saratov 

Committee of Soldiers' Mothers. A request was posted from the committee on the 

Internet to provide any information about the missing person. According to its leader, 

Lidia Sviridova, an unknown man called her on the night of the same day and said that 

Maximov had been detained in Ukraine. He invited her to help release the paratrooper 

if his parents officially announced his loss to Ukraine. As Sviridova said, the man did 

not introduce himself, called from the Moscow number and spoke without a Ukrainian 

accent. The speaker refused to provide any evidence that Maximov was alive. 

August 27 at 11:45 Ilya called his father, as her phone was turned off at that 

moment. He said that he was in training in Rostov. To his father’s question, “What 

nonsense is happening on the Internet, why is your driver’s license published”, Ilya 

answered: “I don’t know. My driver’s license is with me. ” 

In a comment to the Dozhd TV channel, Lyubov Maksimova reported that she 

had tried to call back to the number from which the call had arrived and she heard: 
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“The call cannot be made yet, it is satellite international communications.” 

I could not find out any other media reports about whether Ilya Maximov is alive 

or not. And suddenly after this hype, the central channels of Russia show a report with 

alive and healthy Ilya, who continues contract service in Russia. 

  

***  

At the same time, when the 

news of the dead Pskov 

paratroopers was circulated in 

social networks, Ukrainian media 

reported that “Near the settlement 

of Mirror Amvrosievsky district of 

Donetsk region, the general 

operational group of the Armed 

Forces of Ukraine and the SBU 

detained 10 troops of the 331st 

regiment of the 98th Svir air 

division of the landing forces of the 

Armed Forces of the Russian 

Federation (HF 71211). Russian 

servicemen have been detained with 

personal documents and weapons, 

"the statement reads on the website 

of the SBU of Ukraine. 

The Minister of Defense of Ukraine Valery Geletey in connection with the 

detention of 10 servicemen asks relatives of Russian soldiers to inquire whether they 

are on the territory of Ukraine. “Officially, they are training in various parts of the 

Russian Federation. In reality, they are participating in military aggression against 

Ukraine,” wrote Geletey on his Facebook. 
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Russian servicemen detained with personal documents and weapons testified 

that the battalion of paratroopers was sent by rail to the Rostov region of the Russian 

Federation on August 23, and at about 3 a.m. on August 24 the unit was alerted and 

received orders to march in a dozen convoy BMD. Only the officers were informed 

that Russian equipment would invade the territory of Ukraine. " 

On August 25, one of the founders of Look At Me, Alexei Ametov, tweeted that 

he had met a man on the highway who was driving to Ulan-Ude for the funeral of his 

son, a paratrooper who died near Donetsk. Earlier, the Dagestani publication "Draft" 

reported the death of at least ten natives of the region in Ukraine. According to the 

sources of the publication, sending contractors to the border regions of the Russian 

Federation is “voluntary-compulsory” in nature. “Those who refuse can, for example, 

be taken to the parade ground and accused of cowardice and so on before the formation. 

That is, moral pressure is exerted, ”the paratrooper told“ Draft ”, who wished to remain 

anonymous. 

So, there was a lot of noise around the deaths of the Pskov and Ryazan 

paratroopers, but no one bothered to ask the question: how did it happen that so many 

conscripts and contract soldiers died and went missing? 

Talkative Ukraine also tactfully circumvented this issue. But in vain. 

And before confirming the presence of Pskov, Ryazan, Ivanovo, Samara, 

Ulyanovsk and other paratroopers in the war in the Donbass, it is worth immediately 

telling about what did happen more than once. And, perhaps, this is precisely what 

Putin’s main fear is, after which he was ordered to shut up everyone who raises the 

topic of the military who died in Ukraine and, in fact, simply killed, Russian 

paratroopers. 

  

***   

(Data that was seized from Boris Nemtsov on the day of his murder) 

We learned about the death of the Kostroma and Pskov paratroopers. They will 

be detailed below in this report. But the people of Russia have not heard anything about 
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the death of the Ivanovo paratroopers. And we have no evidence of their death, but 

there are many fragmentary stories that are worth voicing here. 

The guys from the Ivanovo landing were sent to capture Mariupol. The group 

consisted of an artillery division, reconnaissance and support units with a total number 

of about 400 people, about 30 airborne combat vehicles, 18 Nona artillery installations 

and other vehicles with a total of up to 60 units. 

On August 24, the group came under attack from the Ukrainian artillery and tank 

brigade, as a result of which it was destroyed. 10 people were captured, and the rest 

died. Their names were not announced in Russia. Their bodies were buried secretly. 

But this is not one failure of the offensive of the Russian army. 

Another story, in fact, it happened with the Pskov, Ryazan, Kostroma 

paratroopers, Ulyanovsk and Samara conscripts. 

Many in Russia were dumbfounded in August 2014 by the number of killed 

Russian military - conscripts in the "exercises". And the society was “turned away” 

from exactly how the guys died. And this question, I repeat, lies at the basis of that lie, 

that war crime that the Russian command is trying to hide from the whole world by all 

means. Otherwise, the war in the Donbass could have ended in August 2014. 

And, as you recall, Shoigu immediately flew to the location of the unit to the 

Pskov, having awarded the military unit with the Order of Suvorov and declared the 

guard. Even Putin was noticed in the church when he put a candle at rest. 

Mothers who tried to find out the cause and circumstances of the deaths of the 

boys were told that this was a state secret. 

Relatives of the deceased underwent an unprecedented massive treatment. 

Everything was used: intimidation, threats of reprisal against family members. 

But the most important “carrot” was the promised compensation of up to 5 

million rubles. 
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It is strange if Sechin’s salary is 1 million rubles a day, Putin has even more, why 

didn’t they bargain? Why 5, and not, say, not 10 or 15 million for the killed warrior-

son? The authorities would make any concessions if our people were a little more 

organized. But in Russia there is no civil society. The population has long been crushed 

and intimidated. And relatives are silent from fear of losing the promised compensation 

and payments. 

But it became noticeable that on closed forums, the landing force overnight 

silently hated the Ivanovo paratroopers, everywhere using the nickname 

"Inglourious Basterds". Why? For what? 

As it turned out: for the stupid execution of orders of absolutely mediocre 

command. Ivanovo landing blocked the road to Donetsk. They received an order: do 

not let anyone in without special orders. 

One day in August 2014, they received a “special order”: let the column of the 

Pskov paratroopers go. How and on what Pskovites should move was known. But the 

Russian command thought - thought, and decided to strengthen the Pskov with several 

tanks, and the Ivanovo guys did not receive any additional special orders. 

And the Ivanovites look at this column, see tanks in the column’s tail, and 

analyze that they don’t have a word about the tanks. Therefore, this is the trick of the 

Ukrainians and this is another column. And that means: “Fire to defeat!” You know 

the result ... 

Another time, just a few days later, an officer from the headquarters came to their 

location. And he says: "A convoy of white KAMAZs must pass here. This is" 

humanitarian aid "to our guys in Donetsk. Skip them!" To which the commander of 

Ivanovtsev shrugged in surprise, stating: "What are the KAMAZ trucks? Aren't they 

dying there around the corner?" 

The first humanitarian convoy of assistance to Donbass was pompously 

disseminated by all the media, and the figure was 280 cars, white KAMAZ trucks. But 

on August 16, only 160 crossed the border. Where the remaining 120 went is a mystery. 
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The observers recorded 10 KAMAZs already unloaded in Donetsk at the same time - 

on August 16. But about the rest in the media, complete silence to this day. 

In short, the Ivanovo people were informed late that cars of a humanitarian 

convoy should go through. 

And the Ukrainian media chuckled calling such strange fights "friendly fire of 

an unidentified military unit." 

***  

There is even more terrible evidence that Elena Vasilyeva first noticed when 

shooting her documentary film “Ukraine: In Search of Truth”. Officers and soldiers 

who left the Ilovaisky Cauldron in September 2014 unanimously said that despite the 

declared free corridor for the Ukrainian military, Russian tanks began to shoot the 

Ukrainian convoy point blank. But not all, but only the equipment in which there were 

Russian prisoners of war captured by Ukrainians. Moreover, they were told with 

surprise. Indeed, while a whole week in Ilovaysk there were negotiations on the 

withdrawal of Ukrainians who were surrounded, the Russian military provided the 

Ukrainians with a list of the convoy, and the withdrawal procedure was agreed upon. 

And the Ukrainians quite rightly believed that the Russian servicemen whom they had 

taken prisoner would serve as some kind of shield to them, a guarantee that the Russian 

military would keep their word and would not shoot. 

How did they know that the Russian command would give the order to destroy 

the evidence, namely, witnesses - Russian prisoners of war, whom the Ukrainians 

would surely have presented to the world. After all, Putin said that there are no Russian 

military in Ukraine. And he does not care 10 or 100 people will die. 

Exploring the various nuances of those battles, one conclusion suggests itself: 

Putin is ready to destroy any evidence. And people, including military personnel are 

just expendables in his military games as soldiers. There is simply no question of any 

well-thought-out tactics, concern for their military. 

Some soldiers, not obeying the illegal orders of their commanders, and then 

killed, once posted on their pages on the social network “VKontakte” even summons 
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from the military enlistment office (for example, Andrei Lukyanov from Novosibirsk, 

from Solidarnosti Street, called up on December 10, 2013 by the military commissariat 

for Dzerzhinsky and Kalinin regions). And thanks to each such account, our volunteers 

were able to find those who died anonymously in the battles in the Donbass. 

The fact that the military field hospitals did not work anywhere can be judged 

by the number of wounded and crowded hospitals of all cities and towns in the occupied 

territories. The bulk of the losses on the Russian side is precisely due to the untimely 

medical assistance provided to the militias, Russian volunteers and ... Russian soldiers 

who took off their epaulets, chevrons, dressed as local militias by criminal orders. 

Many of the servicemen began to write letters to Elena Vasilyeva, trying to share 

their emotions and understand the situation. Here are excerpts of some of their letters 

from Russian servicemen, who have jokingly christened “ichthamnets” (authors' 

spelling has been preserved): From a letter 

Elena, I heard on the forum about your group, I decided to look. I look at the list, 

it’s generally scary, everything is just as it is. I think more than 1,000 paratroopers 

died. Look, the total losses of more than 900 people, 577 are recognized, to which 333 

more have gone - that’s everything at a minimum. At the moment, there is a gap, they 

brought in - they counted, there are not enough 900 people, 577 people were recorded 

dead, where else 333 have gone? 

You have begun a very important work, and we and our relatives should pray for 

you. I read comments under your articles. What kind of people we have *** !. They are 

not sorry for their military personnel. We are not sorry: meat is so meat. And we are 

people. And we understand everything about the criminal order. You know, breaking 

is coming. Nobody wants to go to this Ukraine. We were sent 600 people. Returned 24. 

You understand twenty-four. Where are the others? nobody cares. There are none of 

them. As if it weren’t. 

Finally, the Ministry of Defense began to compile lists. Wives and mothers are 

in shock. No information, where are the cargoes 200? They are not, where did the 

personnel go? And only you shout about it to the whole world, and our bad cotton wool, 

indeed cotton wool ... (Those who believe Russian news and Russian propaganda began 

to be called the word "cotton wool") 

  

Из письма:  
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Здравия желаю, Елена Борисовна, извините, что отвлекаю, но у нас в 

части творится что-то невыносимое. У всех нас почти родственники есть на 

From a letter: 

I wish you good health, Elena Borisovna, I'm sorry to interrupt, but something 

unbearable is happening in our unit. Almost all of us have relatives in Ukraine. But the 

generals, colonels come and carry some heresy, and it is clear that they believe in it! 

They say that Ukrainians are throwing people into gas chambers, in Lviv they want to 

make a golden statue of Bandera, that they load Russian prisoners in cars and then 

shoot them. Bullshit, we saw these militia stoned. And they saw Ukrainian villages. 

Residents are intimidated, that's right. But we talked to them in August. Listed our 

losses are amazing. Moreover, we do not have a Russian army. Creepy, of course. We 

listened to these generals and asked a question, but where are our 85 people that did 

not return since September. And they with impudent eyes told us that it is a military 

secret. After all, everyone knows where these 85 people went, they say to the wives of 

the missing that they are in underground bunkers. What is there to talk about further. 

Of the 1,000 who have not returned yet - 800 are recognized, and where they are - are 

not recognized .....  

  

From a letter: 

We sent 240 people. I control it. I hammer every unit on the Internet and 

everything is visible. 10 people lost, for what? Is it really you who ask this question and 

worry about us, contract military personnel?  

  

From a letter:  

You yourself understood: the columns are being broken on the march, these 

dnrovtsy killed by drugs, scorched from mortars, if only to whom. They don’t make out: 

Russians, Ukrainians ... They, our bitches, killed the military more than dill (this is the 

name of the Ukrainian mercenaries Russian - from the word "dill"). Well, you 

understand, if two columns: the columns on the march (these are the main losses), the 

first to break; and camps - the base camp - there are partisans and these ***. 

  

         From a letter:  

        Elena Borisovna, at least you are doing a good thing. We are visited by 

seconded officers and jammers hack (FSB), and for 1.5 hours the general tells some 

kind of ... nude. I don’t know, they expect everyone to be blown up, they will go to 

Ukraine to die, but they ... me. What for? What? What will change? These morons 

have quotas. That is, you have so many contract soldiers in the unit, neh ... like b ... 

d, expose to Ukraine. But for us, nobody knows anything. Do you know why mobile 

phones are taken away and silencers are turned on? So that, God forbid, the truth 

does not know how to get fucked, the lawyers are not called. 
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            From a letter:  

           Understand correctly; there are boys, yesterday's conscripts, who were forced 

to sign a contract, sent to Ukraine - this is one situation, they are green fools, they 

don’t know how to stand up for themselves; but there are grown men and no one will 

hide. Everyone has gone. Everyone disappeared synchronously. There are no such 

coincidences, they rushed in Donetsk ... Coincidence is not important. You spelled 

correctly in numbers and dates. And this is my team .... Where can I find their bodies? 

Only you hold on. You for many like a beacon of truth now 

  

            From a letter: 

... and so many bosses came to us, consisting of whole generals, about 6 colonels, 

talked about chips, about faith, about the tsar-priest, well, and any such x ** nude, in 

short. 

            The point is, they are again going to send people to the Donbass now ... But 

we haven’t returned them yet. And we know that they were killed, and there is no one 

to ask, and the commander got into a vacation so that he did not sign the reports ...         

           From a letter: 

All that is possible, everything that is more or less adapted, has long been sent. And 

almost nothing and no one returned. And it came to the point that there are not enough 

qualified tankers, because tankers are a difficult profession, the crew is needed there. 

There you need to know a lot of things, the new tanks are different from the old ones: 

after all, it looks the same, but inside it is completely different. 

         Now they began to send cadets there. Can you imagine? Directly from school, 

and promise without exams diplomas. Young people are still without a head. The 

situation is very difficult. We still have volunteers. But the guys are told that the 

motherland is in trouble, the Nazis in Ukraine seized power. They lie about gas 

chambers and that 60 more volunteers need to be collected ...  

  

       From a letter: 

       Elena, what's going on? We were sent to the training at first, with maps 

specifically, sorry, fucked up. They gave us maps of the territory of Russia, squares, 

goals. At first, we did not even know that these were settlements of Ukraine. They shot 

their own, then we find out that there are people, people ... 

Those who returned from the cauldron are as evil as dogs. They were looking for how 

our media would tell about it, but they are silent and carry some garbage about 

Novorossia. There is no New Russia there. There are a lot of criminals with machine 

guns. 

And yesterday, two generals came over to us, everyone was on the parade ground, and 

they told us that the Ukrainians were visiting settlements, they were loading everyone 

who spoke Russian, but sent their people first, they asked questions and who spoke 

Russian - they detect, then send in the sonder teams - an analogue of the Nazi SS, they 

catch and transport everyone and immerse them in gas chambers - I'm not kidding, this 

is in all seriousness. 
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We could not stand it anymore, began to laugh. We were there. I went into the huts. 

Normal peasants live. Elena, explain to me what kind of policy does Putin have? I 

understand that he is the commander in chief. But everyone lies, everything is just 

without exception. Why do we shoot civilians, what's the point? 

  

       From a letter: 

      We ask ourselves, “Guys, where are our friends?” Where did their colleagues send 

them? ", We are told that they are there in some kind of underground boxes. 

I was there. There were a lot of ours, I say: "There are no underground boxes. 

  

        From a letter: 

       Lena, you started such a difficult business. One against this lie. Yesterday I read 

evil reviews addressed to you, and realized that I began to pray for you. I never prayed 

.... And the order came to us again, to collect volunteers from among the military. Well, 

not enough people already. Because everything that was more or less efficient was 

killed for a long time and now everyone is being dragged, cadets are being dragged. 

They send them to tanks, because they seem to have already trained on new tanks, and 

they at least understand what it is. Here they are dragged and unshooted. And they are 

suckers yet. They say that under the Donetsk airport, some cadets died. And we are 

waiting for the list of those killed in the exercises. But a contract serviceman is one 

thing, but a cadet, he is in fact still a student! 

          

       From a letter: 

      Elena, I’d give you a Hero Star. This is necessary so, you are alone and went 

against the lies system. Today we sat in the cockpit discussing your group. One patched 

that you were paid by the State Department. Our officers soared. They almost filled his 

face. Burst through. We all understand that we are to blame for the attack on Ukraine. 

My country is Russia! And a bunch of ours really died there. And the television is lying 

so that the crack is already in the head. The headquarters is silent. Wives are already 

exhausted: terminate the contract. Helena! How to stop this? 

  

And in response, the Russian repressive machine spun its counter-flywheel. 
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         Chapter 3 The Invisible Social Media War 

  

Meanwhile, our group of Facebook group admins, Russian journalists and 

bloggers drew attention to the sudden cessation of activity on VKontakte accounts 

owned by many Pskov and Ryazan paratroopers. 

Blogger Viktor Kadochnikov noted that in a whole group of accounts that were 

previously actively updated, the last days of call were August 15 and 16. “One person 

came in on August 17th. Everything! After August 17, none of the list below appeared 

on the site. <...> Apparently, there was some kind of battle on August 15-16, and most 

of them are no longer alive, ”Kadochnikov wrote in LiveJournal. 

As for personal accounts. Few people know, but a real invisible battle unfolded 

in social networks. The accounts of the dead guys were hacked. The options for action 

were different. Most accounts continued to operate, but if you look closely, from the 

moment we found such a person dead, the rhetoric, tastes, and passions in the host’s 

account ribbon changed dramatically. 

Even with the naked eye it was clear that the account of the deceased is being 

conducted by another person. Many accounts were deleted, but Google remembers 

everything. They opened the account mirrors, took screenshots. Other accounts quickly 

disappeared. 

In a word, some kind of crazy game has begun: who will quickly find the 

deceased. 

A lot of people were drawn into this silent war in search of truth, and, naturally, 

the administrators of our group from different countries masterly worked, monitoring 

the situation around the clock. And the “Cargo-200 from Ukraine to Russia” group, 

which was growing every day, was joined by volunteers from different parts of the 

world who joined this incredible search. 

Naturally, the trolls, who periodically threw false information to us, did not doze 

off. We were mistaken, sometimes voiced the wrong names, corrected, and continued 

to search further. 
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This chapter provides some examples of accounts of dead paratroopers. 

 

Garafiev Ruslan https://vk.com/id139083949  

Pay attention to the status of “Machu Khokhlov - macho hohlov in Rastovo” (offensive 

expression “I kill Ukrainians”). With "geography" Ruslan was really not all right. 

Rostov now is a city in Russia. The last time Ruslan came to his VKontakte page on 

August 15, 2014. And then we received the news that he died in the Donbass. Ruslan 

served in the 1st parachute company of military unit 74268, the Pskov airborne 

division, and was killed on 08/20/14 near the village of Georgievka, near Lugansk. On 

the territory of Ukraine! 

  

  

  

Subsequently, this account was simply deleted, but we managed to take a 

screenshot of it 
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Dolgov Dmitry https://vk.com/id79470134  

The 1st parachute company of military unit 74268, the Pskov airborne division was 

killed on 08/20/14 near the village of Georgievka, near Lugansk. In Ukraine! 

  

  

The city of Ostrov is located in the Pskov region of Russia. And Dmitry Dolgov was 

killed in the Lugansk region of a foreign state while serving in the Russian army. And 

from the same military unit as Ruslan Garafiev. Dmitry Dolgov’s account was 

subsequently also deleted. There were no references to his death in the Russian media. 

Then I want to ask a question: why announce to the whole world that Russians 

are not abandoning their own? If we had not voiced the names of these dead children, 

then their bodies could have been lost in the vastness of Russia or eastern Ukraine. 
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Kukhta Ilya https://vk.com/id101934845  

  

The first parachute assault company of military unit 74268, was killed on 

08/20/14 near the village of Georgievka, near Lugansk during the capture of the 

Lugansk airport. On the territory of Ukraine. And again the same military unit. 

We know of two major clashes in which these paratroopers died. However, we 

were surprised to notice that the dates of death of many guys vary, as if they died on 

different days. In fact, these guys, as Boris Nemtsov wrote, fell under the fire of the 

Ivanovo paratroopers, and were killed by their own Russian military. 

It was this truth that Boris Nemtsov wanted to convey to the Russian people, and 

it was this truth that was so dangerous for Commander-in-Chief Vladimir Putin. 

Therefore, this account soon disappeared from social networks, as well as the accounts 

of other dead Russian paratroopers. 
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Matviyets Nikolay http://vk.com/id159182194  

  

On the page of Nikolai there were many photos. Map confirming the location of 

this soldier on the border with Ukraine. Judging by the geolocation data, Nikolai was 

photographed three times in these places. Like the previous paratroopers, Matviyets 

served in the 1st paratroop airborne company of the military unit 

74268, and was killed on 08/20/14 near the village of Georgievka, in the battles 

for the Lugansk airport. In Ukraine! 

The guy himself lived in Russia, in the city of Belgorod. 
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Timofeev Alexander https://vk.com/id85376579  
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The first parachute-landing company of military unit 74268 was killed on 08/20/14 

near the village of Georgievka, near the Lugansk airport - Ukraine. 

Screenshots from social networks can be published ad infinitum. All these guys 

stopped logging into their accounts, they were all part of a single group that came under 

fire in the territory of Donbass, i.e. Ukraine. Another thing is important: a lot of people 

in social networks were involved in the operation to conceal the dead. To this day, any 

publications about the dead are immediately hidden, relatives of the dead are 

intimidated when they come to their home. The most disgusting blackmail is the fact 

that the parents were threatened not to return the body of the deceased if they talk about 

it. 

Parents of such guys wrote to me under the nicknames of others, trying to find out at 

least something about their loved ones who stopped communicating. 

At the same time, the administrators of Facebook itself several times 

closed our group “Cargo-200 from Ukraine to Russia”, and only incredibly massive 

appeals to the owner of the social network Zuckerberg allowed the group to exist 

further. 

  

And again the message: on August 31, 2014, the reconnaissance platoon of 

military unit No. 73612 Ulyanovsk came under crossfire. Almost all were injured. 

There were no identification marks. They finished off their own tanks, mortars and 

machine guns - mistook for the Ukrainians. (aren't the Ivanovo paratroopers?) Then 

they did not begin to collect them from the battlefield in a sunflower field. They are 

still there ... because the field is mined. 

Here is another story. In January 2015, near Lugansk, near Bryanka, a truck was 

loaded with a shell with 30 Russian troops from Saratov. The explosion was powerful. 

Not only were there no living people, parts of the bodies could not be collected. An 

excavator arrived and ... all the remains were buried on the spot, forming a wild bloody 

mess! 
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07/08/2015 near Debaltseve simultaneously “covered” 13 servicemen of the 

Russian Federation from units of the 6th Detachment of Independent Brigade (a 

separate tank brigade Nizhny Novgorod region.  

область).  

07/09/2015, In the Novoazovsk area - the simultaneous loss of 39 Russian troops 

from a unit of the 16th Specialized Brigade (special squad of the GRU) "Dolphin". 

Yes, they are not there! 

  

Many people do not believe that there are a lot of losses from the Russian side. 

And this is so, because Russia does not deploy military field hospitals in the combat 

zone, and as you know, injuries sustained in battle are very specific. Doctors of civilian 

hospitals are simply not ready to provide qualified assistance to the wounded, and the 

hospitals of small Ukrainian towns in the occupied territories are not equipped with 

everything necessary. And very often they were broken by accidental hit by shells. 

After all, there are no Russian military in Ukraine!

 

 

For example, after the battles near Krymsky, all the wounded, as well as soldiers 

of the Russian Federation, were taken to a hospital in Slavyanoserbsk. There they 

provided the first, so to speak, medical assistance, they didn’t keep any records - it’s 
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incomprehensible to the mind, animals in the veterinarian are even recorded by 

nicknames ... Then, if he survived, they sent him to the Lugansk hospital. At the same 

time, all 200s were taken immediately to Lugansk. There is a mobile crematorium in 

Medgorodok. According to eyewitnesses - there are a lot of dead. 

***  

Ukrainian journalists also helped establish the names of Russian soldiers killed 

in the occupied territories in eastern Ukraine. 

Realizing that a terrible secret was hidden from Russians, the journalists tried to 

systematize the facts they knew. For example, Gordon published an investigation into 

the deaths of Russian paratroopers in Ukraine: 

Despite the resonance, the Russian authorities stubbornly continue to overlook 

the tears of soldiers' mothers throughout the country. The Kremlin’s official position is 

that there are no Russian troops in Ukraine, the soldiers who ended up on its territory 

simply got lost. Thus, Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov said that satellite photos 

proving the presence of Russian troops in Ukraine are just “images from computer 

games”, and Russian presidential spokesman Dmitry Peskov limited himself to one 

sentence: “Information about the death of Russian paratroopers needs in detail check. 

" More than a week has passed since Peskov’s statement, but no one officially 

announced the results of the audit. 

The GORDON publication decided to facilitate the work of the Russian 

authorities and gathered evidence of the presence of the military from the Russian 

Federation on the territory of Ukraine (it is worth noting that many regional media 

shoot material about the dead, and the pages of the military on social networks are 

quickly deleted). We systematized information by region and city where military units 

are stationed, whose soldiers were or are still in Ukraine. As it was found out, military 

operations from at least ten regions of Russia are taking part in the hostilities in the 

Donbas, and “cargo 200” arrived in the settlements of Pskov, Kostroma, Vladimir, 

Ryazan, Nizhny Novgorod, Orenburg, Astrakhan, Ulyanovsk, Irkutsk, Voronezh 
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regions, as well as Dagestan, Tatarstan, Bashkiria, Mari El, the Republic of Komi and 

in two regions - Perm and Transbaikal.  

2014 year east Ukraine, Donbass  

Adygea 

33rd Mountain Separate Motorized Rifle Brigade (Maykop) 

Loss: 1 

On August 16, Timur Magsumov from Kazan announced on VKontakte about 

the death of his acquaintance, a 24-year-old officer from Tatarstan, Zakhar Timin. "He 

died in the performance of duties, due to the stupidity of our rulers, while being in 

Ukraine (as far as I know)," wrote Magsumov. He later deleted this message, but it can 

be seen in the cache. 

The circumstances of the death of Timin are not exactly known. One of his 

acquaintances said that according to the official version, the military man died "in the 

line of duty" - in the territory of Chechnya during the counter-terrorist operation. “But 

no one will tell you the truth, because no one knows her,” he added. 

Judging by the photographs that Timin posted on his page on VKontakte, he was 

in the Crimea during his 

annexation by Russia in the spring of this year (now Timin’s page is only 

available in cache) The military had a wife and a little daughter. 

In the spring of 2014, Zakhar 

Timin was in the Crimea. Photo: 

Zakhar Timin / VKontakte 
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KOSTROMA REGION  

98th Guards Airborne Division (Kostroma) 

Losses: 3 

 

On August 25, the SBU announced the detention of ten Kostroma paratroopers 

(military unit 71211) near Amvrosievka, Donetsk region: Sergei Arkhipov, Alexei 

Generalov, Andrey Goryashin, Ivan Melchakov, Artem Mitrofanov, Egor Pochtoev, 

Ivan Romantsev, Vladimir Savosteev, Sergey Smirmin and Art. According to the 

military, they arrived at the exercises in the Rostov Region on August 23, on the night 

of August 24 they were alerted and ordered to march as part of a convoy of several 

dozen BMDs. 

“We traveled not along the road, but through the fields. I didn’t even see where 

we crossed the border,” Melchakov said during interrogation. According to him, I 

realized that I was in Ukraine when the convoy was "bombed." 

One of the paratroopers, Kuzmin, a few days after the arrest was taken to the 

burn center of St. Petersburg (he was seriously injured during the shelling). The 

remaining nine Russians were initially transported to the Kiev pre-trial detention 

center, and on August 30 they were returned home. According to the National Security 

and Defense Council of Ukraine (NSDC), they were exchanged for 63 Ukrainian 

National Guard, who were in Russia. 

The day after the detention of Kostroma in the Donbass, on August 26, the 

Russian Ministry of Defense admitted that the Russian military crossed the border with 

Ukraine, but stated that it had happened "by accident." Later, this version was also 

voiced by Vladimir Putin: they say that when the military patrolled the border, then, 

quite possibly, they entered the Ukrainian territory by mistake. 
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On August 27, the command of the 

98th division reported that in the Donbass 

during the "accidental clash" with the 

Ukrainian army, two Kostroma 

paratroopers were killed. Their names were 

not named. At the same time, the media 

reported at least three Kostroma military 

personnel who died in Ukraine. So, on August 29, the editor-in-chief of the Kostroma 

Main Portal publication, Kirill Rubankov, announced on Facebook that one of the 

victims of the Kostroma paratrooper in the Donbass is Andrei Pilipchuk, he was 23 

years old.  

According to Rubankov, the paratrooper was buried on August 29 in his native 

village of Shushkodom, Buisky district, Kostroma region. No details about the death 

of Pilipchuk could be clarified. 

Andrei Pilipchuk was 23 years old. Photo: Kyril Rubankov / Facebook On 

September 2, Vladimir said goodbye to 22-year-old contractor Sergei Seleznev 

(he served in Kostroma). 

В к In a comment to Dozhd TV channel, Seles 

bride, Elena Mukhina, said that the last time he got 

in touch was on August 22, he said that he and his 

colleagues were dressed in a field uniform, all the 

identification marks on the equipment were painted 

with green paint and sent to the Rostov Region. 

Seleznev died on August 25. 

According to the official version, Sergey Seleznev 

got into the tank during the exercises 

a shell. Photo: Sergey Seleznev / 

In contact with 
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 Military Commissioner of the Vladimir Region Yuri Karmanov told 

progorod33.ru, he also confirmed that the soldier was killed during exercises in the Rostov 

Region, and a shell allegedly got into his tank. The commissioner told the publication that 

death is "ordinary" and has nothing to do with events in Ukraine. 

“Of course, I understand perfectly well that the situation is unusual for relatives 

and the media. But this is a simple misfortune. For us, sorry for the expression, this is 

just work. Such cases are not rare in exercises,” Karmanov noted. 

In early August, Seleznev made Mukhina, who is in the second month of 

pregnancy, an offer. In mid-September, the couple was about to get married. 

On September 4, state-owned Russian television channels NTV and Channel 

One reported (for the first time!) That 28-year-old Anatoly Travkin was buried in 

Kostroma. According to them, he died in Ukraine (when, it was not specified), where 

he allegedly spent a month in the status of "volunteer". 

"The command of his unit emphasizes: in order to leave for the combat zone, 

Anatoly took a vacation," Channel One reported. NTV said that in the Donbass, 

Travkin "defended ordinary people like him from nationalists." According to St. 

Petersburg’s Channel 5, "he died like a hero, saving an unknown family in the Lugansk 

People’s Republic." 

Travkin's wife, Marina, remained: they played a wedding earlier this summer. 

"My dear husband, we remember, love, grieve! We are proud of you! Eternal memory 
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to you. You are a hero and forever in our hearts!" She wrote on VKontakte.

  

VKontakte Later, Travkina’s wife noted that Russian soldiers fought in the 

Donbas for the benefit of Ukrainians  

  

NIZHNY NOVGOROD REGION 

6th Separate Red Banner Tank Brigade (Mulino) 

Vladislav Barakov served in the tank troops. Photo: Vladik  
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Barakov / VKontakte   

According to information 

Dozhd TV channel, 20-year-old Vladislav 

Barakov from Kasimov 

Ryazan region died in late summer 

(first message about him 

death appeared on VKontakte on August 

Relatives do not say exactly where, only 

confirm the fact of death. 

At the same time, Barakov’s friends 

in the comments on the social network 

write that he died in Ukraine. “The tank 

was blown up, and it burned down,” Irina Sultanova said. 

  

9th Separate Motorized Rifle Brigade 

(Nizhny Novgorod)  

On July 14, a scout from Nizhny Novgorod 

Armen Davoyan was killed. In a comment to 

Nizhny Novgorod 

his friend Dmitry Frolov told ProGorodNN.ru 

that Davoyan had left for the border with 

Ukraine, in the Rostov region, on June 25. 

"What happened next, we don’t know and 

can’t say. All his connections with his family 

were lost. He did not call, no one knew where 

he was, "Frolov said. 

The relatives were informed of the death of a military man on the day of death, 

July 14, and said that the military had been hit by a mortar shell.  

According to Komsomolskaya Pravda (the article was removed from the site), 

Davoyan died "at the border", covering refugees. “Several dozens of civilians crossed 
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the border of Russia, at the same time mortar shelling of the territory began. Armen, 

Sasha and several other guys closed the chain ... They were“ cut off ”, fragments from 

a shell that exploded nearby, a soldier who allegedly witnessed the incident told the 

publication . 

At the same time, in the Nizhny Novgorod "Committee of Soldiers' Mothers" the 

Dozhd TV channel was informed that Davoyan was blown up by a mine near Lugansk. 

He did not live a little less than a month before his 22nd birthday. 

Together with Davoyan, another scout from the Novgorod region died - 23-year-

old Alexander Voronov, a native of the village of Belyaykovo. 

  

ORENBURG REGION  

21st Separate Motorized Rifle Brigade (Totsky) 

According to relatives, Vasily Karavaev was seriously wounded in Donetsk on 

August 21, five days later he died. Photo: Vasya Karavaev / VKontakte 

August 26 in the military hospital of Rostov died 

20-year-old Vasily Karavaev, a native of the 

village of Kuva, Kudymkar district, Perm Territory. 

This was announced on September 2 in the Parma News 

Kudymkar group on the VKontakte social network by 

his cousin Nadezhda Otinova. She confirmed the 

information about the death of the military in a 

commentary to Parma News, but on September 4 she 

deleted her message on VKontakte. The journalist of 

this publication, Nadezhda Bazueva, told GORDON 

that at first Karavaev’s sister reported that he was wounded on August 21 in Donetsk, 

but a few days later specified that she was not sure that this had happened in Ukraine. 

According to relatives, in May of this year, Karavaev completed military service 

and remained to serve under the contract. The last time he contacted on August 21 and 

said that he had arrived at the exercises in the Rostov region. The military commissariat 
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told the soldier’s mother that he had died "in the line of duty." The exact location and 

cause of the death no one named. 

The administration of the Central Military District (CMD) denied the death of 

the military in Ukraine. "This cannot be, the Central Military District does not conduct 

any actions in Ukraine. Not a single soldier takes part in the battles," Yaroslav 

Roshchupkin, spokesman for the district, told Uralinformburo. 

Karavaev’s body was delivered to his native village on September 5, 11 days 

after his death. 

  

PSKOV REGION 

76th Guards Airborne Assault Division (Pskov; Cherepaha) 

On August 21, the Ministry of Defense of Ukraine reported that near Lugansk, 

the forces of the anti-terrorist operation destroyed one BMD of the Pskov 

paratroopers, and the other one was captured. A full package of documents was found 

in the car - from a driver’s license to military papers. According to the agency, the 

personnel and equipment are assigned to the Pskov military unit 74268. “The BMD 

crew has disappeared,” the Ministry of Defense said. On 

the same day, the journalist of the Inter TV channel 

Roman Bochkala published on Facebook photos of things 

found at the scene of the incident, in particular, an evening 

check magazine. There are more than 60 surnames in it. 

The things of the Pskov paratroopers found near Lugansk. Photo: Roman 

Bochkala / Facebook  

Four days later, on August 25, the first information appeared in the media about 

the funeral of the paratroopers from military unit 74268: in the village of Vybuty near 

Pskov, they said goodbye to Leonid Kichatkin, born in 1984 (in the journal found in 

the Luhansk region - No. 15), and Alexander Osipov, Born in 1993. Dates of death - 

August 19 and 20, respectively. 
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The funeral was closed. After them, relatives who wrote about the death of 

relatives in social networks deleted their messages. Journalists trying to get to the 

cemetery began to receive threats, name plates were removed from the graves, and the 

Pskov deputy and journalist Lev Shlosberg, who was investigating the incident, was 

beaten. 

  

Stone graves were installed on the graves of the Pskov paratroopers buried in 

Vybut. Photo: informpskov.ru 

  

On August 26, in Pskov, journalists discovered another grave of the Pskov 

paratrooper Alexei Karpenko (died August 18). 

On the same day, it became known that in one of the villages of the Pavlovsky 

district of the Voronezh region, Anton Korolenko, the commander of an airborne 

assault platoon, was buried in the 76th Pskov division. The leadership of the military 

commissariat of the Voronezh region said that Korolenko died on August 19 "in the 

line of duty." Where exactly, did not specify. Refused to talk about the death of a 

military man and his relatives. 

It is managed to find information about two more dead soldiers - Dmitry 
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Ganin and Maxim Mezentsev). Relatives of Dmitry 

Ganin refuse to communicate with the media. Photo: 

Dmitry Ganin / VKontakte 

On August 31, the 25-year-old contract 

sergeant Dmitry Ganin, who served in the 104th 

Guards Airborne Assault Regiment (deployed in the 

village of Cherekh near Pskov), was buried in the 

village of Koltubanovsky, Buzuluk District, 

Orenburg Region. 

In the group “Overheard Buzuluk” in the social 

network “VKontakte” Ganin’s acquaintances 

reported that he died near Lugansk. “The fragment 

caught him under the bulletproof vest. The fragment 

passed through the heart, lung and went out through the liver,” wrote a 

friend Ganina Valery Papusha. 

At the same time, the acting military commissar of the Orenburg region 

Tynchbek Karymbaev told Oren-TV that they received information that Ganin died on 

August 26 "during exercises outside the permanent deployment center." “We are a 

military organization: we don’t ask too many questions, and they don’t tell us too much. 

Everything that is needed for social guarantees has been written,” Karymbaev said. 

The Orenburg news agency reported on September 4 that it had found relatives 

of the deceased, but they declined to comment. Later, the note on the agency’s website 

disappeared, now it is available only in the cache. 

On September 5, the board member of the Komi Memorial human rights 

commission, Ernest Mezak, reported on Facebook about the death of the Pskov 

paratrooper, a native of the village of Podcherye, Vuktylsky District of the Komi 

Republic Maxim Mezentsev. “The father did not live to see his daughter’s birthday. 

Damned war,” he wrote. 
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On September 3, his wife Maria Mezentseva wrote about Mezentsev’s death on 

VKontakte: “You are gone. I still can’t come to terms with this idea. Know that you 

will always remain in our hearts the most beloved and only. I love you very much” 

In the comment 

7x7 Albina 

Bunina is the director of a rural school in which 

studied Mezentsev, - confirmed his death. "I went to his parents home. They 

don’t know under what circumstances he died, 

do not know the exact date of 

death of the child. They don’t 

know when it will be 

brought, "she said.  

The fact that the Pskov 

paratroopers are still in 

Ukraine is evidenced by 

photographs posted by 

Dmitry Skvortsov on 

VKontakte. According to the 

information on his page (it is now available only in the cache), he serves in the 76th 

division. September 1, he published a picture taken in Vasilievka Amvrosievsky 

district of Donetsk region. A few days before, he announced that he was on a business 

trip, when he returned, he did not know. 

Skvortsov had already deleted the page on the social network, but Ukrainian 

photojournalist Vlad Sodel managed to take a screenshot of it. 

  

RYAZAN OBLAST  

106th Guards Airborne Division (Ryazan)  

On September 3, Russian journalist Oleg Kashin, on his Facebook page, 

referring to the information of reserve colonel and expert of the Astrakhan Committee 
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of Soldiers' Mothers Anatoly Salin, reported the death of 20-year-old Ildar Maksutov 

from Astrakhan (served in military unit 41450, which is based in Ryazan ) According 

to Salin, in July of this year Maksutov was transferred to Novoshakhtinsk, Rostov 

Region, where he allegedly died from a gunshot wound. Date of death - July 28. 

The last status of an Astrakhan on VKontakte is “to Ukraine”. His friend 

confirmed that Maktusov informed relatives about the upcoming trip to the Donbass. 

  

According to human rights activists, Ildar Maksutov died on July 28, 2014. 

Someone came to the page on VKontakte after his death. Screenshot: Ildar Maksutov / 

VKontakte 

  

SAMARA REGION 

15th separate motorized rifle brigade (Roshchinsky)  

On September 2, Sergei Belykh from Izhevsk, who serves in the peacekeeping 

forces in Roshchinsky (military unit 90600), posted several photos from Ukraine on 

VKontakte, signing them “On a business trip!”. Judging by the geotag, the military 

man is in the Lugansk region: he took two photographs in Krasnodon, and another in 

Panteleevka. Belykh is not responding to the numerous unpleasant comments of 

Ukrainians; he still has not deleted photos. 

In mid-August, Izhevsk citizen took photographs on the border with Ukraine - 

in the Voronezh region of the Russian Federation. 
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In April, he was awarded the medal "For the Return of Crimea." 

Even before Belykh, on August 26, a photograph from Krasnodon was posted on his 

VKontakte page by his colleague Vladislav Kirillov. Today on his page appeared a 

photo with a Igla portable anti-aircraft missile system. Like Belykh, Kirillov was 

awarded the medal "For the Return of the Crimea." 

  

СТАВРОПОЛЬСКИЙ КРАЙ  

7th Guards Airborne Assault Division 

On September 5, Russian media, including federal ones, reported that 25-year-old 

Nikolai Sharaborin was buried in the village of Gorny, the Uletovsky district of the 

Trans-Baikal Territory. 

Presumably, he served in the 247th Guards Airborne Assault Caucasus Cossack 

Regiment (deployed in Stavropol). 

In a commentary on Chita.Ru, the head of the 

administration of the village of Gorny, Alexander 

Zheleztsov, said that Sharaborin was in the Rostov 

Region at the time of his death. "As they told me at 

the military registration and enlistment office, he 

died during the explosion of a shell flying over the border from Ukraine," said Zheleztsov. 

The publication reported that since September 4, the military has tightened entry into the 

village. 

Versions about the causes of the death of Nikolai Sharaborin vary. At the same 

time, the state television channel Chita reported that Sharaborin was killed in Donetsk 

"in battles with punishers." According to him, he allegedly got to the Donbass back in 

May, where he joined the "militia". 

However, in social networks, the military’s relatives write that at the time of his 

death he was “in the line of duty” 
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ULYANOVSK REGION 

31st Separate Guards Airborne Assault Brigade (Ulyanovsk) Countrymen 

Ilnur Kilchinbaev reported 

on the social network that 

he died in Ukraine, 

"protecting the civilian 

population.". Screenshot: 

Community of 

Kugarchinsky district 

"Kese Eyek" / VKontakte 

On August 28, 

Bashinform reported the 

death of 28-year-old 

contractor from Bashkiria 

Ilnur Kilchinbaev. He 

served in Ulyanovsk 

military unit 73612, was a 

senior shooter. He died 

"in the performance of duties of military service" on August 25. Where exactly - the 

report received by the Bashvoenkomat is not indicated. On August 28, the message 

“Eternal memory, our friend and brother. Our fellow countryman Ilnur Kilchinbaev 

died a heroic death while protecting civilians in Ukraine.” May you rest in peace! To 

date, the message from the wall of the group has been deleted, but it can be seen in 

the reposts. 

Judging by the information on the page of Kilchinbaev’s wife Ilsia Ilnurovskaya 

on VKontakte, the military was present in Crimea this spring. On June 9, she published 

a photo of the article “Defenders of the Crimea - among us”, in which it was reported 

that Kilchinbaev was awarded the medal of the Ministry of Defense of the Russian 

Federation “For the Return of Crimea”. 
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On the same day, August 25, another Ulyanovsk paratrooper was killed - 22-

year-old orphan Alexander Belozerov. His body was delivered to the native village of 

New Maina (Ulyanovsk Region) four days later - on August 29. Relatives refuse to 

comment, at a stand at a local school No. 2, where Belozerov studied, it is indicated 

that he died "in the performance of military duty." According to the publication 

Ulnovosti.ru, Belozerov came under mortar fire, 

"lost" in Ukrainian territory. He left a pregnant bride. Captain Nikolai Bushin 

from Ulyanovsk (military unit 73612) died on August 

26. The exact place of death is still unknown. 

Bushin’s friends reported on VKontakte that he died 

“defending the borders of his homeland,” but later 

these messages disappeared. It is known that the 

deceased left his wife and little daughter. Bushin’s colleagues immediately after the 

news of the death organized an online fundraising for his family, but a few days later 

the information on bank details was deleted. 

Ulyanovsk paratrooper Nikolai Bushin. Photo: Nikolai Bushin / Vkontakte 

On August 28, in Ilovaisk, Donetsk region, the Ukrainian anti-terrorist operation 

forces detained two Ulyanovsk paratroopers (military unit 73612) - Arseniy Ilmitova 

(senior sergeant, sniper) and Ruslan Akhmetov (junior sergeant, unit commander). The 

military told reporters that they were training in the Rostov region. 

“At night we drove in a convoy and ended up at the border in the morning. Then 

we drove into the territory of Ukraine. When we came under fire, we realized that this 

was not a training exercise,” Akhmetov said. 

On September 2, Muscovite Sergei Kozlov reported on Facebook that his 

nephew Nikolai Kozlov, who served in Ulyanovsk (military unit 73612), was brought 

to a Moscow hospital. "He is now legless disabled for the rest of his life," wrote Kozlov. 

According to him, the paratrooper was wounded "somewhere in Ukraine" 

At the same time, the victim’s father Vsevolod Kozlov told Ekho Moskvy that 

he was proud of his son who “did not shy away” from the army and carried out the 
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order. "He is a soldier. He took the oath and honestly carried out the order. And he 

didn’t run away, and didn’t get scared, like yours there ... these “monkeys” are those 

for whom you stand up all the time. Clear? He did not run there and did not ask anyone 

for help. I am proud of him, "said Kozlov. According to him, he does not know where 

his son was at the time of the wound, but he assumes that he is" on the border. " 

Nikolai Kozlov, judging by his photographs on VKontakte, participated in the 

annexation of Crimea by Russia. In some pictures taken this spring on the peninsula, 

he was photographed in a military uniform "Bercut". 

Just a little more than a month ago, on August 1, 2014, Kozlov played a wedding. 

He married in military uniform with the medal "For the Return of Crimea" on his chest. 

Nikolai and Vsevolod Kozlov have already deleted their pages on VKontakte. 

But Sergei Kozlov said on Facebook that after the incident, he had an argument with 

his brother Vsevolod. “Today I had a 

hard conversation with my brother. He 

is absolutely sure that his son was 

fighting fascism. I don’t know what to 

do. The whole country is sick,” he said. 

The Ulyanovsk military, as 

follows from their pages on social 

networks, is still in Ukraine. So, on 

September 2, the paratrooper Timur 

Isakov posted on VKontakte a photo 

taken near the village of Chervonoselskoye, Amvrosievsky District, Donetsk Region. 

He later deleted his account, but remained in the cache. In addition, photographer 

Vlad Sodel posted a screenshot of Isakov’s Facebook page. 

  

Chechnya  

17th Separate Motorized Rifle Brigade (Shaly)  
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 August 22 in the village 

Novotaimasovo of the Kuyurguzinsky district 

of Bashkiri passed the funeral of contractor 

Marcel Araptanov, born in 1983, who served 

in military unit 65384. According to his 

relatives, Araptanov died on August 12 this 

year. The causes and circumstances of his 

death 

for certain unknown. 

“We went to the Rostov Region for identification, and under our own power. At 

first they didn’t tell us anything. We didn’t even know that he died on the 12th, we 

heard on the 14th,” military mother Venera Araptanova told the Russian TV channel 

Dozhd. 

Marcel Araptanov (far right) served as a sniper in the 17th motorized rifle 

brigade. Photo: Marcel Araptanov / VKontakte  

The certificate of death of Araptanov says that he died "at the temporary location 

of military unit 65384", where exactly - is not specified. However, according to the 

mother, this happened in the Donbass: "He didn’t die on our territory, we, as we heard, 

they entered the territory of Ukraine." 

Salavat Ismagilov, a neighbor of the deceased, told the channel that the funeral 

was held according to Muslim rites: for this, he had to remove the body from the zinc 

coffin, wash it and wrap it in gauze. At the opening of the coffin, it turned out that the 

body does not have a head. Parents identified their son by scars and moles. 
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On August 31, a 22-year-old contractor 

Vadim Larionov was buried in Bratsk (Irkutsk 

Oblast) (presumably, he served in the Shali 

military unit 65384). According to official 

information, the military was killed "in the 

line of duty" in the Rostov region.  

In an interview with the publication 

"Russian Planet", the contractor's parents said 

that his unit was sent to the border with Ukraine 

at the end of July. "He just called us from there, 

from the Rostov region, and not from his phone. And it was heard that they shot from 

behind. This is our last conversation with him. Mother asks:" What kind of roar is 

there? " “Yes, it’s Grad’s shooting,” said the father of the deceased Alexander 

Larionov. 

According to official information, Vadim Larionov died "in the line of duty" in 

the Rostov region. Photo: Vadim Larionov / VKontakte 
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The officer who brought the body of 

Larionov to Bratsk, on condition of 

anonymity, told the newspaper that the 

military man died 200-300 meters from the 

border, not having time to hide in the 

trench: "We set up, stood for three days. 

No shots, no mortar shelling, silence. And 

there the heat is terrible, up to 45 degrees. 

It’s hot for the naked one, but in military 

uniform, and even in body armor - you 

understand ... And then the shells began to 

burst, we immediately went into the 

trenches. And Vadim got a shrapnel 

wound. ".  

  

On August 30, a message appeared on the Irkutsk forum that the 27-year-old 

contractor Innokenty Ivanov was buried in Bakhtay, Alar district of the Irkutsk region 

(presumably, he served in the Shali military unit 65384). "Not married, from a simple 

Buryat family, killed on the border with Ukraine. 

The second victim was taken to Bratsk (most likely, this is about Vadim 

Larionov.) ", - said the user with the nickname Ivan Maximovich. According to him, 

the military either was blown up by a mine, or was fired from Grad. 

Information about the death of Ivanov was confirmed by his niece Victoria 

Perevalova. According to her, the soldier died on August 21 from a head wound. 

September 3, Russian journalist Oleg Kashin on his page in 

Facebook, referring to the information of reserve colonel and expert of the 

Astrakhan "Committee of Soldiers' Mothers" Anatoly Salin, reported the death of 29-

year-old Konstantin Kuzmin from the village of Ikryanoye, Astrakhan Region (served 

in Shali). 
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"In July, the command of the 

unit interrupted his vacation; after not having spent more than 20 days, he left for the unit, 

then to the Rostov region, from where he never returned alive," Salin said. 

  

The death certificate of Konstantin Kuzmin indicated that he died on August 12. 

Where exactly - not specified. 

The death certificate, which the journalist published, said that Kuzmin died on 

August 12 "during the performance of military service" at the temporary deployment 

location of military unit 65384. It is noted that the military had multiple shrapnel 

wounds to the head and abdomen, damage to internal organs, acute blood loss 

associated with carbonization of the body. 

According to Caspiy.Info, Kuzmin was buried on August 23. In a commentary 

to the publication, Salin said that the last time a military man spoke with his sister on 

August 8 and told her that he was in Ukraine in exercises, after that he didn’t get in 

touch. 

 

18th Separate Motorized Rifle Brigade 

The death of nine scouts from military unit 27777 (based in the Chechen village 

of Kalinovskaya) was announced on August 26 by the Presidential Council for the 
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Development of Civil Society and Human Rights. According to human rights activists, 

military personnel died on August 9 and 11. Officially, "at the training ground of the 

Rostov region," where they were training, according to the "Committee of Soldiers' 

Mothers" of the Stavropol Territory, in Snezhnoy city Donetsk Region, where the 

column of Russian military was allegedly "covered by Grad." First, human rights 

activists, citing the Russian law "On personal data, "refused to publish the names of 

the victims, only specified that" most of them are natives of the Republic of Dagestan. 

"But later they transmitted the list (in it - rank-and-file intelligence officers and one 

officer, group commander) to the Dozhd channel, this is: Rakhman Dargiev, Khizir I 

Brahimov, Magomed Midaev, Vladimir Fedorov, Arbi Misirbaev, Ibrahim Zakayev, 

Mayrabek Makhmatkhanov, Abdulhakim Aliyev and Ismail Nazirov. 

Yuri Peshkov, according to human rights defenders, 

died in the Donbass. Photo: Yuri Peshkov / 

Odnoklassniki 

According to Lyudmila Bogatenkova, Chairperson 

of the Committee of Soldiers' Mothers of the Stavropol 

Territory, Gazete.Ru, on August 11, two more people 

from military unit 27777 died - the commander of a repair 

company, 27-year-old senior lieutenant Evgeny Pilipenko 

and the head of engineering, 38-year-old lieutenant colonel Yuri Peshkov. 

According to the Dagestani publication "Draft", in August at least seven soldiers 

were buried in different regions of Dagestan (most of all: five in the village of Nizhny 

Kazanishche, Buinaksk region), who died in Ukraine. 

At the same time, the publication "Caucasian Politics", referring to its source, 

wrote that the contractors, whose bodies were brought to Dagestan, are not related to 

the nine dead from the list of human rights defenders. “I saw the lists. There are not 

Dagestan surnames there, but Chechen and Ingush ones. I think that the guys who were 

buried in Dagestan also died in Ukraine, but these are other people,” the source said. 
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On August 13, another contractor from military unit 27777, Anton Tumanov, 

born in 1993, was killed near Snezhny. According to his 

mother, Novaya Gazeta, his mother, Elena Tumanova, 

was forced to join the army under the contract of her son: 

his native Kozmodemyansk (Mari El Republic) does not 

have work, and 30-40 thousand a month are paid in the 

army. The column in which he was, according to relatives, was fired from 

Grad. Photo: Anton Tumanov / VKontakte  

On July 11, Tumanov arrived in the Rostov Region; on August 10, he told his 

family that he was being sent to Donetsk. "They sent to help the militias. Don’t worry, 

everything will be OK!" He said to his mother. The bride, Nastya Chernova, specified 

that there will be two or three months in Ukraine, possibly until November. Tumanov’s 

colleagues told his mother that on August 12 a convoy of 1,200 people entered Ukraine, 

the next day they were fired at from Grad near Snezhnoye. 

"The boys said that out of 1200 people, 120 were killed, 450 injured," Tumanova 

said. According to her, the body of her son, without legs, was brought on August 20 in 

a closed coffin. 
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The fact that the 18th motorized rifle brigade is fighting in the Donbass was 

announced in early June by the editor-in-chief of the Ukrainian publication 

Censor.NET Yuriy Butusov. According to him, on June 13 a vegetable warehouse in 

the Dobropolie of the Donetsk 

region was fired upon by the 

military from the Grad 

installations. The Information 

Resistance group also confirmed 

information about the Russian 

“Grad” discovered near 

Dobropillya with documents from 

military unit 27777. Photo: sprotyv.info  
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Chapter 4 Deputies included in the investigation  

                                                                                                              

Information about the dead paratroopers alarmed the blogosphere. The Yabloko 

party in Russia also took up its investigation. Back in July 2014, I spoke with Mitrokhin 

about fixing losses, and he asked: how can we help? 

- Connect your deputies, at least they have immunity. 

***  

During the hostilities in Ukraine, the 1st company of the 76th Pskov Airborne 

Division was almost completely destroyed. This is stated in the new issue of the 

newspaper "Pskov Province", which appeared on the network on September 2, 2014. 

  

At the disposal of the publication were records of talks of active servicemen of 

the 76th division, which, on condition of anonymity, were transferred to the publisher 

of the "Pskov Province" deputy Lev Schlossberg. A copy of the text is posted on his 

blog. 

“There is no reason to doubt the authenticity of the materials provided,” says the 

beginning of the article. 

As follows from the transcript of the conversation, on August 16 the company 

was thrown across the border with Ukraine. On August 20, on foreign territory, 
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paratroopers destroyed the Ukrainian checkpoint and a group of armored vehicles. 

However, then at the village of Georgievka the company was covered by a massive 

artillery strike. One of the interlocutors explained this by the fact that in the war zone 

there is an “American brigade” of electronic warfare (EW). 

From the conversation it follows that out of the entire first company of 80 people, 

about ten fighters survived, the rest died. Among the dead was Leonid Kichatkin, 

whose grave was discovered in a cemetery near Pskov on August 25. The interlocutors 

also suggested that up to 140 paratroopers could die, since this is not about regular, but 

about specially equipped units. 

Earlier, Schlosberg told the publication “Kashin.Guru” that the families of the 

dead Pskov paratroopers were silenced about the death of relatives, blackmailing them 

with deprivation of material support. 

“Our paratroopers are sent to commit crimes in the territory of another state. Do 

you know what they write in the death certificate? “Household gas explosion”, “heart 

attack”, “stroke”. Where the place of death should be indicated is a dash. Formally, 

according to such documents, it is impossible for the family to receive any allowances 

and benefits,” said Schlossberg in particular. 

He also talked about one of the fighters, who is in a hospital in the Rostov region: 

“His mother writes on her page:“ Journalists are scum, ““ all this was invented, 

”and her son is“ alive and well. ” At the same time, he has monstrous blood loss in the 

hospital, his leg is amputated. I don’t exclude that in social networks access to these 

accounts - mothers, wives - was simply ordered into the wrong hands and ordered to 

be forgotten. ” 

On August 25, the Pskov Province published material on the funeral of soldiers 

of the Pskov Airborne Division who died under circumstances unknown then. In 

particular, photographs of the graves of paratroopers Leonid Kichatkin and Alexander 

Osipov were published.  
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After a group of paratroopers from Kostroma were captured on Ukrainian 

territory, the Russian Defense Ministry suggested that they patrolled the border and got 

lost. 

***  

Russian human rights defenders have also come to help us all. Everyone 

understood that a real war had begun between our countries, and normal people wanted 

to stop it in all ways. They sent an appeal to the Ukrainian people 

(http://www.khpg.org/ru/index.php?id=1409231712 ):  

Dear sisters and brothers! 

At this terrible moment, we are turning to you with heartache. 

The ruling regime in Russia crossed the last moral frontier and, without declaring 

war, began military operations in Ukraine. In early March, the Russian army occupied 

Crimea, and now it is trying to capture the southeast of your country. At the same time, 

special units of the Russian army, which is shameful for the military of any country, 

hide their nationality and their faces and act as "green men." This is a shame for Russia, 

a shame for our army. The Russian army never dishonored itself, hiding behind 

civilians. A Russian warrior would not do that now, but the regime pushed him to 

commit a crime against his brother and against his own honor. 

We are well aware that Yanukovych who ruled Ukraine over the past few years, 

having come from the east of Ukraine himself, would never have oppressed the 

tribesmen of Donbass, Kharkov and Crimea more than Ukrainians in the western part 

of your country. He and his predecessors oppressed all citizens, robbing them and 

transforming Europe’s richest country into a country of poor and disenfranchised 

people, often forced to look for a piece of bread abroad. We also perfectly understand 

that the current government of Ukraine, recognized by almost the entire international 

community, has nothing to do with either fascism or Nazism. We are clearly aware that 

Ukraine, one of the countries formed after the collapse of the USSR, did not seize an 

inch of land beyond the borders confirmed by international and interstate treaties, the 

borders inherited from the USSR. The current Russian Federation is by no means the 
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only heir to our former common country of Russia. The land of Sevastopol, Crimea, 

Donbass, as well as the land of any other part of historical Russia, is then watered with 

the blood of all the peoples of our former common homeland, because everyone 

protected it and everyone worked on it, rejoiced and suffered. The words spoken by 

Mr. Putin about the reunification of Crimea with Russia are nothing more than a false 

agitation. You can also declare the reunification of Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan with 

Russia, because until 1936 they were part of the RSFSR, and Finland and Poland, 

because until 1917 they were part of the Russian state. 

Now, treacherously violating all these and many other international treaties, 

trampling its own signature under them, the Russian Federation, or rather, the regime 

that seized power in it, mockingly commits aggression against you, Ukrainians, the 

people closest and fraternal to us, arrogantly demands from you accepting one form or 

another of the state system, your review of your constitution, your laws. These actions 

of our government are disgusting to us, we suffer from the shame in which they plunge 

our homeland in the face of the entire world community. We recognize that we are 

becoming a rogue country, with all the economic and political consequences arising 

from this unfortunate situation. 

We are in your fair fight! 

Lyudmila Alekseeva, Andrey Zubov, Mikhail Kasyanov, Georgy Satarov, Lilia 

Shevtsova. 

 

 

***  

  

On the evening of August 29, 2014, Leo Schlosberg was attacked. As a 

result, the deputy received a concussion, a broken nose, a hematoma on the face 
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and body. Schlossberg himself 

associated the incident with an 

investigation into the death of 

Pskov paratroopers. 

At the same time, Dmitry 

Gudkov, a State Duma deputy 

from the Just Russia party, also a 

member of the Cargo-200 from 

Ukraine to Russia group, sends a 

request to the Russian Prosecutor 

General’s Office, tries to go to the 

central television channels of 

Russia with the desire to draw the 

attention of citizens to the 

situation in the east Ukraine. 

Propaganda is increasing its 

pressure on the minds of those 

who watch the first channels of 

Russian television..  

             On the same day, August 

29, 2014, Boris Nemtsov, on the 

Echo of Moscow, addresses the 

Russian military in the article “To 

the soldiers of the armed forces of 

Russia”  

http://echo.msk.ru/blog/nemtsov_boris/1389578-echo/:  
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At any moment you can be sent (and some have already been sent) to fight with 

Ukraine. 

Putin, as the Supreme Commander-

in-Chief, is well aware that the 

participation of the armed forces in 

hostilities in eastern Ukraine is 

illegal. He has no mandate for war, 

no permission of the Federation 

Council to use the armed forces 

abroad. 

That is why you are fighting without 

insignia, your vehicles are smeared 

on 

identification marks. 

That is why he is lying that you got lost in the Lugansk and Donetsk regions. 

That is why your comrades from the 76th Airborne Division of Leonid Kichatkin and 

Alexander Osipov are secretly buried in the Pskov cemetery, and their relatives are 

scared that if they tell the truth, they will be left without benefits. 

Precisely because your participation in the war is illegal, you and your relatives 

are powerless. 

Putin and the commanders will deny you at any second, say that they did not 

send you to the war, and your relatives will never find the truth if something happens 

to you. 

You took the oath to defend the homeland from enemies, and not to fight with 

the fraternal, Orthodox Ukrainian people. 

The war with Ukraine is a crime that has no statute of limitations. This war is in 

the hands of the enemies of Russia. This is not your war. This is not our war. This is 

Putin’s war for his power and money. This is the war of his billionaire friends 

Rotenberg, Timchenko, Yakunin for their enrichment. 

Из переписки Е.Васильевой и Б.Немцова   
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Remember, you are fighting and dying for them, not for Russia! 

  

***  

And at this time, the administrators of our group continue to record all new 

losses. The situation is complicated by the fact that many dead responded to their 

callsigns. And since the Russian military loves to play dressing up, establish their 

identity, last name, a person’s name becomes almost impossible. Only avaricious 

mentions of friends on social networks make it possible to collect bit by bit data on a 

particular Russian killed in a battle. 

In addition to the military, many civilians came to the Donbass with guns, 

attracted by the stories that a “safari” in the Donbass can earn a lot of money a month. 

Being recruited, volunteers are brought to the Rostov Region, where they undergo an 

accelerated training course, and then, leaving all their personal belongings, receive 

military uniforms and are sent to Ukraine already under the call signs. Without 

documents and any identification marks. 

Therefore, we decided to make a separate column in the lists of the dead: "With 

incomplete data." Looking ahead, we can say that over the year we were able to find 

more than 40 names of those who were on our list of cargo 200 under the callsign. 

Among them were many Russian troops. But, unfortunately, such a naming is 

extremely difficult to this day. 

  

***  

The answer of the prosecutor general’s office came strictly a month later and 

seriously puzzled MP Gudkov, about which he wrote in his LiveJournal:  
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http://dgudkov.livejournal.com/308926.html   

  

Member of the cargo-200 group, deputy of the Yabloko party of the Pskov 

Legislative Assembly, Lev Schlosberg, also sent a request to the Prosecutor General of 

Russia on September 16, 2014: “The request was formally sent through the apparatus 

of the Pskov Regional Assembly of Deputies. I considered it important to publish it 
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right away, since the request is it’s socially significant in nature and it’s impossible to 

imagine that a detailed answer wasn’t given to him, "the deputy said. 
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"There are signs of a serious criminal offense. To conduct an inquiry against military 

personnel who are not currently known, it is obvious that they are high-ranking 

officials, the actions of the military prosecutor’s office are necessary. This request 
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contains names, dates of life of 12 people - these are all people, whose death we have 

no reason to doubt. The list itself is at our disposal and compiled with the help of many 

people who are now trying to help find this sad truth. It is much wider. Their fact of 

death is legally established, there are grounds for a request to the chief military 

prosecutor about all the circumstances of their death " 

The text of the appeal Lev Schlossberg published in his live journal:  

(http://lev-shlosberg.livejournal.com/827033.html)  

Suddenly, the prosecutor’s office confirms that 12 Russian troops who served in 

military units located in the city of Pskov did indeed die. The second thing that was 

indicated was that they died outside the place of the permanent deployment of military 

units. 

And Leo Shlosberg published the response of the Prosecutor General to a request 

for Pskov paratroopers who died in July – September 2014. 

(http://slon.ru/fast/russia/shlosberg-opublikoval-otvet-genprokuratury-na-zapros-o-pskovskikh-

desantnikakh-1182368.xhtml) :  

The letter says that the circumstances of the deaths of the military personnel are 

established, the proper expert examinations were carried out by “highly qualified 

specialists”, and no violations of the law were revealed by the military prosecution 

authorities. Families of the victims receive social support in each case, according to the 

document. 

“The movement of troops from places of permanent deployment is carried out 

and the exercises are done also in accordance with orders of military command and 

control officers,” the Prosecutor General’s letter said. Disclosure of other requested 

information is impossible, as they constitute a state secret.  

It is said that all the circumstances of the death were established, but these 

circumstances were not disclosed in the answer, but it is said that they were carried out 

by highly professional forensic experts. 
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It is also said that at the moment there is a check in the framework of the Code 

of Criminal Procedure on the fact of their death and, accordingly, this check will end 

either with a decision to institute criminal cases or with a refusal. 

At the same time, it is indicated that the families of all military personnel receive 

appropriate allowances, which are established by Russian legislation, and moreover, 

the main military prosecutor’s office established control over these payments. 

The second part of the answer says that the answer to the questions about the 

persons who gave the orders, about the content of these orders, about the legality of 

these orders cannot be answered in connection with the RF law on state secrets. It is 

said at the same time that the main military prosecutor’s office does not consider in 

these orders, in these decisions, military violations of Russian law and does not see 

measures to take the prosecutor’s response. 

- Understanding the system of Russian power and the law enforcement system 

that is part of it, this answer says a lot. There is no lies in this answer. There are 

solutions there with which I do not agree, Schlossberg states. - I have assumptions that 

the relatives of the victims, each specific family knows where their loved one died, I 

am sure of this. Not the fact that they have in their hands the relevant documents, which 

legally can be proof of the place of death and circumstances of the death. I assure you, 

if benefits are prescribed in the family of the deceased in connection with the death of 

a military serviceman, that is, the relevant articles of the law on military duty of military 

service are orders to decide a government decree, where all this is argued. That is, 

people understand the circumstances of the death of their loved one, but the Russian 

authorities do not want to betray these circumstances to the deputy through answers to 

the deputy for the general public, and this answer confirmed this position. 

I can only say that in my opinion, there are substantially more deaths than 12 

people. In a request dated September 16, 12 names of those servicemen were indicated, 

for which we have absolutely reliable information from several sources that they died, 

and in almost all but a few cases we knew the exact place of burial. We understood that 
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this request did not indicate any survivors who simply did not contact due to the lack 

of a mobile phone. I was sure that, unfortunately, all these people died. 

As part of this answer, there is information about the inquiry into the Criminal 

Procedure Code, and I will make another request to the main military prosecutor’s 

office, about a month later, and I will request data from these checks whether the guilty 

persons were found or whether criminal cases were opened. 

  

Despite the requests of the deputies, the Russian military department officially 

categorically denies the names and the number of dead soldiers in the territory of 

Donbass. Since recognizing these actions means recognizing that Russia has invaded 

the territory of Ukraine, and is conducting active hostilities, showing its aggression. 

***  

At the same time, the Ukrainian military, released from captivity near Donetsk, 

said that they were captured by Russian soldiers 

(http://newsru.com/russia/29sep2014/minobr.html#1 )  

A military man from the 93rd brigade of the Ukrainian army who introduced 

himself as Alexei Koshelenko said: "On August 24-25, when the Russian troops 

entered, we hit a boiler in Ilovaysk." We were bombarded with Grad, and then the 

troops simply dared. In 20 minutes, they completely destroyed everything. Many 

died, many went missing. " 

According to him, the troops were Russian. “They said that they were from the 

air assault battalion from Kostroma,” the Ukrainian soldier said. 

Another captured Ukrainian, Andrei Krupa, said that on the road north of 

Donetsk, his 51st mechanized brigade was fired on in the same battle. According to 

him, he was captured at 11 a.m. on August 25, 20 kilometers south of Ilovaysk. "They 

were Russian soldiers - soldiers from Kostroma, paratroopers," the military said.  

***  
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Maxim Solopov, a RBC journalist, made his attempt to analyze the location of 

Russian troops on the territory of Ukraine and found five military units that were in the 

Donbass: 

- In the official version that paratroopers died during exercises in the Rostov 

region, and only volunteers went to Donbass, there were many flaws, the journalist 

writes. It also turned out that it was during the alleged participation of Russian troops 

in the conflict that the state media started talking about the influx of volunteers into the 

Donbass. 

 “I lit candles for those who suffered and gave their lives protecting people in 

Novorossia,” Vladimir Putin said on September 11, leaving the Church of the Life-

Giving Trinity on the Sparrow Hills in Moscow. The president did not mean the 

Russian military, explains RBC Putin’s words to his press secretary Dmitry Peskov: 

“Russian troops were not there.” 

Who were those soldiers and officers who returned from Ukraine dead and alive, 

how many were there, why, finally, at least three of them are missing? 

  

Ulyanovsk paratroopers 

On August 28, Yegor Vorobyev, correspondent of the Ukrainian Espresso-TV 

channel, published a story on the network about captured soldiers of the 31st Separate 

Airborne Assault Brigade of the Russian Airborne Forces deployed in Ulyanovsk. On 

the record, the paratroopers Ruslan Akhmetov and Arseniy Ilmitov told how they 

arrived for exercises in the Rostov region, and the next day ended up in Ukraine. “The 

cartridges were issued at the border,” says Akhmetov in the frame. Only after the first 

shelling, the paratrooper continues, he realized that there is no teaching around. 

The video was recorded in the village of Mnogopol near Ilovaisk south-east of 

Donetsk, where soldiers of the Ukrainian armed forces and the volunteer battalions of 

the Ukrainian Ministry of Internal Affairs Dnepr-1 and Donbass were surrounded. “We 

are in an improvised hospital, in the building of a local school, here they are treating 
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one of the fighters of the Russian army who was burned up in the BMD [landing assault 

vehicle],” the Ukrainian journalist concludes the story..  

Two days later, he himself was captured, the reporter has not yet arrived home, 

Vorobyov’s wife Elena Solodovnikova tells RBC. 

Apparently, Ilmitov and Akhmetov did not return from the war. Familiar 

Ulyanovsk paratroopers from social networks at the request of RBC identified them in 

the plot of a Ukrainian journalist. There is no fresh information in the accounts of the 

fighters themselves. Relatives of Ilmitov and Akhmetov’s wife did not speak with 

RBC. 

Combat "Dnepr-1" Yuri Bereza confirmed to RBC that Ilmitov and Akhmetov 

were captured by his fighters during the battles at Mnogopol in the 20th of August. “I 

personally negotiated with their commander, the call sign“ Maple, ”said Birch. 

According to Bereza, along with the paratroopers videotaped, up to 20 Russian soldiers 

were in the hands of the Ukrainian military in the area. The Ukrainian officer knows 

that the detainees are serving in the Russian army only from the words of the prisoners 

themselves: they did not have any documents, the data recorded during interrogations 

were lost during the breakthrough from the encirclement. 

“I gave the officer the floor that if we were allowed to go out, we would give the 

prisoners back. 

There was one Russian prisoner in each car, ”says Birch. However, on August 29 

near the village of Novokaterinovka, a fire was opened on the column. “The car with 

them (Ilmitov and Akhmetov) was shot before my eyes,” the battalion commander 

says. 

The 31st Separate Guards Airborne Assault Brigade is deployed in the 

Ulyanovsk Region. The Ulyanovsk paratroopers took part in establishing constitutional 

order on the territory of Chechnya. Since 2005, the team has been fully transferred to 

the contract picking system. 

According to scattered information, the 31st Special Forces Detachment lost at 

least two more contract soldiers. 
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 The Bashinform Agency at the Bashkir Military Commissariat confirmed the death 

of 28-year-old Private Ilnur Kilchinbaev from the village of Almyasovo, Kugarchinsky 

District. About Alexander Belozerov from the village of New Main, Melekessky district, 

Ulyanovsk region, a short story was shot on local television. Both at the end of August left 

for exercises in the Rostov region, both, according to the information available to relatives, 

died on August 25. “Our fellow countryman Ilnur Kilchinbaev died a heroic death during 

the protection of civilians in Ukraine,” said a message that was deleted, but in a cache, on 

the page of the community of the Kugarchinsky district. “Died in the performance of 

military duty,” – succinc tly written on a mourning stand at the school where Belozerov 

studied. 

The accounts of both of them have already been deleted from the VKontakte social network, 

Kilchinbaev’s wife didn’t talk to reporters, and Belozerov’s relatives could not be found.  

  

Kostroma paratroopers 

   

The first dead contractor from this unit, which became known, was Sergei 

Seleznev, who was buried on September 2 in Vladimir. 

A resident of the city of Vladimir Elena Mukhina wrote that her fiancé, a military 

man, Sergei Seleznev, was gone. The last time they met on August 2, 2014, the young 

man made a proposal to the girl. The bride admitted that she was expecting a baby. 

After that, according to the girl, 

Sergey left for the military unit 71211 of 

the city of Kostroma (98th Guards 

Airborne Division, 331th Guards 

Airborne Forces). The last time he called 

Elena on August 22. 

"As Mukhina said, the serviceman’s 

friends contacted him, and he said that he 

and his colleagues were dressed in a field uniform, all the identification marks on the 
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equipment were covered with green paint and sent to the Rostov Region," - TV channel 

"Dozhd" reports  

On August 28, the military enlistment office, where the agitated girl turned, was 

informed that Sergei Seleznev had died, but had not been issued any documents. There 

is no body of the deceased. Relatives are searching for hospitals and morgues in the 

Rostov region, but so far to no avail. 

A representative of the military registration and enlistment office told the local 

Pro City newspaper that the soldier was killed during exercises in the Rostov Region. 

 Presumably at the same time, contractor from Bratsk Vadim Larionov died. The 

body of a 22-year-old soldier was delivered to relatives. 

The circumstances of the death of another paratrooper - Andrei Pilipchuk from 

the Kostroma region - remained unclear. The relatives and friends of the deceased 

reported his death on pages on social networks, but later all information was deleted 

by them. The editor of the "Main portal of Kostroma" Kirill Rubankov claims that a 

relative of Pilipchuk confirmed to him the fact of the funeral of the paratrooper. She 

refused to communicate with the media. 

The administration of the Kostroma cemetery spoke about the burial of the three 

dead "in Ukraine" Kostroma military. Three “fresh graves” appeared one after another 

on the “Afghan Alley”, where, according to tradition, the dead were buried in hot spots. 

Judging by the tombstones, 26-year-old Sergei Gerasimov, 32-year-old Alexei 

Kasyanov and 27-year-old Evgeni Kamenev died on August 24, 25 and September 3. 

The wife of one of Gerasimov’s colleagues told RBC that the young man served 

under contract in the reconnaissance platoon of the 331rd regiment. She herself is still 

waiting for her husband to return from the Rostov region. "They say:" Yes, we were in 

Ukraine. " According to her, the husband returned from the territory of Ukraine to the 

Rostov region in early September: “Just yesterday [September 3] they gave me a call 

back. The guys don’t want to stay there. ” 

How many paratroopers from Kostroma left for exercises in Rostov, 
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Khotulev refused to explain. Relatives of the military claim that they sent at least a 

battalion to the Rostov Region [the standard number of airborne battalion is 400-500 

soldiers]. 

"I think the exercises will end soon ... Together with the improvement of the 

political situation," said RBC Khotulev, declining to comment on the participation of 

the Russian military in the Ukrainian conflict. “Mothers and relatives calmed down. 

Everything goes back to normal, ”concluded the colonel. 

Colonel Khotulev also refused to explain the reason for the wound of the lost 

paratrooper. The causes of the deaths of the remaining fighters in the exercises are 

being investigated in the Southern Military District, the officer said. The county press 

officer did not answer. 

In addition, the contract expressly prohibits military personnel from participating 

in hostilities during vacation, a member of the Human Rights Council, director of the 

Citizen. Army. Law ”Sergey Krivenko. “A serviceman tells the command exactly 

where he is going on vacation, and it’s illegal to go to the war zone on the territory of 

another state,” the human rights activist explains. According to him, the paratrooper, 

going to the Donbass, had to deceive the command in this case and cannot rely on 

social guarantees and payments in case of injury or death, as well as rendering military 

honors posthumously. 

However, many relatives of the dead and returning, interviewed by RBC, speak 

of promises of payments for injuries or deaths. 

On September 2, at a meeting with human rights activists, Deputy Defense 

Minister Nikolai Pankov promised to investigate each case of the death of the military 

during the “Rostov exercises,” Krivenko handed over to the general a list of the dead, 

which, according to him, contained a dozen names. He never received an answer. 

According to NATO General Bridlaw, in September, after the armistice in 

eastern Ukraine, 4 battalion-tactical groups of Russian troops remained. This is up to 

one and a half thousand fighters. Russian Defense Ministry 

called this information "speculation." 
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(http://top.rbc.ru/politics/02/10/2014/542c0dcfcbb20f5d06c1d87a)  

  

***  

Elena Vasilieva: I was between the "rock and the hard place". On the one hand, 

I was attacked by journalists with requests to give them contacts of the relatives of the 

deceased servicemen, on the other hand, relatives begged not to give their coordinates 

to the journalists. 

Here is an excerpt from the correspondence of Sergey Gerasimov’s mother with 

the founder of the group “Cargo 200 from Ukraine to Russia” Elena Vasilyeva. 

This correspondence sheds much light on what was happening around the families of 

the dead paratroopers. 

  

Hello, dear Elena Vasilieva. 

I read your article "Where do the dead go or the tale of the Minoboronovskih wizards." 

In the list of victims under number 11 you have Sergei Gerasimov. I am his mother. I 

want to clarify: his place of service is indicated there incorrectly. This is a military unit 

in Tambov, where Sergey served in military service. And now he is serving for the 

third year under contract in 98 Svir Division, military unit 71211, deployed in 

Kostroma. 

  

Sincerely, Tatyana Gerasimova  

  

I apologize. We receive a lot of information about the dead and the lost. I want to believe 

that your son is alive, if this is so, please confirm. I will remove it from the lists. 

Obituaries also sent out about me, they say, that means they will live a long time. 

  

Mon, 22 Sep 2014 13:11:23 +0400 from Gerasimov Tatyana: 
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It's okay, I understand everything. No, my son really died on August 24th. Buried 

on September 11 has not been identified for a long time. 

  

09/22/2014, 2:00 p.m., Elena: 

Thank you very much for your reply. I want to ask you: many journalists are trying to 

convey the truth to the Russians that the Russian military are dying in Ukraine. We really 

want to prevent other deaths and stop this senseless war altogether. Are you ready to tell 

your journalists about your son (believe me, good ones) so that other mothers can hear 

you and rise to protect the world and your sons? 

In many cases, I encounter wild indifference from my parents. Now I have found my son 

alive, in captivity. Phoned his mother. Veselov from Kostroma, his mother is a lawyer. It 

was agreed that her son would be exchanged for a captured Ukrainian journalist. And she 

did not believe me for more than a day, then gathered for two more days. In the end I went 

to the Lugansk region. During this time, 45 captured Ukrainians, our militia shot just like 

that, including and this journalist. Mothers there said that the exchange process for a week 

would be delayed, but they gave her a phone talk with her son. She told me about this on 

the phone. And she decided not to wait, but to return to Russia. She is on the road now. 

Amazing nonchalance ... And she still believes that all this is not dangerous.  

The civic position of mothers is very necessary, in memory of sons. 

I have no idea how to condole you. Very terrible and sorry for your son and other 

guys. 

Think about it. Maybe other mothers known to you will speak. I will send good 

journalists, and if necessary, lawyers to resolve issues. 

From myself: just do not be silent. Mothers voice must be heard! 

  

from Gerasimov Tatyana: 

I came across the work of the media. I do not trust them! This is the first. Secondly, I 

do not want my name and mine (sometimes thoughtless in grief, words) to shine on 

different sites or even worse on TV. To overgrown with all sorts of (and negative 
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including) comments. I wrote to you to clarify information about Sergey. There are still 

many inaccuracies in your list: Andrey Dokuchaev can safely be deleted - everything 

is fine with him, Sergey Seleznev from “missing” translate into “dead”, Zhilin Pavel 

also died. 

Honestly, I was expecting questions from you: do we know the circumstances of 

the death of our son, how we buried, did the part that they wrote on the death certificate 

helped, do they promise to pay us insurance and benefits? and you immediately "bull 

by the horns." Believe me, I am very worried about the fate of our boys who stayed 

there, and I would definitely go out with you to the Peace March, but to dismiss the 

journalists. 

I live in a small town with a population of about 5 thousand people. In our city, 

we all know each other. And now it’s no secret to anyone where my son died. Kostroma 

also knows that the Russian military is dying in Ukraine thanks to the Anatoly 

Travkin’s funeral on Channel 1. I was surprised by your story about Veselov’s mother 

(unfortunately, without a name), especially since she is a lawyer. I would also really 

like to see or hear the answers to the questions posed by Lev Schlosberg in his address 

to the Deputy Prosecutor General of the Russian Federation. And I would also like to 

know if this appeal really reached the addressee or whether it remained to hang out on 

the Internet and where the answer to this request will be published, is it really in the 

"Pskov province" - the newspaper, the founder of which is Lev Markovich. 

By the way, what kind of "appropriate authority" do you want to send statements 

to and when do you plan to receive an answer to it? 

Sorry if maybe I wrote something wrong or expressed my thought incorrectly or 

incomprehensibly. You understand that in my head now is just chaos. For the fourth 

week I have been trying by all means from various sources to find out for myself what 

is happening in Ukraine .... alas, there are more questions than answers. The impression 

is that all means are purposely trying to confuse, confuse even more and not shed light. 

So, while I do not own the situation, I’m not ready to communicate with reporters. 

Once again, forgive the unreasonable, if that, write. 
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Sincerely, Sergey Gerasimov’s mother. 

  

"Helena": 

I did not begin to ask you questions precisely because journalists usually ask it. 

The circumstances of the death are already clear to me. The living wives write and call 

from places. Transmit ... I really would like to know what is written on the death 

certificate. And I think that there will be problems with insurance and benefits. We 

have good lawyers, if that. 

It seems like a noise; we were able to force the Ministry of Defense to change conscripts 

to contractors. Conscripts began to withdraw from the war zone. 

Thank you for correcting inaccuracies. Information is often obtained from the 

battlefield. Inaccuracies happen, but a little, given the complete isolation and secrecy 

of the Ministry of Defense. 

We sent inquiries to the Ministry of Defense, the Military Prosecutor's Office of the 

Russian Federation, personally to Shoigu and Putin. I am sure that the answer will come 

somewhere in a month alone at best from the prosecutor's office. 

Putin and Shoigu, as usual, do not answer anyone. 

I’m not a bull by the horns ... You say that thanks to Channel 1 Russia has learned 

something. In fact, few people saw this plot. Only those whom then directly affected 

it. Many people write to me that I wrote everything about you, that there aren’t any 

paratroopers, that no one is fighting. But cargo-200 is becoming more and more every 

day. Over 2,000, and only about 400 people returned home in zinc. 

You write that you want to understand what is happening. Total cheating. Such 

a lie in the history of Russia has probably never happened. After the reform of the army, 

the war was reformed. Now Putin does not announce it. He silently announces military 

exercises, the progress of the exercises is not reported. And no losses are reported. And 
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his TV channels are lying. They lied when Russia attacked Georgia, they lied about 

Chechnya, Ossetia, and Armenia. But there were minor conflicts, although they 

claimed thousands of lives. And now a total lie about Ukraine. 

The fault of Ukraine is that its people have chosen the normal path of 

development, striving for improvement, real democracy. And they expelled a protege 

of Putin on the Maidan. Putin only knows how to avenge, but revenge a wicked little 

guy. He is an avid poker player. And there they’re bluffing. And he bluffs everywhere 

and in everything. Now he is playing war. Unannounced, at the cost of the lives of 

young people who believe in power. 

I created the Gruz 200 group on August 19, anticipating that this massacre would 

be. Gathering information bit by bit, and the first shouted that they had sent the guys 

not to the exercises, but to the slaughter. But mothers and relatives were silent. The 

Ministry of Defense tried to rehabilitate itself with an action that was promoted on TV 

"Call Mom." Few called. There were those who managed to say that they were not in 

exercises, but in Ukraine. I raised the journalists at the moment when this treacherous 

attack on Ukraine was being prepared. That is why your children are in the spotlight. 

Otherwise, no one would have known about them at all. 

And now many people ask me a question: why are mothers silent? You answered 

because you do not want your name and the name of your son to be ruffled. 

Just tonight, a journalist from Nizhny Novgorod called me. A load of 200 to 20 

people also arrived in Mulino, and more died. She wonders what is happening. She, 

like you, believed that somewhere in Ukraine New Russia appeared and was fighting 

for its freedom with the Nazis. 

n fact, everything is different. Putin, as in the Crimea, sent his men. But it was 

not possible to overcome the territory of a foreign developing state with a snap. There 

is no NATO and there wasn’t - these are fairy tales for the people to justify their plans. 

The people of Ukraine said that they would not give up an inch of their land, as 

our ancestors had once repelled German troops. And all the people stood up to defend 

their country. They form volunteer battalions, they fight real fascists, i.e. with us. 
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Russia without declaration of war attacked Ukraine. And in this war your son 

and other children and husbands died. 

Ukrainians ask: why did you attack us? what have we done? But they did one 

thing - they did not recognize Putin and his proteges and held fair elections. We 

understood that Putin is a thief. 

That is all politics. 

Now mothers just have to unite and shout to the whole world that people are 

dying, and there the local population is dying too: women, children. And if a hotbed of 

tension appeared in Ukraine, as we had Chechnya as part of the Russian Federation, 

then the Ukrainian authorities themselves must sort out their territory. And not at the 

expense of the lives of your children. 

And Russia wants to chop off the path of drug trafficking overland to the sea. 

Putin generally started a quarrel with all the neighboring republics, which could lead 

to the 3rd World War. All states have already turned their backs on us. Introduce 

sanctions. And we all in Russia turned into fascists. A new concept has appeared - 

Rashizm. 

Your children have been deceived by insolent, cynical propaganda. It is 

beneficial for Putin to be forgotten, as well as those who will not return home from the 

army in the fall, because they will remain missing. God forbid, those who are in 

captivity will be exchanged and released. 

Oddly enough, but the end of the war in these conditions depends only on the 

mothers, who are obliged to start talking ... I went to Vidyaevo when in 2000 the Kursk, 

a submarine, died. I persuaded women to start talking with reporters on August 16, 17, 

18, 19, and 20.21. But they could not believe, they believed that their children and 

husbands would be saved - they were silent. And only when the boat was flooded with 

an additional explosion at the bottom of the Barents Sea, they howled. And they could 

have prevented it. Putin then said she drowned. Now, too briefly - they got lost ... 

Every day I wake up with 200 Cargo and fall asleep with it. They call and write 

to me mothers who do not believe, do not understand what is happening. And there is 
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a war that breaks into people's homes in all regions. And on TV they say how Putin did 

not allow war. Cynical lie! 

I can no longer speak words of comfort, because every day I look for someone's 

sons. At the same time, they pour me mud, but my mothers do not believe and are 

silent. 

But the grief is such that I want to howl for all of you and scream from the pain 

of injustice. 

It was your evil troll dwarf who killed your children. And it doesn’t matter what 

the paid trolls say. It is important to raise other mothers. And in conditions of total 

censorship, only free media can do this. And you need to shout through real journalists 

who have not sold to the regime, so that other mothers hear your pain, understand, unite 

and stop this mess. In the meantime, only I scream for all of you and I'm not afraid to 

do this, although every day I get threats of reprisal. 

Yes, we conceived the action. We want to bring photos of the dead guys and put 

them on the Kremlin wall ... opposite the Eternal Flame. They will screw us, because 

we want to rehabilitate the names of the dead servicemen, to force the government to 

pay the families of the dead all the penny, and for some reason their mothers do not 

want to. No, you answered, because you do not want to ruffle the name of your son, 

the comments of the trolls do not like either .. 

Sorry. Such a silence is at hand for Putin. He allocated 5 billion to pay for trolls 

... 

In the trailer are samples of some messages to me 

  

Tatyana Gerasimova: 

Suppose you send me journalists ... where will the footage come out? The central 

mass media are all Putin’s, not the central ones, few people watch, not everyone 

has the Internet. How will we cause a resonance? Our local newspaper even 

banned people from expressing condolences to us at first, because there was an 

order from above indicating our surname. Then, however, they had mercy. 
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You write that "the whole people stood up to defend their country" Where did 

the refugees come from? After all, it’s not only women and children who are fleeing, 

why didn’t they defend their country, how did the Russian people once rise up against 

the Germans? And who are the militias, do they not want to live in a free developing 

state? Why can't the Ukrainian army and people cope with them? Why Ukrainians do 

not send curses and appeals to stop fighting in the direction of the militias, but only 

spread rot on the Russians? Why accept humanitarian aid if they don’t need it so much? 

Everything is clear with Putin - the scoundrel is still the same. Our guys carried 

out the order, they were military and took the oath, here everything is clear too. But 

this is why the commanders could not save them, why the military, being cut off from 

the main convoy, could not get in touch with their own, but they were quickly 

discovered and shot by the Ukrainian army. 

Why the equipment broke during the movement of the column and therefore the 

guys lagged behind. And many more questions. Who will be responsible for the death 

of our sons? 

So many units are thrown into this meat grinder. It seems that our military does 

not know how to fight at all, since they suffer such losses. 

Shamanova, Shoigu, and Putin to Siberia to the mines for such "work" and the 

rest of the commanders urgently need to be sent for retraining. 

You write "they form volunteer battalions" to fight "with real fascists, that is, 

with us" read with our children. Who, then, is the Ukrainian army fighting with us too? 

Doesn’t she manage, what, does she need volunteer battalions? Why don't these 

volunteers join the army and fight on their own and still get weapons somewhere? 

In general, I have not diminished questions. Thank you Elena for taking the time 

to chat with me and helping me sort out the situation. ... 

  

 ***  
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August 20, 2014: near the Lugansk airport, near the village of Georgievka, 

Lugansk region, the Ukrainian army captured the BMD-2 with documents and weapons 

of the military from the 76th Guards Airborne Division, located near Pskov. 

The official representative of the Ministry of Defense Igor Konashenkov joked: 

“To the numerous“ exploits ”of the Security Service of Ukraine, now it is necessary to 

add one more -“ buying up stolen goods ”. 

The publication Chita.Ru, citing the military enlistment office, reported the death 

of Chitin Nikolai Sharaborin, who served in the Airborne Forces in Novorossiysk, 

during the exercises near Rostov. The 7th Guards Airborne Assault Division is 

deployed in this city. Later, in the news release of the Chita editorial office of the All-

Russian State Television and Radio Broadcasting Company, Sharaborin was called a 

volunteer who joined the ranks of the militia, and the Donetsk region was the place of 

death. 

The death of the 21-year-old Astrakhan Ildar from the 137th Guards Regiment 

of the 106th Guards Airborne Division deployed in the Ryazan Region, said Anatoly 

Salin, an expert at the Committee of Soldiers' Mothers. The human rights activist did 

not give a surname, specifying the date of death - July 28. Shortly before this, the 

soldier, according to information received from his mother, was transferred to 

Novoshakhtinsk, Rostov Region. The publication “Kaspiy.info” gives the name of the 

soldier - Maksutov. Volunteers found a paratrooper profile on the VKontakte social 

network with the status of "To Ukraine!" Salin says that the soldier’s mother, who 

herself turned to human rights defenders, at some point stopped communicating with 

them. 

The 7th Guards Airborne Assault (Mountain) Airborne Division is deployed in 

the Krasnodar Territory and stationed in the cities of Novorossiysk, Stavropol and 

Anapa. The personnel of the compound carried out peacekeeping missions in Abkhazia 

and took an active part in counter-terrorism operations in the North Caucasus. 
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The 106th Guards Airborne Division is stationed in the Ryazan Region. The 

fighters of the division participated in restoring order during the anti-Armenian unrest 

in Azerbaijan and counter-terrorism operations in the North Caucasus. 

  

Motor Rifle 

On August 27, the Security Service of Ukraine announced the detention of another 

Russian soldier, 19-year-old Petr Khokhlov. In a video published by the agency, a 

native of the city of Novouzensk, Saratov Region, claims that he is an ordinary 9th 

separate motorized rifle brigade deployed in Nizhny Novgorod. He was identified and 

confirmed by RBC the words of a private soldier who was serving with Khokhlov 

Roman Shubtsov. According to Shubtsov, Khokhlov was brought up in a boarding 

school, his parents died. 

A soldier on video says that he was accepted for military service on May 22, 2013 and 

after 9 months he signed a contract to serve in the 9th brigade. Two months later, his 

battalion was raised by alarm, loaded into trains and sent to the Rostov region. There 

they settled down in the forest. A month later, the commander ordered to “expel” the 

BMP, build them in a column and clean them numbers and other identification marks, 

said the soldier. 

Later, Khokhlov claimed, 14 such vehicles were handed over to certain “Chechens” in 

the border Russian city of Donetsk. 

It follows from Khokhlov’s story that, having learned about the remuneration that the 

militia supposedly received, he decided to leave the unit without permission and join 

them. On August 8, Khokhlov and his colleague Ruslan Garafiev went AWOL and 

ended up in the Luhansk region. There, at the village of Novosvetlovka, on August 27, 

he fell into the hands of Ukrainians. 

Sergey Khokhlov is looking for a brother captured by the Ukrainian military, 

with whom they grew up in an orphanage. 19-year-old Pyotr Khokhlov signed a 

contract a few months ago without completing military service. In August, he was sent 
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to exercises in the Rostov region. On August 27, the Security Service of Ukraine 

published a video with a confused story of Private Khokhlov detained in Ukraine. 

To this day, Khokhlov’s brother Sergei, who grew up with him in an orphanage, 

and the bride of a soldier Anna from Nizhny Novgorod are trying to find out the fate 

of the detainee. “The military commissariat said: he left the location of the unit. I do 

not believe what he is saying on camera. He was on exercises in Rostov. If he decided 

to go somewhere, he would call me, ”Sergey said. 

Finding relatives of Ruslan Garafiev failed. 

However, the version that a soldier from the 9th brigade found himself in 

Ukraine on his own initiative has flaws. Komsomolskaya Pravda published the stories 

of two other contractors of the same 9th brigade Armen Davoyan and Alexander 

Voronov, who died "on the border with Ukraine" in the Rostov region. Allegedly, their 

colleagues told the publication that the young people died on July 14, when they came 

under fire, protecting refugees. The article was later removed from the newspaper’s 

website. 

The representative of the brigade, whose contact phone was given to Sergey 

Khokhlov at the military registration and enlistment office, hung up, as soon as the 

correspondents tried to introduce themselves. 

Contact with the relatives of Davoyan and Voronov failed. 

Apparently, motorized gunners from other military units were also involved in 

the “exercises in the Rostov Region”. 

The 21st separate motorized rifle brigade is deployed in 

Totsky district of the Orenburg region. The soldiers of the Totsk brigade took 

part in peacekeeping operations in Transnistria and Abkhazia, as well as in two 

Chechen campaigns. 

In late August, media in Irkutsk, Astrakhan and Bashkiria, citing military 

commissariats and relatives, reported the funeral of Vadim Larionov, Konstantin 

Kuzmin and Marcel Araptanov from the 17th and 18th separate motorized rifle 
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brigades deployed in Chechnya. According to the official version, all three died "in the 

line of duty" during the exercises near Rostov. 

Perm media referring to relatives who received 

relevant 

notifications reported the 

death of Vasily Karavaev 

from the 21st separate 

motorized rifle brigade 

deployed in the Totsky 

District of the Orenburg 

Region during exercises 

in the Rostov Region. 

 

Such a fake was 

thrown into the group of 

the Facebook community 

“Cargo 200 from Ukraine to Russia”, which Elena Vasilyeva and the project volunteers 

initially took as a real copy of the order to remove six more military personnel of the 

same unit from September 4, 2014: 25- summer junior sergeant Viktor Karpukhin, 27-

year-old private Nikita Surkov, 29-year-old sergeant Vitaly Glushchenko, 35-year-old 

ensign Alexander Nikulin, 37-year-old senior warrant officer Nikolai Mylnikov and 

35-year-old senior warrant officer Sergei Dymov. Vasilyeva claims that all this was a 

fake and an ugly rally of the opposing side. Someone really wanted to expose the whole 

community of volunteers in a negative light. And the purpose of this provocation was 

to make people believe that 30 thousand volunteers are lying, and that there are no 

Russian military in the Donbass. 
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 Later it 

became clear that these were the names of the players of the 

Gazprom team "Gazovik", who decided to turn their eyes away 
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from the real dead special forces from the Orenburg region. 

The meanness of the Putin regime knows no bounds.. 

 

Putin’s propagandist Anatoly Shariy and the Russian media, seeing that this order was 

in the group of volunteers, began to write and tell on all TV channels that Vasilyeva 

“bury” the players, ignoring the fact that all the surnames and names before they get 

on the compiled lists, pass a rigorous test. And, having bitten this fake, the volunteers 

took a closer look at the dead from the Orenburg region, and found at least 9 names of 

real mercenaries killed. 

The fact that retroactively removed from the allowance of the Russian military is also 

evidenced by many correspondence on social networks: 
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Samara peacekeepers 

The fighters of the 15th separate motorized rifle brigade of the peacekeeping 

forces deployed in the village of Roshchinsky, Samara Region, went to the exercises 
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in the Rostov Region, said the head of the Samara "Union of Veterans of the Airborne 

Forces and Special Forces" Viktor Kalinichev. Two relatives of the fighters said on 

condition of anonymity that the soldiers after a long break contacted on September 3. 

The mother-in-law of one contractor serviceman and the brother of another, 

according to the soldiers, say that the peacekeepers were in Ukraine at the end of 

August. September 2, they allegedly returned through Krasnodon back to the Rostov 

region, and began to prepare for a possible new trip to Ukraine. 

The wife of another contractor from the Samara brigade told RBC that her 

husband, who had not contacted for a long time, called her from the Ukrainian number 

in late August. The man said that he was in the Rostov region on exercises. The soldier 

allegedly took a phone with a Ukrainian SIM card for the call from one of the refugees. 

There is no information about possible losses in the personnel of the brigade. In 

part, they refused to talk with RBC. “There were exercises in the Rostov region, but in 

Ukraine there are no our military. This was stated by our commander in chief, 

”categorically Kalinichev. 

The 15th separate motorized rifle brigade of peacekeeping forces is deployed in 

the Chernorechye of the Samara region. This is the first special peacekeeping force in 

Russia formed at the end of 2004. 

It is completed with contract soldiers. 

  

          Forces of the world 

 “The world has changed, changed dramatically. As you know from past 

examples, peacekeeping units may be called for unexpectedly,” said Defense Minister 

Sergei Shoigu, arriving on August 6 at the 15th brigade of peacekeepers. Then not 

everyone in the Samara part could guess what the minister was talking about. 

All military units whose soldiers died during the exercises "in the Rostov 

Region" or were captured in Ukraine (with the exception of motorized rifle brigades) 

form the basis of the Russian peacekeeping forces. Major-General Alexander 

Vyaznikov, Deputy Commander of the Airborne Forces in Peacekeeping Operations, 
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designated the listed formations of the airborne troops as such in August. According to 

him, it was by August 2014 that the formation of a peacekeeping force of 5,000 soldiers 

was completed. 

The question of creating special peacekeeping forces arose five years ago after 

the operation in Ossetia, recalls the head of the Center for Military Forecasting Anatoly 

Tsyganok. According to him, peacekeepers are distinguished from other rapid reaction 

forces by language training (everyone learns English and other foreign languages), the 

ability to act in conditions of unrest and riots, the skills to interact with the police and 

law enforcement agencies of other states, as well as readiness not only for purely 

military , but also humanitarian operations. Now the status of peacekeepers is assigned 

only to one brigade of ground forces and the above formations of the Airborne Forces, 

however, peacekeeping units are also in the internal troops of the Russian Ministry of 

Internal Affairs. 

The newspaper "Orskiy Vestnik" reported that on August 27 two tankers who 

had served under a contract in the Orenburg Region were killed in the Rostov Region.  

As explained by the deputy commander for work with the personnel of the 

reconnaissance battalion of military unit No. 12128 (Totskoye-4 village of the 

Orenburg region) Aleksey Shkola, a shell fired from the territory of Ukraine got into 

the tank. 

The dead are a native of the Perm Territory Vasily Karavaev, the second is a 

resident of Sol-Iletsk, his name is not specified. 
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In the branch of the Union of Families of Russian Military Forces in the 

Orenburg Region, information that the contract soldiers of the Totsky military unit 

was sent to the Rostov training ground was confirmed. The deputy chairman of the 

department, Nadezhda Kirillova, explained that the 21st brigade had left for exercises 

in the Rostov region, but she was not involved in the hostilities. 

On Saturday, August 30, wives of servicemen turned to the unit’s command, 

worried that their husbands weren’t communicating. They explained to the women 

that the phones had been taken away to hide their location. 

At the same time, the military noted that some employees on the eve contacted 

relatives. 

Orskiy Vestnik notes that at the end of August, “cargo 200” was already 

delivered to the Orenburg region. On August 31, a paratrooper from the Pskov 

Airborne Division was buried near Buzuluk. Twenty-five-year-old Dmitry Ganin also 

served under the contract. The official version of the death of a soldier is the same - 

exercises in the Rostov region. 
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In fact, the guys died near Starobeshevo in their T-72 tank, investigations by 

InformNapalm proved their belonging to the 21st Motorized Rifle Brigade 

(http://censor.net.ua/photo_news/348749/unichtojennye_na_donbasse_tanki_t7

2_b_2 

1yi_rossiyiskoyi_motostrelkovoyi_brigady_novye_dokazatelstva) 

On August 26, 2014, members of the Presidential Human Rights Council Sergei 

Krivenko and Ella Polyakova formally demanded that the Investigative Committee of 

the Russian Federation find out the causes and circumstances of the death of nine 

soldiers of the 18th motorized rifle brigade. So far, the TFR and the Ministry of Defense 

have not commented on this request. 
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Chapter 5. The confrontation is growing. Donbass’s evidence 

  

           The picky reader can accuse me of bias and coverage of the situation on one 

side only. 

Well, let's see what Gazeta.ru wrote about the theme of those killed in 

DNI and DNR in the article "Find the Cargo-200": 

“The participation of Russian volunteers in hostilities in the Donbass has become a 

problem for their relatives in Russia: they cannot find and bury the bodies of their dead 

relatives ...” this article begins, which many Russians could read. 

“... Some turned to Ukrainian human rights defenders who made public the lists of dead 

Russian fighters, while others sought help from search groups in their own country. 

“Gazeta.Ru” understood how relatives look for victims in the Donbass and what 

problems they face. 

During the most fierce campaigns in the summer of 2014, zinc coffins and refrigerators 

with soldiers' bodies went across the Rostov border. Due to the chaos and 

disorganization in the structures of the self-proclaimed republics, relatives from Russia 

often could not find the bodies of the dead. 

Gazeta.Ru was told about the specifics of search work in the Donbass in the 

search and rescue group Medved. Analyst Dmitry said that before finding the body, 

search engines collect information, look for and 

interview witnesses. 

Relatives of the victims often try to find 

relatives according to open information on the 

Internet. 

Member of the Human Rights Council, 

coordinator of the Citizen and the Army public 

initiative, Sergey Krivenko, said that Russian human 

rights defenders are trying to rely on information from relatives and partner 
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organizations, since data from Ukrainian registries is difficult to verify. However, it is 

honestly indicated on these resources that they do not claim to be completely reliable. 

In Donbass, search engines face problems in interacting with self-proclaimed 

republics. “There is a specific case: they found body N in the morgue. According to 

colleagues, it was N. They asked to take a photo and send it - they refused, they said: 

come and take it. The bottom line is that his daughter, who has a child in her arms, is 

looking for him, there is no money, and for obvious reasons she cannot go to Donbass. 

The deceased served in the Slavic brigade (the unofficial name for Strelkov’s group 

defending Slavyansk is “Gazeta.Ru”), if the commander has money, why not send? No 

one helped, who is obliged, ”says Dmitry, the coordinator of the Bear in Russia. 

A member of the search group "Bear" militia Alexei Penza recalls the high-

profile case of the death of Russian volunteer Maxim Stekhin. A burial of five bodies 

was found in the summer near Donetsk, there was a sign above the grave: "The guys 

died for Putin's lie." 

“I was searching for the parents of the guys. I found Stekhin’s parent, but the 

bodies disappeared, ”recalls Penza, a strange story. - For almost half a year we can’t 

find the bodies, the DNA did not match. Although a girl from the Donetsk morgue told 

us that the DNA was correct, how could they compare if only I took DNA samples? ” 

The militia associates the problem of finding and returning the bodies with an 

atmosphere of secrecy around the participation of Russian volunteers. 

Last year, the topic of anonymous mass graves became one of the episodes of 

the information war. In September, militias discovered burial places near Donetsk, in 

which, according to the authorities of the self-proclaimed DPR, lay civilians of 

Donbass, allegedly killed by Ukrainian security forces. After that, pro-government 

organizations held a rally "Sorrow Action" in Moscow on Poklonnaya Hill. In 

response, the representative of the National Security and Defense Council of Ukraine 

Andriy Lysenko said that three mass graves were found in cemeteries in Slavyansk, 

Donetsk region. 
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“I have many such stories,” Penza says. - So, we buried the guys near 

Andrianopol (Lugansk region). Three were taken prisoner, and six people - all Russians 

- were bombarded with rubbish, then the locals found them. 

Two survived, then they exchanged. Two others had their head cut off, two had 

their tattoos cut off. We identified the group when we saw a tattoo in the form of an 

eagle in one of them. (Due to bureaucratic problems with the authorities) we exhumed 

them for three months - in October we dug up, in November we delivered to Rostov. I 

called my parents, the DNA matched, and they were sent home. ” 

Since July, the group has helped in about 70 cases - a third of those who applied.  

 

***  

The peak of inquiries to the "Bear" from relatives occurred in August - 2014, the 

time of the most fierce battles, when the Ukrainian troops suffered the most notorious 

defeats from the forces of the DPR and LPR. Then, on August 27, Alexander 

Zakharchenko, in an interview with Rossiya-24 TV channel, said that not only 

volunteers from Russia, but also the acting military of the Russian army, who, 

according to him, “preferred not to spend their holidays on the beach, and among us, 

among the brothers who are fighting for their freedom. ” 

In Soviet times, the Ministry of Defense had its own shops. They were called the 

word - voentorg. ". 

Fighters of the republics informally called the Russian military personnel 

involved in the conflict - voentorgovci. ” The Russian Ministry of Defense denies their 

presence in the region. 

According to the Penza militia, voentorgovci and the republic are separately 

working on transporting the bodies of their people. “They (voentorg. - the Russian 

Gazeta.Ru used this expression) by themselves, understand,” says Andrei Ragulin, 

member of the Commission on Prisoners of War Affairs at the DPR Ministry of 

Defense, to Gazeta.Ru. The existence of a different logistics system is also confirmed 
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by the militia, the coordinator of non-humanitarian assistance to the DPR, Alexander 

Zhuchkovsky, but none of them could tell the details..  

Searching for one person takes up to 100 thousand rubles 

At the same time, it is precisely aware of the many problems with the logistics 

of the “two hundredths” among the self-proclaimed republics. Penza himself had to 

spend his money on transporting bodies to his homeland, since he did not collect more 

than 20 thousand rubles on the Internet. In social networks, search engines are really 

engaged in crowdfunding: on February 26 in the post of the VKontakte group it was 

indicated that 7 thousand rubles had been received in the account. Periodically, the 

names of the wanted persons are indicated in the posts and wallet numbers are attached. 

Searching for one person takes 50-100 thousand rubles: this is money for transportation 

costs (gasoline, car, airplane); DNA analysis of 18-25 thousand; coffin, suit and zinc - 

20-25 thousand rubles. 

“I asked the administration of the DPR and LPR, but they answered that money 

was supposedly allocated from the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation for 

all this. 

When I asked a question to a person in Russia who deals with these issues in the 

"military", he laughed and offered to show this agreement. That is, there is simply no 

such agreement. They call the militia, say: we are poor, your help is needed. A man 

arrives, dresses, eats for his money. And when he is killed, nobody needs him. The 

same airport (the transport hub of Donetsk is one of the epicenters of the fighting). We 

could not pick up the body of a guy who was moved by a Ukrainian tank. I propose to 

bring a part of the body to bury. No, no one needs this, but for each "two hundredth", 

according to my information, the commanders in the DPR, LPR received 20-25 

thousand UAH for the funeral. This money was disappearing in an unknown direction, 

”complains Penza. He says that he does not know the search groups for Donbass in 

Russia, except for the "Bear", only individual people collecting information on the dead 

and wounded. At the same time, the Bear was declared a boycott last fall - “they asked 

too many questions”: 
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“They wanted to shoot me several times in the DPR due to the fact that I was 

preventing people from earning money.” 

However, there are problems not only with unscrupulous field commanders, but 

also with some search groups. According to Gazeta.Ru, relatives complained that they 

were trying to give them the remains of strangers, allegedly conducting an DNA 

examination. 

In any war, problems often arise with the recognition of bodies. Retired colonel 

of the A department of the Central Security Service of the FSB and veteran of the 

Chechen campaigns Sergei Militsky told Gazeta.ru about the historical experience of 

identifying bodies. “In the first war, there were cars in Rostov, there they brought the 

dead from Chechnya. Many were burned there, they were pulled out of the burned 

infantry fighting vehicles. It was hard to identify. My schoolmate’s mom came and took 

teeth casts, fillings to try to identify her son from them. In Chechnya, they tried not to 

leave the dead, they did not leave anyone in our unit. Since World War II, cartridges in 

the breast pocket of the tunic have been used for identification in the form of a small 

closed pencil case with a piece of paper that says the name. Search engines are still 

identifying those who have died since the Second World War. I still carry a badge with 

the inscription of the USSR and a personal number fixed in all archives. The token is 

needed so that when someone is killed, put it in his mouth and bury it with him for 

further identification. The first Chechen one was searched for by the teeth, since 1995 

it has been searched by DNA, ”says Militsky. 

“The fate of the body primarily depends on relatives” 

The transfer of bodies to Ukrainian and Russian relatives in Donetsk is handled 

by the Commission for Prisoners of War Affairs at the DPR Ministry of Defense. Its 

representative, an activist of the Alternative movement, Andrei Ragulin, said that 

volunteers, in fact, “do not need anyone in terms of their fate”: “They are left to their 

own devices. It is like volunteers in Serbia. The fate of the body primarily depends on 

relatives, and secondly on the commander, ”says Ragulin. 
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Neither Ragulin nor Melnikov were able to confirm Penza’s words that money 

was allocated to commanders in the republics for transferring bodies to relatives in 

Russia and they did not know about such decrees in the self-proclaimed republics. 

Relatives are also wanted in Donetsk from the Ukrainian side, another member 

of the DPR prisoners of war commission, Liliya Radionova, said. 

According to her, Ukrainian relatives regularly turn to her. Recently, in one of 

the regions of Donbass, a mass grave of Ukrainian military personnel was found, the 

commission checked the place, unearthed it, handed it over to the Ukrainian side, and 

from the Donetsk morgue gave information on DNA examination, said Radionova. 

She complains about the "war" 

and around the transfer of bodies: the 

Ukrainian side ceases to transport the 

"two hundredths" - the DPR responds 

with a boycott. “The bodies of our 

soldiers lie in the area of the village of 

Spartak (Donetsk region) since 

January. We have to respond with 

such counterattacks, although this is not according to Christian and human laws. But I 

am more interested in our militias, although relatives from the Russian side know little 

about us. If necessary, I sit down and go with them, they let us go to the forefront, 

where it simply cannot be. Under my control, they dig and take bodies. But it’s almost 

impossible to get to the Ukrainian side, ”says Radionova. 

From memorable cases, she recalled a 21-year-old guy from the village of 

Logvinovo (Donetsk region), who pulled the body of a 19-year-old comrade from a 

wrecked tank during the battle. He buried him in a funnel, found nearby sticks and put 

together a cross, hung up his helmet and signed a tablet. The tanker was eventually 

found by relatives from Russia. 

 “Of course, there are cases when they also sprinkle in the trenches, when it is 

not possible to bury, at least sprinkle with earth so that the animals do not pull away.” 
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How many bodies of volunteers went through the commission, Radionova did 

not say 

maybe there are no exact statistics: "I can only say that a lot." 

A veteran of Chechnya Militsky emphasizes: the war in the Donbass cannot be 

compared with Chechnya due to the nature of the civil confrontation and many 

spontaneous units from both the self-proclaimed republics and Kiev. In any case, 

regular formations are more careful about the funerals of their comrades-in-arms: 

“Honestly, I think that Ukrainians are more interested in pulling out their soldiers, 

whatever one may say — this is a personnel army. More than non-local militias who 

arrived and do not really know them. Well, it turned out - pulled out, it didn’t work out 

- no. On the other hand, the locals are probably trying to get their own. But the 

Ukrainian army is still personnel, with accountability, and they need to objectively 

show their soldiers. ” 

The commission on prisoners of war at the DPR Ministry of Defense hopes that 

the Moscow Red Cross may in the future systematically take over the bodies of Russian 

volunteers to relatives, which the republics lack of resources for. However, the press 

secretary of the Russian Red Cross Tatyana 

Klenitskaya says that the organization has never been engaged in work with 

“Cargo-200” and this work is more likely to be within the competence of the Ministry 

of Emergencies. 

  

How the "cargo-200" is returned to their homeland  

In recent months, the border control regime has sharply tightened, however, 

unlike humanitarian and other cargo, there are no problems with the transfer of bodies, 

says DNR field commander Oleg Melnikov. Standard death certificates are issued, 

about the absence of foreign objects and not infection, then zinc coffins are officially 

taken across the border to the Rostov airport and sent to their destination. 

The head of the Imperial Legion club Denis Gariev notes that problems with 

crossing the border can arise if the deceased did not have documents with him or they 
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burned down in battle: “We didn’t resolve such problems, we all had documents. Now 

there are still problems with toughening the inspection: they open the coffins, inspect. 

Also, the problem is that zinc made in Donetsk is not suitable for Russia (probably, this 

does not mean compliance with Russian state standards. - “Gazeta.Ru”). 

At first we had to buy zinc, both there and there. 

This interferes with transportation by plane and rail. ” 

Earlier, Melnikov told Gazeta.ru that Russian volunteers were buried on the spot 

in the Donbas if the unit was surrounded and had no physical ability to take the body 

across the border, or if the deceased had no relatives or could not be found. In other 

cases, they try to deliver the body to their homeland. 

The most resonant cases of the transfer of “cargo-200” to Russia from Donbass 

were last summer, after the failed operation in May at the Donetsk airport. 

Then the border was crossed by trucks with coffins with stickers "Donetsk 

People's Republic." To protect themselves from attacks, activists painted red crosses 

and “200” numbers on the sides and roof of the truck, and reporters escorted the 

convoy. 

At the official level, the 

state does not participate in the 

funeral and transfer of the bodies 

of volunteers, explains State 

Duma deputy Franz Klintsevich. 

Organizationally and financially, 

he said, three veteran organizations are helping here: the Russian Union of Afghanistan 

Veterans, the Combat Brotherhood, and the Russian Paratroopers Union. 

A separate problem is that often volunteers do not warn relatives where exactly 

they are going on a “business trip,” the deputy notes. 

Another problem with the search and identification of bodies for relatives in the 

Donbass may be the concealment by the parties to the conflict of their losses for 

propaganda purposes and the personal motivation of the commanders. This story is 
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typical of many wars: in Soviet times, in the Afghan campaign, commanders were 

summoned to the army headquarters and scolded for divulging the death toll. Reports 

were written on the army, party, medical lines and counterintelligence. The numbers 

were supposed to be secret and match. Trying to avoid problems, the commanders did 

not talk about the soldiers killed, hid the bodies, underestimating the losses on the 

papers and stretching the time for the publication of the lists and the shipment of 

coffins.” 

***  

As you can see, despite the fact that various sources have confirmed the death of 

the Russian military in Ukraine, the Kremlin’s official position remains unchanged - 

there are no Russian military in Ukraine. Unexpectedly, the Russian Ministry of 

Defense called “nonsense” a statement by the speaker of the National Security and 

Defense Council of Ukraine, Andrei Lysenko, who reported with reference to data from 

operational intelligence about the deaths of thousands of Russian troops on Ukrainian 

territory, BFM.ru, an official representative of the Russian department, said Major Igor 

Konashenkov. http://news.rambler.ru/26890230/   

The representative of the Ministry of Defense recommends that Mr. Lysenko 

carefully prepare his public statements and periodically read the Ukrainian media. 

“Even on September 3, a certain Elena Vasilieva, who calls herself“ the right to 

defender, ”voiced the“ blue eye ”to the Ukrainian news agency UNIAN. Thus, it turns 

out that with his statement, Colonel Lysenko unwittingly surrendered the “illegal” 

operational intelligence of the Ukrainian military department. Now it’s clear what was 

dictated by the September 9 dismissal of the head of the main intelligence department 

of the Ukrainian Ministry of Defense, Colonel General Sergei Gmyz, who created such 

a unique “intelligence network”, ”Konashenkov ironically remarked. 

“The Russian side,” the official representative of the Ministry of Defense 

continued, repeatedly revealed the mechanism of the “information carousel”, during 

which fake messages are repeatedly recited, converted 
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in "facts from the earth" and then quoted by leading Western media. “Today, 

this“ carousel ”is missing only the last element. Namely, the publication of this crap in 

one of the leading Western publications. Apparently, the wait is not long, ”summed up 

Konashenkov. 

Apparently, this was some veiled order to destroy the Russian activist by 

“popular methods,” since serious threats rained down on this publication against Elena 

Vasilyeva. To find examples without foul language is simply not possible. Throughout 

the year, threats do not stop. 

***  

…September 21, 2014 in Moscow, the 

Russian opposition held the Peace March. 

Wanting to convey the truth about the war 

in the Donbass, thousands of Muscovites 

took to the streets. Unexpectedly for 

everyone, the column of the Russian anti-

war movement became the central column. 

Elena Vasilyeva printed out photos of Russian paratroopers who died in the Donbass 

and, together with like-minded people, carried the photos with the slogan “Enough 200 

cargo!” For onlookers and a huge number of internal troops guarding, cordoned off 

along the route, this convoy became the effect of an “exploding bomb”. The cordon, 

which consisted of riot police and military internal troops, who smirked at the people 

walking in the Peace March, suddenly saw dozens of photos of Russian paratroopers 

killed in the Donbass, which were carried in their hands by members of the 200 cargo 

convoy. The faces of the military extended in surprise. Perhaps, for the first time there, 

on the Peace March, servicemen thought that in Ukraine it’s not a “dill safari”, but a 

real war, and there are losses. 

Group cargo - 200 on Facebook began to rapidly replenish with new members 

who wanted to know the truth.   
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***  

Elena Vasilieva 

In my blog I wrote in September 2014: 

Since August 19, since the formation of this group and immersion in this very 

difficult topic, I literally went to hell. Hell of pain, injustice, total lie, threats of reprisal, 

maternal grief and shame for your country. Mail is littered with thousands of letters 

from residents of Russia and Ukraine. It’s time to open an international office. If there 

are sponsors, you must do so. 

Letters are very different. Most of them are grateful for the courage and the topic 

raised. Someone offers me to appoint almost an attaché for the return of the dead, 

someone believes that here it smacks of the Peace Prize. But among the letters there 

are hissing with threats, demands to name all two thousand dead Russians by name, 

and again threats of reprisal of all kinds. 

And the trouble is that all our information is confirmed ... 

Believe me, it’s really very hard. And in the first place, it’s hard to realize that, 

like zombies, Russians sacredly believe that there are not any deaths in this fratricidal 

war. They believe in the deaths of 5 and journalists - they showed on television, but 

they don’t believe that under the continuous heavy fire Gradov kills all living things 

on both sides. 

They believe that "dill" kills women and children, and do not pay attention to the 

fact that the "militias" are wiping entire Ukrainian villages off the face of the earth, 

bombing cities like New Russia. And under the bombing of Russian technology, both 

women and children, and the elderly die. 

Now, when I write these lines, violating the ceasefire, the Russian troops are 

shooting Mariupol, taking away hundreds of civilian lives, including women, old 

people, children. But on TV they don’t show it, so it doesn’t. 

Thousands of evidence that the Russian army has sent select troops to Ukraine. 

Ukrainians create partisan units, volunteer battalions defend their native land. But the 
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Russian zomboyaschik once again gives out a portion of lies that fascists of Ukraine 

attack peaceful Russian 

militias, while claiming that in Ukraine there is a civil war. The fact that the 

citizens of Ukraine, as one stand up against the militias - not citizens of Ukraine - not 

a word. No matter how they say that in the Donbass, it was precisely Russian shells 

that destroyed dozens 

of villages with local 

residents. The fights are 

fierce and fierce. 

But the Russians do 

not believe in this ... 

Because on TV they 

were not told about it.   

Novorossiya ... 

This name has already 

modestly left the 

vocabulary of the biased Russian media, but many, in the heat of rage and hatred of the 

"Ukrainian fascists," have not yet noticed this. 

“What are you lying to the whole country,” the angry Russians write to me, 

there’s no war. 

And where so much cargo-200? What do you need to bring them to the 

threshold? Those lucky after death are returned to heartbroken families. And who was 

unlucky ... 

But the worst is yet to come. The bill went into the thousands, most of the victims 

were hastily buried in trenches along the roads, rammed with tank tracks in the ground, 

dumped into mines. No fame, no honor, no help to the families of those who died at 

the loss of a breadwinner. 

***  

Two aspects that sound discordant ... 
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The first is the Russian military. Previously, we talked about honor, valor, officer 

glory, feat. There were fathers-commanders, there were concepts: the honor of the 

regimental banner, the officer honor. Now this is not. There are no more officers, there 

are mercenaries armed with gangs in the form of green men without ranks, but with 

nicknames (pogonyalovo, as in the underworld). Rough speech, obscenities, 

unprecedented inhuman cruelty to prisoners and total drunkenness. Here is what her 

reform made of the Russian army. Men are not there - there are inveterate thugs and 

bandits. 

There is no talk of any holiness of the Oath either. All in the past. Orders are 

given only verbally so that there is no documentary evidence of a crime. Well, they 

bury the dead, respectively. 

Against this background, Ukrainians discord: treating their wounded and 

strangers, helping prisoners, uploading poems and songs to the Internet. They ask 

Russian mothers to take out and bury the bodies of their dead children. There is no 

aggression in their appeals. But there is boundless love for their country, their people. 

Commanders count and voice losses. The dead are met by kneeling, buried like heroes 

openly covering it on their central television channels. 

So, there is no war in Ukraine. Therefore, the commander-in-chief, who is also 

the president of Russia, has never called any of the dead a hero: neither the airborne 

assault of the Pskov and Ryazan divisions, nor the tankmen and motorized rifles of 

Ulyanovsk, nor the selected special forces from Sputnik, nor even the dead conscripts. 

They did not deserve it, because they are not there. And now they are definitely 

not there. I already wrote that Putin is extremely specific. A recent statement by 

Medvedev that the Russian army has mobile crematoriums also proves that there are 

no dead. Look for dust in the field now. 

Yes, I forgot to ask: Cargo - 200 from the Donetsk region is sent, not only by 

trucks, but also by rail. But the question is: where do most of them go on Russian 

territory? 

The question turned out to be really serious. 
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Mobile crematoriums 

  

The first information about mobile crematoria came from Kozitsin, the chieftain 

of the Donskoy army. He said that he had six mobile crematoria at his disposal. This 

strangely coincided with the statement by Prime Minister Medvedev that six mobile 

crematoria were sent to the Rostov Region.  

U.S. intelligence agencies also claim that the Russians burn the corpses of their 

soldiers who were killed in the Donbass..  

The United States accused Russia of using mobile crematoriums in the Donbas 

to burn the corpses of the Russian military, Gazeta.ua reports with reference to Polish 

radio. 

This was announced by the chairman of the Committee on Armed Forces of the 

US House of Representatives, Mac Thornberry, with reference to US intelligence. 

"The Russians are trying to hide their losses by using mobile crematoriums. They 

are trying to hide their participation in the conflict not only to the whole world, but also 

to their own people," said Thornberry. 

"What we heard from the Ukrainians was confirmed by US intelligence 

services," he added. 

Another member of the U.S. House of Representatives, former naval officer Seth 

Multon, was at the end of March 2015 with Thornberry in Ukraine. Even then, he wrote 

on his Twitter about Russian crematoriums in the Donbass. 

And in January 2015, the chairman of the Ukrian Security Service, Valentin 

Nalyvaichenko, said that the Russian military burned the bodies of those killed in 

mobile crematoriums in order to hide the facts of their participation in the hostilities 

on the side of the “DPR” and “LPR” terrorists. 

http://crime.in.ua/news/20150527/krematorii Nalyvaichenko noted that each of these 

crematoria burns 8-10 bodies per day. 

In general, the official Russian authorities continue to carefully conceal this 

information, however, reports of egregious inhumane facts continue to erupt. 
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“Burning a corpse, and then reporting that a person went missing is much easier 

than then making excuses for all the dead. That's why they use crematoriums,” another 

source explains. 

"On June 29, in the middle of the night, a car with corpses arrived at the morgue 

of the regional clinical central hospital in Donetsk. The truck stood for about three 

hours. The staff wanted to start unloading the bodies, but the crew did not unload the 

corpses. Then the car drove off somewhere. And we were told that they prepared for 

burning in the "Inca" (Mobile crematorium IN-50.1K). 

"On the night of July 11-12, 2015, a car with corpses arrived from near 

Uglegorsk to the morgue of the city of Yenakievo. And the whole car was sent to 

Donetsk, where they were" cremated in an "Inca ..."

 

  

"A crematorium for animals worked in Lysychansk. The other day they brought 

bags, began to unload. One burst, from there human legs stick out. All the bags brought 

were burnt in the crematorium" ...  

  

In 2015, the theme of mobile crematoria was again raised already in Lugansk. 

Residents of the area with the name "Medgorodok" began to report that since early 

spring at night they simply have nothing to breathe. Exactly from 22.00 pm this wild 
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smell of corpses with burnt bleach appears. Local authorities assure residents that peat 

bogs are burning. 

But they can’t burn strictly according to the clock, - indignant residents answer, 

and only at night. 

The place at the building of the former sanatorium for war veterans every 

evening is in the cordon of the Lugansk People’s Police. Local residents write that more 

than once they met trucks near Medgorodok, from which a characteristic smell came. 

By evening, they all drove towards this very Medgorodok.  

  

***  

According to the UN on October 29, 2014, at least 4,035 people died in eastern 

Ukraine (the figure includes 298 people who died in the crash of a Boeing) and 9,336 

were injured. 

http://novorosnews.ru/news/skolko-chelovek-pogiblo-na-ukrainepo-dannyim-oon-na-

29-oktyabrya-2014/  

It is worth paying attention to the fact that a week earlier it was reported about 

3724 dead and 9205 wounded. This suggests that 311 people were killed and 131 

injured in a week in eastern Ukraine. And this is during the period of "truce." 

http://novorosnews.ru/news/skolko-chelovek-pogiblo-na-ukrainepo-dannyim-oon-na-

29-oktyabrya-2014/  

  

And we in the group continued to monitor the places of battles and losses: 

... As a result of an ambush at the Sabotage Reconnaissance Group of terrorists 

near Sands, Donetsk cyborgs liquidated two employees of the so-called DPR police 

and two ... border guards from Yaroslavl! Although, what is surprising in this .... As a 

Right Sector fighter with the call sign Born said: “One of the Russians was found to 

have a cell phone and called his mother. They said that her son died heroically in a 

battle with the "Right Sector" in Ukraine. His mother is in tears, but we said that we 

did not come to Russia and we ask that children not be sent to Ukrainian land 
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As you know, in the Donetsk and Lugansk regions of Ukraine, despite the 

declared ceasefire, attacks by Russian military and local bandits at the checkpoints of 

Ukrainian security forces continue, extremists engage in looting and killings of 

civilians, undermine railroad tracks, bridges, etc. Judging by the statement of the head 

of the Border Service of the Russian Federation, armed terrorists from Donetsk and 

Lugansk regions will not be allowed into Russia. This means that if they cross the 

border they will be caught, weapons taken away, and in case of resistance destroyed. 

Earlier in the Russian media it was repeatedly reported that Russian mercenaries 

who are fighting on the side of the separatists are not expected at home, since the people 

who took part in the military conflict pose a serious danger to the stability of Russia 

itself. In addition, in the event of disability due to injury, these citizens will not receive 

payments due to the Russian security forces.

 (http://maydannews.blogspot.com/2014/06/200.html?showComment=1403186

878162)  
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***  

… On the morning of January 21, 2015, artillery shelling of the Ukrainian 

Armed Forces near Mariupol was resumed from the territories occupied by 

terrorists. For 2 hours, fire opened 9 times. According to information, the return fire 

of the Armed Forces of Ukraine destroyed about 10 pieces of enemy equipment, 

about 40 personnel of the armed groups of the "DPR" 200th, "said Dmitry Chaly. 

 (http://obozrevatel.com/crime/35612-silyi-ato-pod-mariupolem-

otvetnyimognem-unichtozhili-10-edinits-tehniki-40-terroristov-gruz-200.htm)  

  

Fri, 05/15/2015 In the Shyrokyne district, the invaders took a gang from the front 

line that suffered serious losses in battles with the ATO forces and understaff it with 

mercenaries who arrived from Russia. 

About this on his Facebook page coordinator of the group "Information 

Resistance" (IP), MP Dmitry Tymchuk. “There was a withdrawal from the area of the 

village of Shirokino to the region of the village of Novoazovsk to staff the tactical 

group of militants with a total number of up to 100 people, who had previously suffered 

serious losses during clashes with anti-terrorist operation forces. Additional staffing is 

carried out by Russian mercenaries (a group of about 50 people), who arrived from the 

Russian Federation and were trained at a training center in the Rostov Region. (Russia), 

”Tymchuk noted. 

… Recently, in Shyrokyne, Ukrainian artillerymen inflicted losses on the invaders 

from the Pskov airborne assault division, and near Bezymenny the tankers of anti-

terrorist operation forces crushed six 

Russian gun mounts and 17 

the man of their "servants." The total 

losses of the occupiers amounted to 

more than 20 people. 

(http://crime.in.ua/node/9830 )  
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… Horlivka's morgues are crowded. The bodies are stored in refrigerators at a 

wholesale base 

Sat, 05/23/2015 

In Gorlovka there is nowhere to store the corpses of militants - the morgues are 

crowded. 

According to CRIME.in.UA, a source close to Gorlovka’s “military 

commandant’s office”, after the bodies of the dead were transported to the city by truck, 

all the morgues of the hospitals were clogged with them. “There are not even dozens 

of them, it seems that there are already hundreds,” the source said. 

According to him, now the bodies are stored in refrigerators of the Temp 

wholesale base near the Azov fish market. “There used to be fish and sausages, but 

now there are corpses. We don’t accept the dead already - now they are taking everyone 

to Yenakiyevo, ”the“ militia ”complains. 

According to CRIME.in.UA, two sources at once, in Yenakievo, it was true, only 

the day before yesterday they delivered about 20 corpses with gunshot and 

fragmentation wounds. 

Basically, these are bodies collected at the battlefields - the militants began to 

attack the positions of the ATO forces more actively. But there are those who died 

during the internecine showdown of terrorists, which also began to happen more and 

more often. 

http://crime.in.ua/news/20150523/gorlovka  

  

***  

We have to double-check every fact, every message, and I was surprised that a 

number of senior officials in Ukraine began to specifically put sticks in the wheels of 

our work. The influence of the Kremlin was felt in Ukraine. And every month this 
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influence is felt more and more. The war in the east of Ukraine has become truly 

contractual. 

Let's see the number of losses by military service. This table was compiled in the 

fall of 2014:  

№  Name of unit / team  Loss amount  

1.  Kamenka - since September officially 

recognized  

187 200th  84 300th  и  

103 missing  

2.  Sputnik, Murmansk region More 180 200th 

3.  45th Special Forces Regiment 

Airborne (plan to convert into a brigade) in the 

ranks of about 150 people  

About 850 200th  

may be more 

4.  15 peacekeeping brigade - only for 

September October  

More than 150 200th 

 5.  22 Special Forces Brigade (On average, from 

2 to 8 thousand people.) There are about 180 

people left  

Almost 

completely 

defeated 

 

6.   Separate special forces battalion Yekaterinburg 

- from two operational groups with a total of 

100 people, less than 30 survived. The main 

losses during the assault on the airport..  

about 70 200th  

7.  23th Kryazh motorized rifle brigade - 

participated in battles in the place with the 15th 

peacekeeping brigade. 

Losses about  90  

8.  Lugansk art brigade - application of the Tulip 

installation ”, most self-propelled guns. 

Losses more than 150  
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9.  The 24th Special Forces Brigade (they were 

mistakenly called Omsk Special Forces) the 

unit is currently practically incapable, the main 

battles are the airport. Mariupol and 

Debaltsovo. 

Losses more than 300 

10.  Buzuluk (Totsky) rocket art regiment - in early 

September, the battery was completely 

destroyed as a result of the attack of saboteurs 

of the DPR  

Losses about 50 

11.  Internal troops for the protection of important 

state and special cargo 

Losses about 230 

  total  About 4360 people 

  

It’s clear that the figures are approximate, since there is no account of military 

personnel in that “hodgepodge” called the Russian troops or peacekeeping forces. 

There is no centralized intelligible management, just as Shoigu has no military 

education and experience. It can almost be argued that the majority of Russian 

servicemen are not in Ukraine - all are “in silence mode”. Here President Putin is 

almost right: honor and praise from the military personnel of the Russian Federation, 

and especially from mothers. 

Of this number, the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation in the fall of 

2014 recognized 900 people. The families of the victims are instilled with the myth 

that a financial assistance fund is being formed, and for the loss of the breadwinner 

they will receive 2 million rubles ... in case they are silent. Here in Totsky, the military 

(a football team) died, relatives were punished for leaking information. And in Samara 

they are silent in a rag, and they receive money. True, in Samara, the demand for 

military suitors has increased ... 

So, dear Russian officers and military personnel, your “30 pieces of silver,” for 

which Judas sold Christ, have a price for your life. Just get your two million rubles, not 
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you, but your widows. You can get, at best, in the order of your turn your 2 meters of 

land. 

And you all know who is to blame and keep silent. Well, keep quiet. You will 

not be indestructible and legendary with such a disgrace. 

Under these conditions, investigators should not close human rights activists in 

pre-trial detention centers, but those who are stoned with machine guns are running 

around and the entire leadership of the Ministry of Defense, headed by the 

Commander-in-Chief. But this is in another country ... and in Russia, praise and honor 

is just that. 

***  

     My morning began with the next message asking for help: 

Hello, Elena. My name is Irina. I 

wanted to ask your help as much as 

possible. It is very important for me to 

know about the situation in Ukraine in 

Donetsk. The fact is that a detachment 

of soldiers from the city of Kyakhta, 

the Naushki region, is sent there to 

strengthen the defense. My brother is in the squad, he is the only breadwinner in the 

family and his brother is disabled and paralyzed. There is very little time left. Any 

information is important. How bad is everything? .... I can’t release him with a heavy 

heart to certain death ... Thank you in advance, I will be very grateful if you can help 

me with anything. 

In Buryatia there really is a military town with the name Kyakhta, and the 

military unit 69647 located there - the 37th Separate Motorized Rifle Brigade. After 

the last exercises, about which the relatives of the servicemen did not know anything, 

this military unit was missed by so many of its fighters. All of them were seen in battles 

near Ilovaisk and Debaltseve. And as one of the military said: "They serve for relatives 

while the guys are in the fridges, and little by little they give them out ..." 
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It was they who stood by the wall when an agreement was reached on the 

withdrawal of Ukrainian special forces and Russian wounded and prisoners of war 

from the Ilovaysky cauldron. It was them, along with others, that Russian troops 

unexpectedly started shooting in the field. And Joseph Kobzon was discouraged when 

he visited a hospital and stumbled upon burnt wounded Buryats. Buryat applicants, 

whom trolls like to joke about, have become quite real conscripts. And the names of 

many dead are yet to be determined. 

And, as in other regions of Russia, many are still waiting for their sons from the 

army, and cases where "scandalous" parents in search of the truth go ahead are very 

rare. And the death of the guys is carefully hidden. 

  

***   

Every day I get dozens of letters asking me to find relatives or help save ... And 

the flow is growing. And even more letters from mothers asking to tell about the 

circumstances of the death of their sons. 

   

For those Russians who still do not understand: our army has invaded the 

territory of Ukraine, is gaining ground in Donetsk and Lugansk regions. Just in case, 
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I’ll clarify again for those who think that there is a civil war: Russian cities from a 

distance of 40 km hit the settlements in which people live, namely women, children, 

old people. They hit houses, hospitals, and schools. There are practically no survivors 

after such shelling. And Life News and NTV will tell you again how evil ukry beat 

their population, and you, I’m afraid, will believe it again ... 

  

Chapter 6 Cargo-200 become a state secret 

  

On October 22, 2014, Vladimir Putin signed the amendments to the federal law 

“On the monetary allowance of military personnel and the provision of separate 

payments to them”. And not only them, but also their family members, since “it is 

envisaged to pay monthly monetary compensation also to family members of military 

personnel or citizens called up for military training, missing in the exercise of their 

military duties and recognized by the law as missing or declared dead. ” Oops! 

The families of those who did not return from the "exercises in the Rostov 

Region" or accidentally got lost and got to the Donbass, the payment of monetary 

compensation is promised and guaranteed. 

One thing is bad, the updated law came into force only on January 1, 2016. And 

until this moment, while the war continues, and the military personnel and mercenaries 

of the Russian Federation take part in it, you may not even know about their death ... 

This is not at all beneficial to high ranks. 

High officials of the FSB of the Russian Federation, who directly lead the 

process of issuing compensations, earn money, and not small ones, on the deaths of 

Russian troops. This was told to me by a source in the Ministry of Defense of the 

Russian Federation, and not one..  

The money laundering scheme is as brilliant as ever: depending on the position, 

one serviceman or mercenary relies on an amount of 6.5 to 11.5 thousand US dollars 

per month. As of the end of August 2014, the list of those killed among the employees 

of special forces of the FSB, the Ministry of Defense, and the Ministry of Internal 
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Affairs of the Russian Federation included 1,606 people, who allocated more than 10 

million US dollars per month.   

The humble leaders of the special services decided not to report the real figures 

of the dead, thereby continuing to appropriate the funds allocated for the maintenance 

of the dead. By October, the death toll of "on exercises" in firing at live targets in the 

form of the Ukrainian people reached 4.5 thousand ...  

The modest business of military officials provoked an angry murmur not only 

among the ministers of the military department, but already seriously angered the 

officers of the army. Every honored and thoughtful officer understands that he is simply 

betrayed, leaving without shoulder straps, ranks, promised benefits, as with apartments, 

his family will be left without funds. It is enough to go to the Voensud forum to see 

how the military has been trying for decades to beat out the promised housing, and 

more. For years it’s unknown to lie in the fridges or undergo a purification with a 

mobile crematorium, which is also not an enviable prospect for the defender of the 

Fatherland. 

The ideological inspirer and leader of this scheme is 

Deputy Director of the FSB - Head of 

the Federal Border Service of the 

Russian Federation, Colonel General 

VG Kulishov, about which the 

officers indignantly outraged by such 

a gamble told. 

  

***  

… The blogosphere was shot around by a photograph of the murdered Russian 

mercenary Pavel Bulanov, in uniform, with his badge, with documents ...  

... My next morning was blown up by a letter from a journalist from 

Yekaterinburg who contacted the relatives of Pavel Bulanov, a security guard who died 
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at the Donetsk airport. On the same day, relatives themselves came to me, who would 

like to take the body of the deceased but are afraid to go to Ukraine. Despite the fact 

that I and even the Ukrainian media offered relatives assistance, they were afraid to go 

to Ukraine, believing that the Nazis specially lured them. Long negotiations did not 

yield any results. 

In the end, this body lay in the morgue for more than 3 months, before they 

delivered the killed man with incredible tricks to their relatives. 

I did not believe that they could board the train and come through Kiev to 

officially pick up the body. The Russians were so convinced that every Ukrainian is a 

fascist and a murderer that arguing with them was simply pointless. 

Yes, parents cannot stop sending their children to military service, but they are 

quite able to start writing requests to military prosecutors, demanding prosecutor’s 

checks: how many military equipment were suddenly decommissioned, checking the 

payroll in each military town, in each military unit in Russia!!! 

 

                           Письмо на 1 канал центрального российского телевидения Андрею Малахову  

I repeat, no bodies are held in captivity. If you were told that your loved one has 

died, calmly come to Ukraine and pick up, they will also help you take them out. And 

they will help to tell about your grief. 

***  
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Putin does not stop. He goes on. And now, in Russia there is the Day of the 

Unknown Soldier - cynicism has gone wild. There is no war, there are 200 cargoes and 

the celebration of the day of the unknown soldier appeared in Russia on December 3. 

Why did you suddenly need such a day? 

After all, the deceased could become famous if in Russia, following the example 

of Ukraine cursed by it, DNA was taken from each deceased. And relatives could look 

for their "losses". But it’s not 

cost-effective, officials are not 

profitable, and women still give birth ... 

Cynically. 

 

Now that the Russians are openly 

lying on TV screens that there are no 

Russian troops in Ukraine, the number of 

unknown soldiers is growing 

exponentially. A caring Russian commander-in-chief did everything possible to ensure 

that Russian servicemen and the so-called militias returned home as rarely as possible. 

Or as long as possible did not return. I already wrote that as soon as they come to the 

Ukrainian border they take away all mobile phones, documents, tokens, watches, in a 

word, all identification marks. Shoulder straps also take off so that everyone becomes 
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faceless mass. And then, having died, such a fighter simply turns into biomass ... But 

this is indescribable horror. And I saw it with my own eyes. 

  

I specially went to 

Ukraine, because I understood, 

if you do not pay attention to 

this problem, the number of 

orphaned families in the 

summer-autumn of 2014 will 

exceed the figure of 10,000. 

And now, when I say that the 

number of deaths in this war is 

useless to anyone If it reaches 

5,000, then the Russian troops 

themselves object to me, and 

they say that the numbers are 

many times higher. 

More than 17,000 people have not really returned from the so-called exercises 

near Rostov. Volunteers of our group assure me that by the end of 2015, the number of 

losses from the Russian side reached 25,000 people. This is consistent with the fact 

that in my lists already found names of 2500 names and call signs of those killed in 

eastern Ukraine (according to military statistics, one tenth of the names of the dead are 

always known, the rest are missing or hidden by the authorities). This is without taking 

into account the loss of civilian population and the Ukrainian side.  
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And sometimes I so want to sit at the 

same table in front of the cameras of these 

howling freaks, calling me a traitor; parents 

who have lost their sons, and military 

personnel who have visited these meat 

grinders. And, I think, the excuses in the spirit 

of "Well, I didn’t know," would not have been 

given a round table  

 

 

 

 

  

***  

A Russian journalist from Rostov wrote to me and said that a cemetery in Rostov 

was growing strangely and very suspiciously. we 

agreed with her about certain actions, and as a result of her investigation, the 

news broke the blogosphere: at the Northern cemetery of Rostov, the graves of several 

hundred young unknown men hastily dug by a bulldozer. And if in Ukraine every 

unknown person is buried under a number corresponding to DNA analysis, including 

the Russian military, then in Russia and in the so-called New Russia, they are simply 

buried under numbers. After all, identification marks were preliminarily taken away 

from everyone ... And specialists - forensic experts in DNA selection from Donetsk 

have long moved to Dnepropetrovsk and Zaporozhye and work there for days. And in 

these conditions, the chances of finding a dead Russian military are nullified.   

Cemeteries in Donetsk and Lugansk began to grow. And now people from 

different places began to send us maps of the areas where fresh graves with numbers 

grow with incredible speed. 
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Why are Russian losses hidden with such stubbornness? The answer is again 

simple. 

Because the maintenance of a Russian soldier per month spends from 5i to 10 

thousand dollars. Yes, American dollars, not rubles. And while such a serviceman is 

“on balance”, funds are allocated by the state for its maintenance. And if he died - no 

money is allocated. What a scope for business .... 

And the longer he knows where, and is not recognized as dead, the longer 

someone in his pocket for his maintenance receives free money ... The oligarchs from 

the war.  

And these unknowns are becoming more and more every day. On December 1-

2, 2014, near the Donetsk airport, 27 Russian commandos dressed in “American” were 

destroyed at once in the very uniform of “astronauts” in which they dispersed the 

Russian opposition on May 6, 2012 on Bolotnaya Square. And this is not the first case 

of mass death of special forces in this form. And while for the first time, special forces 

soldiers dressed in such uniforms somewhat shocked the Ukrainian military, now it’s 

clear that they, in uniforms that help disperse peaceful demonstrations, are completely 

stupid in real combat. In total for these two days of fighting almost 70 people were 

missing. Perhaps there are some. 

***  

Recently, I have heard from many: “America needs this,” and in correspondence 

with the relatives of a soldier who died in the Donbass 

Taaeva from the Rostov Region also read the words of his heartbroken mother: 

"It's America's fault ..." 

What is America to blame? Is that the son from the bottom of his heart went to 

destroy the fraternal people of Ukraine? 

“No, they answer me,” he went to destroy the fascists that America had generated 

... 
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After such words, I have questions: do America even know that it created fascists 

in Ukraine? I think no. It is unlikely that before the events with the overthrow of the 

Crimea by Russia, America generally thought about Ukraine ... 

  

Does she know that she is to blame for the fact that someone Taaev Murad (call 

sign "Metis") from the village of Nizhny Salovsk, Semikarakorsky District, Rostov 

Region, was killed 

because of America? I think he 

doesn’t know either. Murad would sit at 

home, go to work, and would not climb 

weapons to a foreign country, would be 

alive. But no. America is to blame..  

According to this logic, by 

December 2014, almost 5,000 Russian servicemen were to blame for America, too, and 

not the one who sent them to Ukraine by order. The one who said that he does not know 

what his salary is because they bring it and he puts it in a drawer ... 

Meanwhile, according to reports before the next “truce”, in accordance with the 

Minsk agreements: 

The irreparable loss of (killed) regular troops of the Russian Federation in the war in 

Ukraine from 02.10.15 to 02.19.15 

02/10/15 - 170 people; 

02/11/15 - 48 people; 

02/12/15 - 32 people; 

02/13/15 - 82 people; 

02/14/15 - 207 people; 

02/15/15 - 140 people; 

02.16.15 -. 11 people 02/17/15 - 61 people; 

02/18/15 - 43 people; 

02/19/15 - 88 people. 
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TOTAL for 10 days of February - 

882 people. 

  

And how many people have died since August, it’s hard to say, the numbers are 

approximate, because there are also missing persons. According to our group, at the 

beginning of March 2015, the figure crawled up to 10,000 dead Russians in Ukraine, 

namely 9,820 people. Winter, the Russian army with humanitarian aid did not send 

military field hospitals. Injury, frostbite ... 

  

 ***  

Those who were at the so-called exercises in the Rostov region do not want to 

return there anymore. Why is there only one scandal, or rather, its continuation in 

military unit N10544 in the Murmansk region ... 23 contract soldiers of the 536th 

separate coastal missile and artillery Northern Fleet of the Russian Navy, brigades of 

military unit 10544 complained about their command, demanding to protect their 

rights. They intended to send them back to the so-called exercises, to shoot ukrov. Since 

such orders in military units are given orally, the military recalled the sanctity of the 

order, written ... which is absolutely true.  

In addition to these 23s, another 58 obstinate troops were called to the authorities 

for rulers who did not want to defend it. It is not clear who in Ukraine. 8 of them 

terminated the military contract. 

Lieutenant Colonel Vyacheslav Okanev, the political officer of unit 10544, 

spoke with the contract soldiers, 

declared to the soldiers: "If there is an order, you can go on a business trip to 

conduct exercises in an unfamiliar area." Moreover, in any military district: "Maybe 

there is such a situation, and what they will throw to the borders of Ukraine, I already 
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told you about this, then 

military missions can 

immediately arise there, and 

then you will carry out the 

military order." 

 

On January 31, in 

connection with the 

dissatisfaction of the soldiers, 

Okanev arrived at Sputnik and 

again called the soldiers to talk, where he repeated the story of the need to send his 

subordinates to Ukraine, the publication reported. According to the publication, when 

the soldiers began to ask Okanev about a possible trip to Ukraine, he replied: "You are 

going to study in an unfamiliar area. Will these exercises be in Bryansk, Voronezh 

region, in the Rostov region, 

(you can) stay there. I do not exclude that there is an option of moving to the 

territory of Donetsk and Lugansk regions to provide direct assistance there. " 

The key words here are: "... to any military district ..." since it has long been 

known that before entering Ukraine, Russian military units are mixed so that in case of 

loss, it is not clear who was gone and from which region. Gone and that's it. 

The same stories are happening more and more often in different parts of a vast country 

... 

That is why, to ensure the number of warring fighters, more than 100,000 convicts are 

already being released from the Russian side, passing it off as general mobilization in 

the DPR. The local population of the so-called DPR has long been fleeing. 

But the most disgusting thing is that inexperienced conscripts are again sent to this 

massacre. 
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In the spring of 2015, when Putin announced to the whole of Europe that on May 

9 he would celebrate in Warsaw, Berlin and the capitals of other states, he continued 

to applaud with padded jackets, rejoicing at the future deaths of innocent citizens of 

other countries. After all, Putin wants to attack European states! 

Putin has prepared Russian society for the massacre, and everyone rejoices: "we 

are the Iskander gayropu." And no one understands, or does not want to understand, 

that Europe can give a single rebuff from a more powerful weapon in order to wipe out 

the hotbed of fascism from the face of the earth, which became the Putin regime with 

its aggressive ambitions. 

I'm really sorry for the people. It is a pity for the deceived and wounded, children 

and the elderly, who die under the bombing of Russian guns. But, apparently, a real 

understanding can fly to the Russians stupefied by propaganda only with a shell in their 

house. 

  

***  

Experts are shocked by the statistics of losses: for 3 Ukrainian fighters from 30 

to 50 Russian. Fights for the Donetsk airport became a litmus test for debunking the 

myth of the invincibility of the Russian army. Despite the so-called hybrid, non-contact 

war, Russian troops suffer a crushing defeat on all sectors of the front in the Donbass. 

It is worth remembering that before the Russian invasion of Ukraine, Ukraine itself did 

not possess a sufficiently equipped army. The army of Ukraine in the shortest possible 

time was created by its own people. This unique phenomenon is still worth exploring 

and considering more closely. Ukraine did not expect an attack from fraternal Russia. 

Rather, with all its aspirations to become a European civilized state, Ukraine 

strengthened its western borders from invasion. Therefore, the tension that is sown by 

militaristic Russia is more like a bluff. 

But this bluff is not without a real threat. Putin and his entourage finally lost 

touch with reality. The saber-rattling, the escalation of hysteria, as the first step in the 

information war, clearly correspond to Goebbels’s plans and their first part: drive 
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everyone into the deepest tension, sow uncertainty and fear, disconnect, quarrel ... and 

start breaking one by one. 

One can only hope that some remnants of reason were able to activate in Putin, 

and that he nevertheless understands that the game he started is too dangerous, and it 

will inevitably end with the destruction of his personal Russia.  

  

***  

And here is an absolutely amazing thing. 

Despising absolutely all international 

agreements, 

international law, Vladimir Putin signs 

the Decree on the classification of losses 

among military personnel in peacetime. 

This Decree was prepared by Russian 

Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev. 

Namely, President of the Russian 

Federation Vladimir Putin classified 

information on losses among military 

personnel of the Ministry of Defense of 

the Russian Federation during military 

service, exercises and special operations in peacetime as state secrets. 

By this decree, the President of the Russian Federation also classified 

information about persons who are being studied by Russian special services and law 

enforcement officers in order to attract them to cooperate on a confidential basis 

through intelligence, counterintelligence and operational-search activities. It is worth 

noting that earlier only information about persons who were involved in this kind of 

cooperation was classified as secret. 

Corresponding amendments were made to the decree of the former president of 

the Russian Federation Boris Yeltsin No. 1203 of November 30, 1995. Previously, state 
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secret in the Russian Federation was information about personnel losses only during 

hostilities. 

For the disclosure of state secrets under the law can face up to seven years in 

prison. And Russian human rights activists decided to appeal this decree in the 

Supreme Court. Lawyers, journalists, human rights activists, politicians, including war 

journalist convicted of espionage Grigory Pasko, as well as resident of Vyazma 

Svetlana Davydova, previously accused of treason, put their signatures on the 

president’s decree. The plaintiffs believed that the presidential decree violates the right 

to freedom of information and contradicts the law on state secrets. Moreover, the term 

“special operations” does not exist in the legislation, which also introduces uncertainty 

into the situation. 

At the same time, as noted by foreign media, both sides - the applicants and the 

president’s representatives - carefully avoided any mention of Ukraine and the conflict 

in the Donbass. The only one who directly touched on this topic was the large mother 

of Davydov. “I believe that this decree was issued in order to classify the illegal use of 

Russian citizens in illegal“ special operations ”on so-called vacations in Ukraine,” the 

woman arrested after she told the Ukrainian Embassy that she was located at the 

military unit was empty next to her house, and suggested that the military was sent to 

the Donbass. In March 2015, the criminal case against Davydova was dismissed for 

lack of corpus delicti - after this incident received widespread publicity. 

The president in court instructed the Russian Ministry of Defense to represent its 

interests. Representatives of the president said that all the claims of the plaintiffs are 

“unfounded and not supported by evidence”, the proposed amendment does not 

contradict the current legislation and is consistent with the Russian Constitution. 

As a result, the judge recognized Putin’s decree as legal and rejected the 

claimants ’statement. “We expected a failure, so no one will give up. On the contrary, 

the decision of the Supreme Court gives us reason to appeal to the Constitutional Court, 

and here we will already have the opportunity to check the legislative foundations of 

the state secret institution, which is high time to get it out of the closet and shake it 
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well, ”wrote lawyer Ivan, one of the initiators of the complaint, on social networks 

Pavlov. 

And the blogosphere exploded with comments like:  
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***  

Fixing losses in the war in the Donbass, when all information about the deceased 

is instantly erased, is very difficult. And suddenly, the Russian publication “Business 

Life”, which reports on markets, finances and business, in one of the analytical 

materials entitled: “Increase in Payments to the Military in 2015” accidentally 

published the number of Russian soldiers killed in the hostilities in Ukraine. Censors 

quickly deleted the numbers, but they were already picked up by other journalists, in 

addition, the data remained in the web archive. 

This was written by columnist Paul Roderick Gregory in a publication for 

Forbes. 

The author noted that one of the sections of the report was formulated as follows: 

"Compensation to military personnel for participating in the hostilities in Ukraine 

in 2014-2015." "So, for the families of the dead soldiers who took part in the 

hostilities in Ukraine, monetary compensation is 3 million rubles, and for those 

who received disabilities during the fighting - 1.5 million rubles. In addition, the 

payment of" combat "for each day of stay in the zone of military conflict in the 

amount of 1.8 thousand rubles. Total as of 1 

February 2015, cash has already been paid 

compensation for more than 2 

thousand families of the dead and 

for 3.2 thousand military men 

who were seriously injured and 

recognized as disabled, "said a 

deleted article in the Russian 

media. 

The article refers to the Decree of the President of the Russian Federation 

Vladimir Putin to classify the number of dead Russian soldiers "in times of peace." If 

families disclose that their sons have died in Ukraine, they will lose all payments and 
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pensions, in addition, criminal punishment is established for this. The mothers of the 

dead soldiers of the Russian Federation were declared "foreign agents" for collecting 

data on the number of losses in an undeclared war. Dissident Boris Nemtsov was killed 

for his research on the participation of the Russian army in the war in the Donbass. 

And human rights defenders, due to obstacles from the authorities, were able to confirm 

only a few hundred losses. However, the real data, as we see, still got into the press. 

The article says that this incident completely destroyed Putin’s myth about the 

“insignificant number of Russian patriots” who died in the Donbass, “fighting against 

neo-fascists”. 

Gregory noted that the 

Kremlin’s lies about the absence of 

the Russian army in Ukraine became 

apparent. And, despite all this 

evidence, only a quarter of Russians still believe that Russia has sent troops to Ukraine. 

This is despite the fact that two thousand Russian soldiers are lying in the graves, and 

another three thousand disabled people live next to those who do not believe that they 

were in the Donbass. And the more mutilated and dead will be on the Russian side, the 

more this faith will grow  

  

Немного о добровольцах -наемниках  

Reference. At the end of August 2014, the issue of recruitment, logistics and 

control of the actions of Russian mercenaries in the East of Ukraine was completely 

transferred to the competence of the FSB of the Russian Federation. As a result of a 

fairly serious internal struggle among the FSB structures, this issue and all relevant 

material resources were transferred to the 6th service of the FSB of the Russian 
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Federation 

(Organizational and 

Personnel Work). It is 

led by Colonel General 

Evgeny Lovyrev. 

Inside this 

service, this issue is 

supervised by the 

special registrations department. In all regional divisions of the FSB of the Russian 

Federation, special groups have been created, subordinate exclusively to the 6th service 

of the FSB of the Russian Federation, to implement this issue. All units of the military 

commissariats, public organizations, foundations, and individuals involved in this 

matter are required to coordinate their actions with these groups.   

All cash payments are made by representatives of the 6th FSB service 

RF directly in the places of arrival of mercenaries. Payments are precisely established 

- 40 000 rubles. as lifting payments, 500 000 rub. simultaneous payments in case of 

injury and 1 million simultaneous payments in case of death (the last two payments are 

made by specially designated insurance companies in each area).. 

  

In reality, all this reorganization came down to the redistribution of cash flows 

and the organization of elementary deception of potential mercenaries. To receive 

payments for injuries and death, a certificate from a special medical commission is 

          Из писем родственников Е.Васильевой ВКонтакте   
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required, and in case of death, a death certificate, which is extremely difficult to obtain 

in the current situation. 

In addition, after the entry into force of the Decree on peacetime losses, relatives 

have no right to search for their dead, to establish the circumstances of death. Yes, and 

finding the body of the deceased is becoming more problematic. After all, he died in a 

time of peace, inside Russia. He left voluntarily. 

  

  

But relatives are looking for their husbands and sons who have disappeared in 

the Donbass. They are looking in groups of the DPR, LPR, and there are already those 

who are catching these relatives and explaining to them “Putin’s policy”. But not 

everyone succeeds in restraining. And people find me, our group “Cargo 200 from 

Ukraine to Russia”, they write for pre-moderation and personally at all our addresses 

they know. 

And, of course, there is practically no information about such volunteers. They 

are classified. 

Nevertheless, even in the military department there are people who are ready to 

at least partially share information and reveal secrets. 

Consider some statistics that were sent to us from the Ministry of Defense of the 

Russian Federation. 
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What are the numbers available to us through this information? During the period 

from August to December 2014, 3355 mercenaries recruited by state bodies of the 

Russian Federation on the territory of the Russian Federation were transferred to the 

territory of Ukraine (column No. 2) 
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Returned home in varying degrees of integrity - 721 (column 

Number 3) 

Killed working out their money - 626 (column No. 4) 

Missing - 1316 (column No. 5) 

Fight in various gangs - 692 (column No. 2 minus the column 

No. 3 minus column No. 4 minus column No. 5) 
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Chechens 

"Forgetful before Allah, those who have 

forgotten about the good brought and the 

evil done" 

1317 cargoes-200 sent to Chechnya. The numbers are absolutely accurate as of 

01.10.2014. 

As for the Russian mercenaries, I repeat, there is no exact information about 

these losses. Accounting for losses in illegal armed groups is simply not kept. Data has 

to be determined by analyzing documents obtained from various sources. These data 

are quite approximate and the error can be up to plus / minus 10-12%. 

For the period from May - August 2014 36062 people were recruited through 

recruitment in military enlistment offices. Of these, he returned home (to varying 

degrees of integrity) - 10875. 

  

So where to look for them? 

In my blog, I published a correspondence with one of the relatives of the victim 

in the Donbass - Mikhail Shishaev 

In one of the fragments of correspondence there is such a paragraph: 

... He was taken to the Rostov Military Hospital in June 2014 and a month later 

buried in the Northern Cemetery of Rostov under the pseudonym Razin, and his 

relatives were informed at the end of December. The most interesting thing is that the 

representative of the DPR in the Rostov region issued a death certificate in the name 

of Razin. When the relatives asked why we need a certificate for a pseudonym and 

what to do with it, they were told that mothers must pass samples of biomaterial for 

genetic testing. To the question: why the relatives were not informed at the burial, who 

will conduct the examination and, most importantly, who and on the basis of which 

legal acts the exhumation will be carried out, there were no answers. Two weeks later 

we were told that an exhumation and examination was carried out, a coincidence of 

99.9 percent and a death certificate was issued in the name of M. Shishaev. I was at the 
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cemetery, the grave is not touched. They gave an act of forensic medical examination. 

This is a laugh, it does not indicate who conducted the examination, on what basis, 

what biomaterials were used for the comparative study, where they were taken from, 

there is no expert signature, and most interestingly, all this nonsense is certified by the 

seal of the DPR ... 

Think about how many absurdities in this paragraph alone. 

If he was wounded and brought to the Rostov military hospital, why didn’t they 

immediately inform the relatives? Why was it necessary to bury secretly, and even 

under the pseudonym "Razin", if Mikhail had his own call sign "Cossack"? I’m just 

silent about the allegedly conducted genetic examination, because the Russian Ministry 

of Defense has repeatedly stated that such tests are too expensive and they try not to 

conduct them. 

Some kind of Middle Ages. 

  

***  

Relatives are in doubt. And there is something. 

But if in this case, relatives took an active position in the search for truth, then what 

about thousands of others? 

Well ... already I hear the howl of trolls, they say, Vasilyeva again buries thousands of 

people. For those who do not believe, and for those who are really looking for the 

missing, I offer you a short excursion to the so far accessible burial sites. 

So, the Northern cemetery in Rostov. At my request, back in October 2014, a Russian 

journalist visited and took hundreds of photos that we posted in the group “Cargo 200 

from Ukraine to Russia”. Then the trolls and various "network madmen" fell upon me 

- "you are lying." 

But the cemetery was growing. And even the Kremlin bots were at a loss to answer 

what kind of death is this on the streets of Rostov. After all, the official authorities 
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reacted and began to claim that it was the dead homeless people of Rostov gathered 

from the streets. 

  

 

Meanwhile, the cemetery was growing. And these tablets with the name N.M. they no 

longer met simply between well-groomed graves, but began to occupy quite tangible spaces. 

But still, a year later, the cemetery’s leadership is not able to give a direct answer: who 

exactly is buried under these signs. 

In the meantime, an equally interesting fact was sent to our group: in Rostov, between 

Temernitsky, Verkhnetemernitsky and the Temernik River, one more mass grave was 

discovered, which came from nowhere. 

And again, those responsible cannot say anything sensible for almost a year now. 

Most of the graves indicate the dates of death in the summer-autumn of 2014, while the age 

of the buried is 20-40 years old. 
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***  

In this regard, it is worth recalling that the "command" of the armed groups of 

the "DPR" issued a special "order" to transport 200 cargo with Russian citizens directly 

to Rostov-on-Don. No paperwork for death and sorting at local morgues is required. 

There are special Russian specialists who are engaged in the classification of bodies 

and the establishment of their affiliation to local or Russian. This operation takes place 

on the territory occupied by militants "DNR" or "LNR". 

At the same time, getting into Rostov, the bodies are also sorted by Russian 

military personnel and “militias”. Here, too, specially trained people are engaged in the 

"correct" accounting of corpses. If the "vacationer" is recorded as being killed in the 

exercises, if the mercenary with relatives is an accident, and if it is impossible to 

identify without relatives, it is simply an unidentified criminal corpse lying on the 

street. 

Sensibly invented by the guys ...  

Those who were completely impossible to identify after the bombing, including 

civilians, are slowly trying to be disposed of in mobile crematoriums. 

But those who went to fight for the mythical New Russia also have their own 

code of honor. And, knowing how they relate to the bodies of the dead, spontaneous 

memorials of memory began to arise on the territory of the DPR / LPR, such as on 

Saur-Mogile, where 18 people were buried. Among them are Russian military 

personnel and the vast majority of militias. 

The well-known memorial complex to those who died in World War II after 

fierce battles of the Russian army with the Ukrainian one is completely bombed. 

Well, the mercenaries do not want their military comrades buried like dogs in the 

Northern Cemetery of Rostov. And regularly scandalized about this with the "central" 

government. If you google, you yourself can find publications with similar scandals. 
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Nevertheless, the "central" power, that is, the gangs under the leadership of 

Plotnitsky and Zakharchenko, regularly send refrigerated trucks with corpses to 

Rostov, clearly following the instructions of the FSS. 

But a critical mass has arrived. And to take out so many killed was already 

inexpedient. So the Kremlin puppeteers thought. And in Donetsk, N.M. or known as 

callsigns. 

The first such photo was published by Ilya Varlamov in his blog and in our group 

  

And he commented: The cemetery of the militias, they themselves call it the 

"walk of fame." A lot of bodies remain unidentified, in such cases the graves are 

marked with numbers. 

The fact is that the comrades of the dead Russian mercenaries still consider them 

heroes, even if Russia publicly refuses them. More than once, funerals came to Russia 

from the LNR and DNR to the relatives of the victims, in which caring colleagues 

described the circumstances and the place of death with a note that "heroically died for 

the freedom of New Russia", etc. Everything is as it should, with the seals and 

signatures of the commanders. 
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And in Donetsk, a militant cemetery called Russian mercenaries 

"Walk of Fame", over the past year has grown three times. In total, according to 

cemetery caretakers, the total number of militants buried in Donetsk is up to five 

thousand. But you simply can’t get to these cemeteries. 

It is known that there are a lot of mined sites. For what? 

  

At the cemetery of the mine settlement "6-Capital", near the village of Mospino 

near Donetsk - fresh graves with signs "Unknown fighter". There are dozens of them, 

perhaps hundreds. There are established Orthodox crosses with a numbered tablet. 

Here and there photographs are attached to them. 

Young boys and girls, adult men look at the lens, clutching weapons in their 

hands. Photos faded and changed the faces of those depicted on them. 

The earth has not yet sank on fresh graves, 

but you rarely see flowers or candles on them. 

The militants find the last refuge here, and not all 

of their relatives know where their son or 

daughter died..  

 

***  

  

"Relatives of the unknown victims, it 

happens, come in search of the grave of a loved 

one. After all, they are all numbered. They are looking through the morgue." The 6-

Kapitalnoye cemetery began to grow last year, and even now several pits are ready here 

- apparently just in case. Given that just a couple of kilometers away, near Mospino, 

there is a militant training ground on which the sounds of artillery are not silent, the 

case may come at any moment. 
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The churchyard itself is conditionally divided between civilians and warriors. 

For most civilians, the last refuge is well-groomed and cleaned, for the militants, as 

already mentioned, only a few graves covered with wreaths. The latter are dated to the 

end of August of this year. A lot of January and August last year. It seems that on the 

date plates you can study the history of the military conflict in the Donbass. Here is 

August 2014 (battles near Ilovaisk), here is June 2015 (battles near Maryinka and 

Shirokino) ... But if there is a tablet with a name and a date, that’s good. Much worse 

than the nameless "fighters number ..." to which no one will ever come. " 

 

  

Workers in Donetsk cemeteries are not surprised at anything. Also used to. 

“Though they don’t make us dig with shovels, they drive special equipment — they 

even know which one. There is only one clay, not every tractor can dig a hole. At the 

same time, every battalion digs for itself, we can’t bury strangers into such blanks,” 

says digger Alexander. "We never know how much we will bury. We are phoned and 

they are already confronted with the fact that they will bring so many coffins. They 

buried especially many when the fighting went to the airport. They brought mostly 
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unknown people," Alexander continues .- "... bodies in a cemetery are sometimes 

delivered in a terrible state "It also happened that rubber gloves had to be worn so that 

coffins could be unloaded from the car. The corpses were brought so decomposed that 

they flowed! The smell in the back of the car was terrible! But work is work, and who 

will allow us to refuse?" 

Militants are also buried in the Southern cemetery near Donetsk. “Eight people 

were buried a couple of times a day,” said the cemetery employee. “They have their 

own place here.” 

In total, according to the caretakers, the total number of militants buried in 

Donetsk has long exceeded 5 thousand. 

Due to shelling in Donetsk, access to two cemeteries is closed - Zastantsionny 

(better known as the "15th cemetery") in the Kuibyshevsky district and 

NovoIgnatievsky in the Kievsky district, near the airport. For the second year now, 

hundreds of Donetsk people cannot get to the graves of their loved ones. 

"Of course, closed graveyards are not guarded by machine gunners with dogs, 

and you can get into them, but not a single normal person will go there - everything is 

mined there, there are plenty of stretch marks," summarize the cemetery staff and local 

residents. 

Unlike Russia and the unrecognized republics of the LPR-DPR, the Ukrainian 

side carefully selects DNA from each body delivered from the battlefield. The decision 

to "collect everyone" was made a long time ago, since Russian mercenaries were 

constantly engaged in dressing up as Ukrainians. 

So, in this report, I tried to talk about how our group began to work, that President 

Putin committed a secret crime with respect to his military personnel every day. The 

aggressive policy of the Russian leader has led to the fact that most countries of the 

world have already understood where the threat to peace comes from. But 

unfortunately, the peoples of Russia will not understand this in any way. 

One and a half years of continuous work of my project significantly enriched me 

and all those who helped me with my valuable experience. And this experience 
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suggests that Putin’s regime is unprincipled, vile and merciless. For him, there is no 

people, nation, security. This regime is greedy, built on betrayal and enrichment. 

In the history of mankind, Putin's rule will remain the blackest spot in Russia. 

But it will be later. In the meantime, despite the prohibitions, my project continues to 

exist. And many thanks to the admins of our group! 

And all those who do not believe want to recall the immutable law of criminals: 

never to confess to anything. Therefore, the leaders of Russia under no circumstances 

will tell you the truth. All this, most likely, will lead to the second Nuremberg trials. 

And then the Truth will terrify many. 

   

  

  

  

   

  

  

   

  

  

   

  

  

  

 

Chapter 7 Justification for data collection of materials and results of work  

  

So, on August 19, 2015, one year has passed since the group “Cargo 200 from 

Ukraine to Russia” works. This group was created on the basis of the Aarhus 

Convention “On the right of citizens to access reliable information”, ratified by the 
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Russian Federation. Actions of the group and its organizer Elena Vasilyeva, chairman 

of the board of the Interregional 

coordination center "Forgotten Regiment" due to: 

- The UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights; 

- Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 

1950 year; 

- The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 1966; 

- European Convention on Human Rights 

- Okinawa Charter for the Global Information Society 

- Recommendations of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe on 

access to information which 

state authorities in 1981 

Among the main 

international acts regulating the 

right to reliable information, the 

Convention on Access to 

Information, Public Participation 

in the Decision Making Process, 

the Declaration on Freedom of 

Expression of Opinion and 

Information, a number of UN 

resolutions and recommendations, 

for example, 1636 “Indicators of 

Democracy in the Media”, 1003 

are important “On the ethical 

principles of journalism”, 1142 

“On parliaments and the media”, etc. 

So, Art. 19 of the International Covenant on Public and Political Rights states 

that everyone can freely use any information within their homeland and beyond its 
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borders as a way of expressing their views. European Convention for the Protection of 

Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms in Art. 10 supplements this provision with 

the need to authorize the use of information in order to ensure international security. 

The following is a list of international legal acts that govern information 

relations, in particular documents that consider the general principles and norms of the 

right to information, have been ratified by Russia; acts guaranteeing freedom of speech, 

pluralism, etc .; acts that treat information as a product; acts prohibiting the 

dissemination of information; package of documents “international treaties on 

information 

property. " 

Documents that are central in international relations regarding information are: 

International Convention on the Use of Broadcasting for Peace (1932 p.); 

The Convention on the Prevention of the Circulation of and Trade in 

Pornographic Publications (1923) is the oldest international convention in the field of 

information. She calls on states to destroy and prevent the circulation of pornographic 

publications. This norm is consonant with the new law of the Russian Federation on 

the protection of children from harmful information; 

Agreement on the International Exchange of Visual and Sound 

educational and scientific materials (1948 p.); 

Convention on the International Exchange of Publications (1958 p.); 

Convention on the Exchange of Government Documents and Official 

Publications between States (1958 p.); 

Regulation of the International Electronic Communications Union (1972 p); 

International Convention on Electronic Communications (1982 p.); 

UNESCO Declaration on the Principles of Satellite Communications (1972 p.); 

The second section of the final act of the OSCE (1975 p.); 

The principles of television broadcasting (1982 p.); 

UN Resolution on Information in the Service of Humanity (1996 p.); 

General Declaration of Human Rights (Article 19); 
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International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (art. 20); American 

Convention on Human Rights, etc. 

Among the normative documents on which international information relations 

are carried out, 

  

The right to access information is a constitutional human right, which is provided 

for and guaranteed by article 34 of the Constitution 

Of Ukraine 

What are the results of this legendary group? 

They are amazing. 

1. None of the Facebook or other groups in the social networks of the world have 

done so much noise and controversy. The group deserves to be included in the Guinness 

Book of Records! What is the reason? At all times, when the rulers of the countries 

started a war, from the very beginning of any war there was no open statistics of losses 

on the attacking side. Russia did not expect a group of volunteers from various 

countries to come together who would not only monitor the losses, but talk about the 

battles in those places where the warrior died. 

Most often, relatives after the war look for their missing and deceased for years. 

They are still looking for those who died in the Great Patriotic War, in Afghanistan, in 

Chechnya, in other local and interregional wars and conflicts of the 20th century. The 

desire of the Russian government to classify losses, to classify its presence on the 

territory of Ukraine crashed on the irrefutable facts of the lists compiled by Elena 

Vasilieva and her aides. 

For this reason, an unprecedented persecution of the organizer of the group, the 

socio-political figure of Russia, the world-famous ecologist, Elena Vasilyeva, was 

launched. Tons of dirt, which were jointly organized by the GRU of the Russian 

Federation, the FSS and the Security Service of Ukraine, did not break the 

administrators of the group. Both central media and all the provocateurs in the Russian 
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opposition were involved. Alexander Zuckerberger, the founder of the Facebook social 

network, withstood unprecedented pressure. 

The group survived! 

1.  The desire of the Russian Ministry of Defense to hide the bodies of the 

dead Russian servicemen and Russian mercenaries in the Donbass is largely averted. 

Russian mothers and wives, mourning their sons, still do not know about the role that 

Elena Vasilieva played in the return of their dead children to her homeland, she was 

slandered and obedient to everyone who did not understand the situation. And while 

terrible gossip was spread that Vasilyeva was selling the bodies of the dead, Elena went 

to the Ukrainian morgues, investigated the mechanisms of DNA analysis and selection 

from the Ukrainian side, and showed Russian mothers where to go to get tested for 

identification. After all, the Ukrainian side does not spare money to establish every 

dead person, collects all abandoned bodies from the battlefield, trying to identify 

everyone. 

2. Vasilyeva, at the risk of her life, in spite of totalitarian systems, voiced the 

names of the dead so that it was impossible to burn the body on the quiet in mobile 

crematoria and bury it in landings. She demanded that the Ministry of Defense of the 

Russian Federation take DNA tests from those whose body cannot be identified. And 

it was found that the Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation is not profitable to 

conduct such analyzes. Many politicians in the world are convinced that with their 

death Boris Nemtsov closed and protected Elena Vasilyeva from reprisal. 

3.  The legal significance of the work of the “Cargo 200 from Ukraine to 

Russia” group lies in the fact that it highlighted to the whole world the grossest 

violations of international acts ratified by Russia prohibiting the dissemination of 

information (they are binding on all UN member countries and are part of national 

legislation of each state). 

- Resolution of the UN General Assembly No. 110 part 2 of 11/3/1947 - 

condemnation of the propaganda of aggressive wars; 
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- The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 1966 (Article 20 - 

prohibition by law of propaganda of aggression and violence); 

- International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial 

discrimination of 1972; 

- General Declaration of Human Rights (1948 p.); - Copyright Convention. 

- If the state violates a binding document, then the state is subject to 

penalties, mainly political and economic. In case of violation of the recommendation 

document, the state may be subject to moral condemnation of the world community. 

4. There is no doubt that the reaction to the work of the group “Cargo-200 

from Ukraine to Russia” was the presentation of Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev to 

President of Russia Vladimir Putin the adoption of the Decree on classifying losses of 

the Russian army in peacetime. However, this Decree is contrary to international 

standards on access to relevant information. 

The RF Law “On Information” defines information as a general category of 

“information”, “data”, access to information means the ability to receive it and also use 

it. Moreover, the Law says that all citizens of the Russian Federation can freely 

distribute and receive information, except when this information is closed to public 

authorities, i.e. constitutes a state or other secret. 

The Russian government needed a legal mechanism to counter the work of the 

legendary group. The lawyers, journalists, human rights activists of Russia joined in 

the contest of this Decree. 
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5. From the very beginning of the group’s 

work, Boris Nemtsov was the first politician 

to be interested and Elena Vasilieva, as his 

long-term colleague in the fight against the 

totalitarian regime in Russia, regularly sent 

him reports on the group’s work, its 

findings, important facts and documents. 

After a search and seizure of documents in 

Nemtsov’s office on the day of his death, 

Vasilieva again collected all the materials 

and sent them to the leadership of the 

Solidarity movement so that Boris 

Nemtsov’s report would be published. It 

doesn’t matter who promoted this report, it 

is important that many have read it and learned the truth about this vile war. The fact 

that the Russians made accomplices of Putin's aggression. 

6. The film by Elena Vasilyeva “Ukraine: In Search of Truth”, played a decisive role 

in deciding at the first UN meeting on the issue of Ukraine, at which the audience had 

to answer one question: did Russia attack Ukraine. The commission’s members 

managed to watch this film on the eve of the meeting, and the fact of the presence of 

200 cargo (dead military personnel from Russia in the Donbass) allowed the 

commission’s members to draw the correct conclusion: Russia proved itself to be an 

international aggressor and invader of foreign territories. 
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7. In parallel with the group’s research, facts of the presence of Ukrainian military 

personnel in the Russian pre-trial detention center, as well as their trade in Russia, 

began to be revealed. This is the second convincing fact proving that Russia is 

conducting military operations on the territory of Ukraine. Vivid examples: Nadezhda 

Savchenko, Oleg Sentsov, Roman Cheremsky and hundreds of Ukrainians are still 

illegally held in Russian casemates. All these facts, together with lists of cargoes - 200 

were regularly transmitted throughout the year to the OSCE, UN mission, to the US 

Congress through politicians - Andrei Illarionov, Garry Kasparov, formed the basis of 

the analysis of Andrei Piontkovsky, Avraam Shmulevich, Mikhail Goldenberg, Ilya 

Ponomarev and other political scientists 

 

8. Since Russian propaganda tried to convince the whole world that a fascist regime 

was condemned in Ukraine, convicted in Nuremberg, Elena Vasilyeva traveled all 

over Ukraine, met with volunteers, ordinary citizens, excluding interaction with 

political parties and the country's leadership. She placed particular emphasis on her 

research in Western Ukraine. She filmed all her research on video. As a result, her 

documentary titled “Russians! You are being deceived! ”This film contains the 

opinions of Ukrainians about the war in the Donbass and the causes of this war. And 

Ukrainians in different parts of the country call only one reason: Putin's totalitarian 

regime 
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9. At the same time, during the work of the Cargo-200 from Ukraine to Russia group, 

another interesting fact was highlighted: all ordinary Ukrainians began to rise to 

defend their homeland, to protect the integrity and indivisibility of their country. 

Volunteer battalions of ordinary citizens were created, and the population began to 

create volunteer centers to help their defenders. Like during the Great Patriotic War: 

everything for the front, everything for victory. The results of this study are reflected 

in the film Vasilyeva: "Ukraine scorched by the war" 

10. 10. Russian propaganda is trying to convince the whole world that the volunteer 

battalions "Right Sector", "Azov", "Donbass", "Dnipro", "Freedom", the battalion 

named after Dzhokhar Dudaev and others are neo-Nazi groups. In order to find out 

this statement of Russian propaganda, Vasilyeva visited the camps of these 

battalions, attended a rally of volunteer battalions at the headquarters of Bogdan 

Khmelnitsky in the Cold Yar. There is only one conclusion: the composition of 

volunteer battalions includes patriots of Ukraine, who are ready to give their lives 

for the integrity of their country, for their homeland. They sacredly keep the 

traditions of the ancient Family, honor Slavic traditions, use some elements of 

worship of the Sun and Nature. But nothing reminds even remotely of fascization, 

there is not a single neo-Nazi attribute. Bright colorful folk costumes, harem pants, 

forelocks, wreaths on their heads, the symbols of ancient Slavic births are present 

on the flags of volunteer battalions, as well as the colors of the flags withstanding 

the yellow-blue symbolism of the flag of Ukraine. Citizens - patriots of any country 

of the European Union, the USA, Canada, if an aggressor attacked them, would 

have created exactly the same volunteer battalions. 
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From the appeal of the “Forgotten Regiment” officers to President 

Poroshenko and the Ukrainian media: 

… In addition to the reaction from Russia, the unprecedented pressure on citizens 

of all countries who help to gather reliable information about the conflict in the 

Donbass has become important steps in countering the work of the “Cargo 200 from 

Ukraine to Russia” project and its leader Elena Vasilyeva. In Ukraine itself, a number 

of politicians and officials were highlighted who used their official position to 

minimize the dissemination of information about the work of the group and this project. 

Intimidation, blackmail, fraud, illegal surveillance, wiretapping, hacking of personal 

mail, theft of mail, engaging Ukrainian and Russian media, creating videos that 

discredit honor and dignity, as well as the good name of an honest person - Elena 

Vasilyeva - all this was put to use inside most 

Ukraine by those who work to drag out this international conflict. 

As a result of massive provocations at the international level, there was a 

misunderstanding of the processes taking place in Ukraine in relation to the “Cargo-

200 from Ukraine to Russia” group and Elena Vasilyeva, and for more than two months 

the international community did not deal with the issues of Donbass until the 

provocative actions lost their force. 

According to international observers, more than $ 500 million was spent on 

countering the work of this project. While the project itself exists solely on donations 

from ordinary citizens. 

The budget of the project “Cargo 200 from Ukraine to Russia” for the year from 

August 19, 2014 to August 19, 2015 amounted to (including the creation and 

distribution of documentaries 2359 US dollars (USD)) 

The world has learned the truth about the war between Russia and Ukraine. Elena 

Vasilyeva herself, who did everything possible to maintain peace, prevent war, return 

the dead Russians, remains slandered. 

These are the results of the work of Elena Vasilyeva's project “Cargo-200 from 

Ukraine to Russia”. 
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PS From the last mail to Elena Vasilyeva: 

  

  

  

  

   

  

  

  

   

  

  

Chapter 8. A practical study of the search and compilation of a list of 

Russian soldiers killed during the capture of the Donetsk airport - the first 

battle of an open invasion of Ukraine  

  

I want to show you with a concrete example how difficult it is to establish the 

names of the Russian military who came with weapons to the Donbass. In the context 

of what Putin calls "state secrets", our group of volunteers - administrators is trying not 

only to find the name of the murdered, but also to accurately identify him. Perhaps this 

example will seem boring to you, but you can’t do without it to understand how 

painstaking our work is. 

So, the administrators of the “Cargo 200 from Ukraine to Russia” group 

conducted their investigation, trying to establish the names of those who were taken 
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from Donbass to the territory of Russia, those whom Turchenkova told about in her 

report. And these were only the first known cargoes-200. 

So, we knew that on May 26, 2014, a group of Russian special forces (how they 

themselves they call it) seized the 

Donetsk airport, but when it left two 

KAMAZ trucks, it came under enemy 

fire, i.e. Ukrainians. 

Sources claimed that in those 

KAMAZs the bodies of the dead were 

transported from 26 to 31 people. Who 

were these people? Was it the Russian 

military, or, as the Russian media claim, 

the militias, residents of Donetsk, fought in that battle? 

In the process of collecting information, we learned that the Iskra detachment 

from Russia (perhaps 46 people, mostly Russian military personnel), the detachment 

from Crimea (which included not only Crimeans, but also local residents of Donbass 

and other regions of Ukraine took part in the storming of the airport ), numbering 45 

people; units of the Vostok battalion (participants in the assault on social networks note 

that the fire was conducted by the 4th platoon of the Vostok, and several marks “1 

platoon” are on the lists from the morgue. Also there were units of the Oplot battalion 

in the airport area. According to survivors, the group Chechens at the airport totaled 26 

people. 

On YouTube, we found a video in which one of the participants tells in detail 

about the beginning of this special operation to seize the airport, and very often repeats 

the phrase "We were betrayed." However, analyzing his story, one involuntarily comes 

to the conclusion that the operation to seize the airport was either spontaneous, or the 

leadership that planned this, in fact, terrorist takeover, drew up a mediocre plan, or the 

plan was designed to ensure that each commando was previously set under the bullets 

of the enemy and was supposed to die. 
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In other words, that operation, however, like most others in Ukraine, was 

designed so that the performers did not return alive to their homeland, remaining 

nameless killed. And for this statement, we have accumulated a lot of evidence. 

Therefore, the phrase "we were betrayed", in fact, refers to every Russian soldier who 

came with arms to Ukraine from Russia. 

Talking about that day, many media claimed that it was a "medical transport shot 

by Ukrainian fascists." Indeed, as we were able to establish, in one of the KAMAZ 

trucks, which (in the photo) were knocked down, which caused him to turn over, they 

brought mainly wounded Chechens who replaced the Iskra squad on the roof of the 

airport building on the afternoon of May 26. But it should be noted that almost no one 

was hurt in the inverted KAMAZ. 

***  

Our study. 

The exact number of losses of the Crimean and Chechen groups in that special 

operation has not yet been established. However, initially it was precisely known about 

the two dead Crimeans. 

Suddenly, our researchers stumbled upon the posted records of the Iskra division 

members, and until they were deleted, our group began to study the laid out materials 

in order to understand who they brought to Russia by cargo-200. The fact is that, as it 

turned out, some of the death certificates were written out to the wrong people, and 

some were alive. For what it was needed, we were looking for an answer. 

The classification of the deaths of such a huge number of military personnel in a 

foreign country stirred up the blogosphere. More and more people began to engage in 

volunteer searches.  

So, the Iskra squad. First of all, we drew attention to the video, which was posted 

on YouTube. This is a “Sorokovin Video” - 40 days after death The plot voiced the 

names of 12 dead and there are photographs to identify them. During the service 

(1:05:44 onwards), the priest reads out 27 names of the dead. On the resource 
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"Odintsovo.info" found section: "search for the relatives of the victims." In addition, 

we 

got two versions of the lists from the morgue (morgue militia on May 26 and 

mortuary and civilians in May-June 2014); found so far in open access List of the 

wounded 05/26/2014. And interesting was the video award Strelkov 10/29/2014. Well, 

the memorial list of the Iskra squad on the anniversary of the death of militias. 

Having collected all this information, we began to compare the lists. 

It’s not interesting that there are clearly more than 27 dead. In principle, the 

incompleteness of the priest’s list is easily explained by objective reasons: they didn’t 

know about everyone, they didn’t identify everyone, 

and, in the end, they might not have been included in 

the list of those killed by “confessional” affiliation, for 

example Ruslan Gumerov from Vladivostok was long 

considered a "Chechen" until his relatives wrote where 

he came from. 

On the funeral video, we were interested in two names: Vitaliy and Mikhail, who 

were not on the list. While we knew only Michael (and the priest pronounces this name 

twice): Kamsyuk Mikhail Vladimirovich - and not a single Vitaly. 

The next document that we studied turned out to be 24 names. Moreover, the 

numbering of surnames interested us the most: 

Apparently, the missed numbers with the names of people (1, 2, 4, 6, 9 ...) are 

either the names of the living (and then the general alphabetical list of "Sparks" was 

taken as the basis), or these are only the names of those whose relatives could not be 
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found at the time of compiling the list (and then the names of those whose relatives 

are known were missed). 

However, with a detachment of 46 people, we 

somehow immediately questioned this entire list. Or 

the other victims were hidden in some way, because 

in all official reports numbers were mentioned - 31 

people. 

There really were more losses. In the process 

of our research, we learned that the body of Nikolai 

Leonov, a member of the Iskra squad, who was 

killed in battle, was sent to Dnepropetrovsk. In 

Donetsk, the body of Eduard Tyuryutikov was 

identified by a certain Igor with a Ukrainian phone number and informed his wife about 

it. Therefore, we began to study the lists from the morgue (they are given in the text 

below). Under the tag number 1346: "N.M." (unknown man) means a person with the 

call sign "Yakut": a sniper, penetrating shrapnel wound to the head with damage to the 

skull and brain. Neither name nor surname, but we took note of this call sign ... 

It was reportedly known that Iskra included three groups. Each list began with 

the name of the commander. Therefore, in the lists from the morgue, we drew attention 

to the number with a fraction - opposite the dead, indicating the belonging to the unit 

number. 

Tag number 1343. Yaroslav "Yarysh" / 3 sapper (Gushchin Yaroslav 

Eduardovich) 

Tag number 1328. Vlasov Alexander Merzoyevich "Ignat" / 3 (Vlasov 

Alexander Mirzaevich) 

Tag number 1370. Ilya V. Kachay "Mir" / 3 (Ilya Kachay 

Valerevich) 

         Tag number 1333. Alexander Morozov / 3 machine gunner (Alexander 

Morozov 

Andreevich) 
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Tag number 1324. Loparev Eugene "Koschey" / 3 (Loparev Eugene Valerievich) 

the mark "Spark / 1" is found, for example: tag number 1320. N.M. "Small" Spark 

/ 1 (Korolev Dmitry Andreevich). The names of the dead were clearly not enough. 

And it seemed that our investigation was at an impasse. Therefore, we began to 

carefully study the video on which on October 29, 2014 Strelkov awarded the 

participants of the first assault on the airport with the medal "For Military Merit". 

Awarding took place in 2 stages: first - "posthumously", and then - those who 

survived. 

In the photo on the left there are 8 rows 

of 3 and 4 rows of 4 on the right. One 

medal got "wrong": Vladimir 

Ponomarev was awarded as a living 

person, and by the beginning of our 

investigation we had already found out 

that he was killed. The video handed out 

40 medals (25 people were awarded 

posthumously, and 15 names of those who survived are known). Most likely, not 

everyone could be awarded..  

 

Nevertheless, we made our first lists. 

So, the list of the awarded posthumously: 
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Gorshkov Alexey Petrovich 

Kruglyakov Maxim Nikolaevich Nekrasov Vladimir Andreevich 

Korolev Dmitry Andreevich 

Gumerov Ruslan Rafailovich 

Ivanov Ivan Alexandrovich 

Yurin Alexey Anatolevich 

Efremov Alexander Viktorovich 

Zyabkin Pavel Vladimirovich Korolenko Evgeny Ivanovich 

Bandura Sergey Viktorovich 

Kamsyuk Mikhail Vladimirovich 

Zhdanovich Sergey Borisovich 

Klimentyev Alexey Vitalievich Vorobiev Sergey Vladimirovich 

Andropov Evgeny Aleksandrovich 

Gushchin Yaroslav Eduardovich 

Vlasov Alexander Mirzaevich 

Yakovlev Vadim Fedorovich 

Gypsy Alexander Grigoryevich Kachay Ilya Valerevich 

Morozov Alexander Andreevich 

Loparev Evgeny Valerevich 

Leonov Nikolay Alexandrovich 

Ponomarev Vladimir Evgenievich  

  

  

The list of awarded survivors looked like this::  

Dorofeev Sergey Vladimirovich 

Yazdzhyan Igor Andronikovich 

Kuznetsov Maxim Olegovich 

Kargapoltsev Alexey Ilyich (was not present at the award) 

Akimtsev Maxim Valerevich (was not present at the award) 

Nurgatin Artem Vladimirovich (was not present at the award) Yusupov Timur 

Sultanovich 

Gasparyan Arthur Dzhanikovich 

Toropenko Eugene Bronislavovich 

Kloss Denis Arkadevich (was not present at the award) 

Mikheev Ivan Petrovich (was not present at the award) 

Abrosimov Yuri Fedorovich Obukhov Konstantin Alexandrovich 

Astashkin Vladimir Vladimirovich 

Trofimov Mikhail Nikolaevich  
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At the same time, we drew attention to some more inaccuracies: 

1) Romanenko Nikita Sergeevich is absent from the lists (the priest prayed for 

Nikita, we also find his last name in the "Odintsovo" sheet). He was part of the 

Iskra squad. 

2) The list does not include the dead Crimeans: Berezhnov Yuri Vladimirovich 

and Viktor Ivanovich Dorodnykh, although they were taken across the border 

along with the dead from the Iskra squad. Also, these surnames are not listed 

from Odintsovo. 

3) Abrosimov Yuri Fedorovich, despite the assurances of the press - alive. It is 

strange that his name was pronounced one of the first among the dead. 

When compiling a report Nemtsov’s team of solidarists, who before the death of 

Boris Efimovich were not seriously interested in events in the east of Ukraine, 

this mistake was also made. They relied on a mistakenly written certificate for a 

living person, without first specifying 

the data. Therefore, they named the 

name of Abrosimov among the dead. 

Nevertheless, Abrosimov was awarded 

Girkin, and was alive at the time of the 

award. 

Then the question arises: whose body was 

transported with a certificate written in the 

name of Abrosimov, as it is not known 

whether it happened accidentally or 

intentionally. 
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Constantly hindered the work that the list of "Sparks", as well as the list of 

recipients was not alphabetic. Therefore, we brought together the names from the 

award ceremony and compared it with the alphabetical list. So here is what happened: 

1. Abrosimov Yuri Fedorovich 

2. Akimtsev Maxim Valerevich 

3. Andropov Evgeny 

Aleksandrovich 

4. Astashkin Vladimir 

Vladimirovich 

5.     Bandura Sergey Viktorovich 

6.        

7. Vlasov Alexander Mirzaevich 

8. Vorobiev Sergey 

Vladimirovich 

9. Gasparyan Arthur Dzhanikovich 

10. Gorshkov Alexey Petrovich 

11. Gumerov Ruslan Rafailovich 

12. Gushchin Yaroslav Eduardovich 

13. Dorofeev Sergey Vladimirovich 

14. Efremov Alexander Viktorovich 

15. Zhdanovich Sergey Borisovich 

16. 

17. Zyabkin Pavel Vladimirovich 

18. Ivanov Ivan Alexandrovich 

19. (Kamsyuk Mikhail Vladimirovich) 

20. Kargapoltsev Alexey Ilyich 

21. Kachay Ilya Valerevich 

22. Klimentiev Alexey Vitalievich 

23. Kloss Denis Arkadevich 

24. Korolev Dmitry Andreevich 

25. Korolenko Evgeny Ivanovich 

26. Kruglyakov Maxim Nikolaevich 

27. Kuznetsov Maxim Olegovich 

  

28. Leonov Nikolay Alexandrovich 

29.    

30. Mikheev Ivan Petrovich 

31. Nekrasov Vladimir 

Andreevich 

32. Nurgatin Artem 

Vladimirovich 

33. Obukhov Konstantin 

Aleksandrovich 

34.    

35. Romanenko Nikita Sergeevich 

36. Toropenko Evgeny 

Bronislavovich 

37. Trofimov Mikhail Nikolaevich 

38. Gypsy Alexander Grigoryevich 

39. Yurin Alexey Anatolyevich 

40. Yakovlev Vadim Fedorovich 

41. Loparev Evgeny Valerevich 

42. Morozov Alexander Andreevich 

43. Yusupov Timur Sultanovich 

44. Yazdzhyan Igor Andronikovich 

45. Ponomarev Vladimir Evgenievich  

 

There are 26 killed on this list, of which 25 were brought to the Russian 

Federation, plus two from the Crimea - 27. And it should be like 31. And it is not at all 

a fact that the noticed passes are cargo-200. As Romanenko N.S. was not awarded, 

they could also ignore the award of any of the survivors then. 

Who is missing from this list? Did Strelkov reward everyone? 
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On the anniversary of May 29, 2015, a list of the Iskra squad appeared with the 

following preface on the Internet page of the 1st Interbrigade: 

  

“As a result of the fire of ambushes organized by the militia, one inter-brigade of 

the Southeast lost 30 people during a breakthrough from the airport. 30 Russian 

volunteers of various nationalities and faiths who came to provide the people of 

Donbass with the help that he requested from Russia died under the fire of militias 

.. . " 

Famous dead on this list. 

cargo-200 - 26 people However, this list has some inconsistencies with the 

previous ones. 

Not listed: 

1) cargo-200 Ponomarev Vladimir Evgenievich ("Thomas"); 04/14/1981 - 

05/26/2014; lived in Moscow, kind. Arkhangelsk 

But it was precisely with him that embarrassment arose during the award 

procedure, and he was mistakenly assigned to the list of survivors (10:32). 

2) cargo-200 Loparev Evgeny Valerevich ("Koschey"); 1986-26.05.2014; He lived 

in Moscow, was buried in the city of Michurinsk, Tambov region. 

His surname is present among the surnames of the first identified 
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from the morgue (included in the 3rd group of Iskra) and his photo is on the video. 

He is also present at the end of the list in the “Odintsovo list” and among those 

awarded posthumously (6:19). 

So Loparev E.V. one of the losses of the Iskra squad. 

  

1) 1) surviving Abrosimov Yuri Fedorovich, whose death certificate was 

circulated by all the media and who personally received an award from Strelkov. 

Abrosimov was part of the 3rd group of the detachment. There is no data on his 

callsign, but although the second group contains 2 callsigns without last names 
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("Greek" and "Khokhol"), none of these callsigns can refer to Abrosimov, because 

he was in the 3rd group of Iskra, and not in the 2nd. 

In the above lists of the third group there are no incomplete positions, therefore, 

his surname should be added to the list of the detachment, since a death certificate 

was mistakenly (or intentionally) written on him; or maybe they really didn’t know 

that he was alive:  

  

2) the surviving Toropenko Evgeny Bronislavovich, a native of Kharkov, also 

personally attended the award (9:00) 

In the video, he was awarded after the "Maestro" (A. Gasparyan) and before the 

"Anabolic" (D. Kloss), i.e. among the list of the second group of "Sparks." 

A native of Kharkov living in Moscow ... 

In the above list of “Sparks” in the second group there is the only “incomplete” 

position after “Maestro” and before “Anabolic”: number 23, “Khokhol”. We come 

to the same result if we fill in the gaps in the alphabetical list: survivor Toropenko 

EB took the 36th line without knocking down the numbering. Therefore, it is more 

appropriate to say that in the studied list Toropenko EB not absent, but recorded 

only by callsign. We assume that a comparison of the name and call sign brought 

the result. 

3) cargo-200 Tyuryutikov Eduard Valerevich ("Edessa / Edessa"); 

07/13/1976; genus. Ivanovo city; living and funeral. in Donetsk 

Information about him is in the list from the morgue (tag number 1341) 
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however, there is no mention of him in the documents of the Iskra squad. 

Tyuryutikov E.V. He lived in Donetsk (without registration) and was a member 

of the organization “Patriotic Forces of Donbass”, the network has a video 

message with him recorded in Donetsk on March 11, as well as a video note 

from 05/05/2014 from Vladikavkaz from the exhibition “Orthodox Ossetia”, 

where Tyuryutikov E.V. came from Donetsk precisely as "a member of the 

Ukrainian people's militia." 

And in our case there is no reason to believe that E. Tyuryutikov belonged to 

the list of Iskra squad losses and / or the coffin with his body was taken to 

Russia together 

with cargo-200 detachment "Spark". 

1. But the next one on the list from the morgue is of interest. At number 30 - 

the call sign "Shiva." This is Anton Korolenko 

Vladimirovich; 04/03/1987- 05/26/2014; Pavlovsky district; Voronezh region 

.; 76 DShD military unit 74268; squad "Spark 2". Someone really wanted to 

minimize losses, hide this name, and his death was later announced by the 

month of August, although there is no reason to doubt the records from the 

morgue. 

The analysis led to the fact that the list of the squad was not 45, or even 46 people, 

but 48.
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However, there are also several names (callsigns) in the list, and in need of 

comments and clarifications. All of them belong to the second and third groups of the 

detachment. 

In the second group: 

1) Call sign "Greek" - there is no information about him, there is nothing to relate 

to. Status not known. 

2) Doc, Popov D.A. - Participated in the assault on the airport (the so-called 

“machine gunner Doc”), received 2 shell shock: one at the airport, the other in KAMAZ 

(the one that turned over), did not get on the award lists for an unknown reason. He 

survived on May 26, 2014, but died on September 18 near Fashchevka (already under 

the call sign "Varyag"). 08/19/1993 - 09/18/2014; Onega, Arkhangelsk region 

3) Yakov, M. Shiishkaev. No information. 

M. - perhaps Michael from the prayer of a priest in the fortieth? 

4) Dumb, Kokoshnikov I. 

This surname is found in the lists from the morgue: 

in the shorter version "morgue (militia)": tag number not specified, I. Kokoshnik, 

30 years old, gunshot wound, 05/28/14, from the 1st g / b 

  

  in the longer version "morgue (militias and civilians)" the tag number is already 

indicated (1356), but the date of death is written 05/26/14. 

   

  

Apparently, we are talking about him on the fortieth, i.e. on the 40th day after 

the death of the fighters on the video, but the date of death is called 

another: literally on the fortieth day, i.e. July 4 (24:52): 

"2 days ago, exactly forty days, this list was replenished by Igor 

Kokoshkin ... Severely injured, the guy didn’t extend after the wound.
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The difference in the dates of the death of Igor Kokoshnik (Kokoshnikov) in 

determining the amount of cargo-200 transported on 06/02/2014 in the Russian 

Federation may not be taken into account, because if not him (maybe not him), then 

someone else was delivered under his name (as happened with Abrosimov). 

5) 5) I. Zaripov. In the second group of the detachment, this is the only last name 

without a call sign. But what matters is that we are talking about the second 

group. There is reason to believe that And Zaripov is Yakut from the lists of 

the morgue. Recall that in the lists from the morgue, under the tag number 

1346, "N.M.," Yakut ", / 2, sniper, penetrating shrapnel wound to the head 

with damage to the skull and brain, is recorded." 

  

Obviously, the callsign in this case suggests that 

Yakut (most likely I. Zaripov) lived in the Republic of Sakha. 

One of the versions (not claiming anything, on the screen is the text of a resident 

of Yakutsk):  

  

Unfortunately, no other traces have been found to identify I. Zaripov. 

In the third group:  

6) Bars, Brsoyan E.G. Brsoyan Eduard Grantovich (“Bars”); 

03/31/197026.05.2014; genus. Kryvyi Rih (Ukraine), lived in the city of 

Elektrostal, Moscow Region. (RF) 

In the lists from the morgue - he is not recognized. There is no mention of him in the 

“video from the fortieth century” or in the “Odintsovo list”, nor in the award lists 
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Actually, the network has only recently appeared in the public domain confirmation 

that Brsoyan E.G. was part of the Iskra squad. And there is one message in the public 

squad "Bear" 

  

7) 113, Miroshnik I. Identified. Alive. 

Miroshnik Andrey Vladimirovich ("113th"); 04/07/1985; Ufa 

He did not appear on the award lists, apparently by mistake. He was awarded the same 

medal on February 18, 2015. 

It turns out that during the storming of the airport on May 26, there were at least 17 

survivors from the detachment (15 are still alive today). 

The status of two is not known ("Greek" and 

"Jacob" M. Shiishkaev). 

In total, it turns out that 29 names of cargo-200 

are known for sure, and another 2 (whose status is not 

clear) are equally likely to be or not to be cargo-200. 

And one more thing: 4 passes are noticeable in 

the restored alphabetical list: 

No. 6 (Bandura - Vlasov) 

No. 16 (Zhdanovich - Zyabkin) 

No. 29 (Leonov - Mikheev) 

No. 34 (Obukhov - Romanenko) 

Obviously, these numbers should be occupied by Brsoyan, Zaripov, Miroshnik, 

Popov. 

And the restored list of the squad takes on this form: 

1. Abrosimov Yuri Fedorovich 
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2. Akimtsev Maxim Valerevich ("Kim")  

3. Andropov Evgeny Aleksandrovich (Schulz) - cargo-200 1986-05/26/2014; 

Moscow; 45 joint ventures 

5. Astashkin Vladimir Vladimirovich ("Cossack") 

6. Bandura Sergey Viktorovich ("Ginger"), cargo-200, 

02.21.1978 - 

05/26/2014; Moscow, Special Forces Airborne Forces, Iskra 2 

Detachment 

7. Brsoyan Eduard (Eduard) Grantovich (“Bars”); cargo-200, born in 1970, 

03/31/1970-26.05.2014; genus. Krivoy Rog (Ukraine), living Elektrostal, Moscow 

Region (RF), Iskra 2, special forces of the Russian Federation (?) 

8. Vlasov Alexander Mirzaevich (Ignat), cargo-200 05/19/1977 05/26/2014; 

Moscow; 45 cn of the Airborne Forces, Iskra 3 squad 

9. Vorobyov Sergey Vladimirovich ("Birds"), cargo-200, 01/01/1980, - 

05/26/2014; Stary Oskol; squad "Spark 3" 

26.05.2014; г. Старый Оскол;  отряд «Искра 3»  

10. Gasparyan Arthur Dzhanikovich ("Maestro"), cargo-200, special forces of 

the Airborne Forces, "Iskra 1" squad, was killed on May 26, 2014. 

11. Gorshkov Alexey Petrovich (Iskra), cargo-200 1969 -26.05.2014; Airborne 

special forces, commander of the Iskra 1 squad 

12. Gumerov Ruslan Rafailovich, ("Chuk"), cargo-200, 10/19/1976 - 

05/26/2014; Vladivostok, Special Forces Airborne Forces, Iskra 1 Detachment 

13. Gushchin Yaroslav Eduardovich, ("Yarysh"), cargo-200, 11/15/1991 - 

05/26/2014; village Klintsevo, Ivanovo district (buried June 20 in Novo- 

Talitsa), the Iskra 3 squad 

Талицах), отряд «Искра 3»,  

14. Dorofeev Sergey Vladimirovich ("Granite") 

15. Efremov Alexander Viktorovich ("Alikhan") cargo-200, 1992- 

05/26/2014; Moscow; 45 cn airborne forces; squad "Spark 2" 

26.05.2014; 

16. Zhdanovich Sergey Borisovich (“Fighter”) cargo-200, 04.24.1966 - 

05/26/2014; Elektrogorsk, Moscow region squad "Spark 2", 

17. Zaripov I. ("Yakut") cargo-200, "Iskra 2" squad, sniper, special forces of the 

Russian Federation 

18. Zyabkin Pavel Vladimirovich ("Zyaba"), cargo-200, 

01/10/1967 -05/26/2014; Voronezh; 45 cn of the Airborne Forces, Iskra 2 

squad 

 19.  Ivanov Ivan Alexandrovich ("Tsar"), cargo-200, 03/02/1987- 

05/26/2014; Airborne Special Forces, Iskra 1 squad 

 20.  Kamsyuk Mikhail Vladimirovich ("Thunder"), cargo-200, 11.29.1969 - 

05/26/2014; c. Chesma, Chelyabinsk region, squad "Spark 2" 
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21. Kargapoltsev Alexey Ilyich ("Old") 22. Kachay Ilya Valerevich 

("World"), cargo-200, 07/06/1977-26.05.2014; Moscow; 45 cn of the 

Airborne Forces, Iskra 3 squad 

 23. Klimentyev Alexey Vitalievich ("Klim"), cargo-200, 1982- 

05/26/2014; Bratsk city; 45 cn of the Airborne Forces, Iskra 2 squad 

24. Kloss Denis Arkadevich ("Anabolic") 

25. Korolev Dmitry Andreevich ("Small"), cargo-200, 10/14/1991-05.2014; 

Lipetsk city; 

26. Korolenko Anton Vladimirovich; (callsign "Shiva"), 04/03/1987 - 

05/26/2014; Pavlovsky district; Voronezh region .; 76 DShD military unit 

74268; squad "Spark 2" - cargo – 200 

27. Kruglyakov Maxim Nikolaevich ("Borzik"), cargo-200, 07.24.1986 - 

05/26/2014; Nizhnevartovsk, Special Forces Airborne Forces, squad 

"Iskra 1" 

28. Kuznetsov Maxim Olegovich ("Antokha") 

29. Leonov Nikolay Alexandrovich ("Seraphim"), cargo-200, 

detachment Spark 3 

30. Miroshnik Andrey Vladimirovich ("113th") 

31. Mikheev Ivan Petrovich ("North") 

32. Nekrasov Vladimir Andreevich ("Barmaley"), cargo-200, 

10/09/1986-26.05.2014; Novgorod city; squad "Spark 1" 

33. Nurgatin Artem Vladimirovich ("Log") 

34. Obukhov Konstantin Aleksandrovich ("Dose") cargo-200 1987 -

05/26/2014, Iskra squad 

35. Popov Danila Andreevich (“Doc”, “Varyag”) 08/19/1993 - 

09/18/2014; Onega Karelia 

          36. Romanenko Nikita Sergeevich ("Hunt") 06/26/1990 - 05/26/2014 

pos. Mezhdurechensky, Kondinsky district, Tyumen region. 

37. Toropenko Evgeny Bronislavovich ("Hohol") 

38. Trofimov Mikhail Nikolaevich ("Trofim")  

39. Gypsy Alexander Grigoryevich ("Gypsy") 25 years (May 26, 2014); 

Ramenskoye city, Moscow region; 45 cn of the Airborne Forces, Iskra 3 squad  

40. Shishaev Mikhail ("Yakov") 06/19/1964 - 05/26/1014 the city of Rostov-

on-Don.  

41. Timur Sultanovich Yusupov (Iskander) 

42. Yurin Alexey Anatolyevich ("Lawyer") 10/17/1993-26.05.2014; Mozhaisk 

city, Moscow region .; Special Forces 45 JV Airborne; squad "Spark 2" 

43. Yazydzhyan Igor Andronikovich ("Ara") 1987 - 05/26/2014, joint 

venture airborne forces, Iskra squad 

44. Yakovlev Vadim Fedorovich ("Malyish") 106 Airborne Forces, 1970-

26.05.2014; Moscow Yakovlev V.F., Iskra 3 squad  
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45. Loparev Evgeny Valerevich ("Koschey") cargo-200 1986-26.05.2014; 

Tambov city / Tambov region .; 45 joint venture airborne forces, Iskra squad, 

46. Ponomarev Vladimir Evgenievich ("Phoma") 04/14/1981 - 

05/26/2014; Arkhangelsk, squad "Iskra"  

47. Morozov Alexander Andreevich ("Fidel", "Frost") (05.26.2014); 

Kaluga city (buried in the city of Tambov); 16 OBRSpN military unit 54607, 

detachment "Spark 3", 

48. 48. Kokoshkin (Kokoshnik, Kokoshnikov) Igor A. ("Nemoy") 30 

years old, 45 PSN detachment Iskra (?) 

49. Call sign "Greek" 

  

So, the Russian border on 02.06.2014 crossed either 1 less (Nikolai Leonov) or 2 

(+ Eduard Brsoyan, although unlikely). 

Accordingly, the scatter is obtained: from 27 to 49. 

As for the losses of the “Chechen group” of Kadyrov on May 26, 2014, in fact, 

there are quite a lot of evidence on the subject in the network. So, on June 2, 2014, 

Khodakovsky speaks of one killed. Arthur Gasparyan ("Maestro"), the Iskra squad, also 

speaks of one killed: 

- A Chechen was immediately killed on the roof, two more were injured. 

- What happened to your comrades from the second KamAZ? 

- There were Chechens, they had one dead, two wounded, a maximum of six people 

died, including a doctor and a Cossack. 

Denis Kloss (Anabolic), the Iskra detachment, also speaks of one killed person: 

Then the air raid began, and all Chechens were on the roof. And they were all 

covered. We ran upstairs and began to pick up the wounded — 15 people were injured 

and one died. 

- What happened next? 

- Well, what next ... The Chechens disagreed further with such a war and left for 

Chechnya. They also had a half-detachment of "three hundredth" 

In an interview that Louis Amber takes for the French newspaper Le Monde from 

Zelimkhan and Magomed, one is also said to be killed: 
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L'un d'eux est mort le 26 mai, quatre ont été blessés (One of them died on May 

26, four more were injured.)  

Ramzan Kadyrov gives the same numbers on May 30, 2014. 

****  

The Internet publication "Russian Spring" provides a list of victims on May 26, 

2014 in Donetsk: 

1. Belousova Natalia Alexandrovna - born in 1962, penetrating wound of the 

chest. 

2. Borovik Fedor Ivanovich - born 1943, a wound in the inguinal region, near the 

airport. 

3. Bryukhanov Ruslan Petrovich - b. 1972, stabbed chest wound, unidentified men 

attacked near a military unit on the street. Stratonauts. 

4. Budarin Yuri Nikolaevich, born in 1970, a gunshot wound at the airport. 

5. Grechko Sergey Vladimirovich - b. 1955, closed head injury, concussion, beaten 

by unknown at the airport. 

6. Dadaev Murat Lamalievich - born in 1983, was injured under unknown 

circumstances. 

7. Kiychik Vladimir Evgenievich - b.1951, gunshot wounds, unknown shot near 

the landing on Putilovka. 

8. Kuznetsov Maxim Olegovich, born in 1985, a gunshot wound to the right lower 

limb. 

9. Small Alexei - approx. Born 1975, wounded in the thigh area, airport employee. 

10. Obukh Konstantin Aleksandrovich, b. 1987, traumatic shock, gunsht wound to 

both legs, received under unidentified circumstances. 

11. Pogrebnyak Rodion Vladimirovich, born in 1993, a shrapnel wound, was 

injured in an explosion at the railway station. 

12. Pogrebnyak Roman Alexandrovich - born in 1993, shrapnel wounds. 

13. Stepin Dmitry Aleksandrovich - 1992, a gunshot wound, was shot at by 

unknown persons at a military unit on the street. Stratonauts. 

14. Stryumov Adlan Abdu Karim - born in 1971, a gunshot wound at the airport. 

15. Titorenko Maxim Vladimirovich - born in 1978, a gunshot wound to his left 

arm and leg. 

16. Yazybchan Igor Andronikovich, born in 1987, a gunshot wound, an open 

fracture of the right upper limb. 

17. Betanedov Dzhambulat Lan-Alievich born in 1986, a shrapnel wound to the 

chest, died from injuries. 

18. Ivanov Sergey Vladimirovich - born in 1976, a gunshot wound to the chest, 

died from his injuries. 

19. Nosov Ruslan Vasilievich - born in 1987, a gunshot wound, a foreign body in 

the chest area, died from injuries. 
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20. The corpse of an unknown woman without a head. found in the district of the 

railway station. 

21. The corpse of an unknown man, injured in an explosion near a children's clinic. 

22. The corpse of an unknown man with a gunshot wound to the head. 

  

It is worth taking a look at the lists available to us that were compiled in the hospital. 

List of injured that day from the hospital: 

  

№  

 

Full name  DO

B 
Hospita

l  
Departmen

t  
Diagnosis  Address 

of 

residence  

Circumstance

s 
Date of 

Injury  

5  Rustamov 

Said  
1987  OTB ОВТ  Skin wounds 

of the left 

shoulder 

region, 

contusion of 

the 

thoracolumb

ar spine  

------- 
----  

  05/26/1

4 

8  Isaev 

Zelimkhan 
------ 
---  

OTB ОВТ  Gunshot wound 

to the right 

shoulder, chest  

------- 
----  

  05/26/1

4 

1

0  
Tsakhaev 

Timur 

Alkhievich 

30 

year

s old 

OTB ОВТ  Destruction of 

the left eye, 

destruction of 

the anterior 

wall of the 

maxillary 

sinus, gunshot 

wound of n / 

right leg, 

fracture of the 

left scapula, 

wound, foreign 

body in the 

region of the 

right clavicle 

------- 
----  

  05/26/1

4 
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1

6  
Nenyaev 

Iced 

Huseynovic

h 

1976  OTB ----  ------------------  Russia, 

Chechnya

, Grozny  

  05/26/1

4 

1

9  
Abdulaev 

Shalihan  
1977  OTB -----  Neck wound  Russia, 

Chechnya

, Grozny  

  05/26/1

4 

3

2  
Dadaev 

Murat 

Lamalievic

h 

1983  ----  ----    ------  No 

circumstance

s established  

05/26/1

4 

3

4  
Stryumov 

Adlan Abdu 

Karim  

1971  ----  ----  Gunshot wound  ------- 
-  

In the 

airoport 
05/26/1

4 

  

  

A comparison of these lists shows that one person who is on the list of victims is 

not on the list of injured. It: 

17. Betanedov Dzhambulat Lan-Alievich born in 1986, a shrapnel wound to the 

chest, died from injuries. 

As for Dadaev M.L. and A. Stryumova, since they are under their names on May 

27 on the list of victims and were on the list of wounded, therefore, they could not be 

among the unidentified corpses in the morgue. We also note that the lists from the morgue 

also do not have these names. 
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Another "dead" Chechen 

("Airat") can be found in 

some publications (on both 

sides of the barricade) 

  One of his most famous 

photographs is on the roof of 

the airport. 

From the dialogue under 

this photograph, published by 

one of the participants in the 

assault, we learn that his name is Timur, he shot from a machine gun, was wounded and 

lost his eye. 

We read in the list of wounded: Destruction of the left eye, destruction of the anterior 

wall of the maxillary sinus, gunshot wound of the right lower leg, fracture of the left 

shoulder blade, wound, foreign body in the region of the right clavicle - Tsakhaev 

Timur Alkhievich, 30 years old.

  

There is no data to date, but the date of death on May 26, 2014 is clearly premature. 

(Journalist Khodakovsky in a June 2 material wrote: “They left at the end of last 

week;” and Louis Amber: “Chechen fighters escorted their dead to the Russian border 

separately from others:“ We have our own customs, ”Magomed says. On Saturday On 

May 31, cars with the bodies of those killed were never able to cross the border, the 

author adds. " 

Thus, it can definitely be stated that the killed Betanedov (like any other cargo-200 

from the Chechen group) was not included in the number 31 of cargo-200, on which 31 

certificates were issued for the absence of “extraneous investments” in the body and in 

the coffin Rostov "Voenved" brought 31 bodies.   
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Yes, the Russian Ministry of Defense is completely unprofitable for society to 

know who and when died. Confusing the lists, the Russian authorities are doing 

everything possible to hide the traces of their crimes. So, on the example of only a 

small group of victims in the Donbass for the Donetsk airport, we learned that clearly 

establishing the names of the victims is a serious and painstaking work. All the victims 

had military training, and were soldiers of various military units from different cities 

of Russia. The people seem to have forgotten that the military is acting on our means, 

on the means of taxpayers, and we have every right to know not only how these funds 

are spent, but also how the Russian military is dying. But Putin decided that the people 

should not know it. 

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

  

   

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

Supplement  
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Vasiliek (the project was started by Ukrainians who, together with E. Vasilieva, 

wanted to convey the truth to the Russians, but as a result of unprecedented pressure 

the project was abandoned), however, in fairness, I publish fragments of this project 

here. 

The “Cargo 200 from Ukraine to Russia” project demonstrates the participation 

of members of the regular Russian army and Russian mercenaries in military 

operations against Ukraine. Information was collected by volunteers both from open 

sources and directly from combatants in the ATO zone. 

Note: on some pages of social. networks of dead military are shown as if they 

are present online or recently visited the network. At the same time, there is confirmed 

data from relatives or multiple references in the media about their death. Given this, it 

can be assumed that in order to mislead the public and prevent large-scale protest 

actions in Russia, the pages of social networks of servicemen whose bodies were burnt 

or buried in “mass graves” are conducted by bots of the Russian special services. 

  

Full name:  Alexey Fetisov 

Date of Birth : 01.04.1992  

 

City: Chusovoy Red Lobster, 201 military base in military unit 11507  

Military   

unit: Republic of Tajikistan Kulyab city / 8th Motorized Rifle 

Brigade, military unit16544 

Vkontakte:  https://vk.com/id184199678   

Type:  RF Armed Forces  

Status:  CARGO 200 
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Note: Chusovoy (Perm Territory). Killed on August 29 in Ukraine 

References:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  
FULL 

NAME: 

 

Zahar Timin 

Date of birth  09.15.1989  

Rank: lieutenant  

Military unit: 
military unit 22179, Commander of the 1st MRF of the 

33rd Maykop mountain military operations force  

Type:  RF Armed Forces  

Status: CARGO 200 

He died in Ukraine (in the Donbass) on 08/16/2014 

while performing combat missions as part of an undeclared war of 

Russia against Ukraine. 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  
FULL 

NAME: 

Vladimir Bazanov  

Date of birth  04.15.1993  

City:  

 

Permian 
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Military unit:  90600  

Vkontakte:  https://vk.com/id227256615   

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 (not confirmed) 

According to some information, he was killed, but it’s hard to identify him from 

the photograph (far right, half-burnt corpse). On the Note page: does not show 

activity on the social network, although it is often “online”. 

Perhaps his page is the bot of the FSB of the Russian Federation. 

  

FULL NAME: Alexander Kulikov 

Date of birth   06.23.1981  

City: Nerchinsk  

 

Military unit:  
military unit 74268, 76 Pskov airborne division 

Vkontakte:  https://vk.com/id252907482   

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

Alexander Kulikov, 33, a native of Nerchinsk, was killed on August 31 

in the Donetsk region. A relative of the deceased reported that on 

September 10 he was buried in Pskov. “He was born in Nerchinsk. After 

graduation, he began to serve under contract in the Airborne Troops unit 

in the city of Pskov. In what status and when he was under Lugansk I 

do not know. They called us about death from Ukraine. Page of 

Alexander 
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Kulikova on social networks has been inactive since July 2. Kulikov 

became at least the third native of Transbaikalia who died in the 

southeast of Ukraine. On September 5, in the village of Gorny, 25-year-

old Nikolai Sharaborin, who fought for several months as part of the 

Novorossiya militia, was buried. On September 8, a farewell ceremony 

was held in the regional house of officers with 22-year-old Pavel 

Vorontsov, who died in the Luhansk region accompanied by a 

“humanitarian convoy” 

References:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

   

  

  
FULL 

NAME: 

 

Alexander Vedernikov 

Date of birth:  06.30.1993  

City: 

Izhevsk  

Military unit:  
63354  

Vkontakte:  https://vk.com/id50399734   

Type:  RF Armed Forces  

Status:  CARGO 200 

tanker, contractor of military unit 63354, G-90A1, died in Ukraine on 

August 24. “Mom begged him not to sign the contract, but he did not obey and 

eventually died, the funeral took place on September 12 2014”, – Ruslan Leviev 
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References:  http://pic.twitter.com, https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  

  

  

FULL NAME:  Maxim Medvedev 

 

Date of birth:  
22 years old 

City:  

 

Samara  

Military unit:  

 45 cn airborne 

forces  

Vkontakte:  vk.com/id236029935   

Type:  RF Armed Forces  

Status:  CARGO 200  

According to information from social networks, he died on August 23, 
2014 in the battles near Lugansk (Ukraine) 
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FULL NAME:  Kukhta Ilya 

1st Parachute Airborne Company of military unit   
Military unit:  74268, 76 of the Pskov Airborne Division. 

 

Vkontakte:  https://vk.com/id101934845  

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note: 
 Killed on August 20 near the village of Georgievka (Lugansk 

region) 

References: 

• http://rus.postimees.ee,  

• https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  

  
FULL NAME:  Ruslan Bychkov 

Military unit:  
1st Parachute Airborne Company of military unit 74268, 76 of 

the Pskov Airborne Division.  

Vkontakte:  https://vk.com/id218913386   

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 
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Note: 

References:  

 Killed on August 20 near the village of Georgievka (Lugansk 

region) 

 https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

 

  

FULL NAME: Kochukov Igor 

Military unit: 1st parachute airborne company of military unit 74268, 76 of the 

Pskov airborne division. 

Vkontakte:  https://vk.com/id132823359   

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note: 

References: 

 Killed on August 20 near the village of Georgievka (Lugansk 

region) 

 •  https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

 •  http://censor.net.ua  

  
FULL NAME: Klimov Ivan 

Military unit: 
1st Parachute Airborne Company of military unit 74268, 76 of 

the Pskov Airborne Division. 

Vkontakte:  https://vk.com/id224796237   

Type:  RF Armed Forces 
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Status:  Cargo 200 / missing  

Note:  

References: 

 Killed on August 20 near the village of Georgievka (Lugansk 

region) 

 •  https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

 •  http://censor.net.ua  

  
FULL NAME: Krygin Nikolay 

Military unit: 1st Parachute Airborne Company of military unit 74268, 76 of the 

Pskov Airborne Division. 

Vkontakte: https://vk.com/id34937361   

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  Cargo 200 

    

•  https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/ 

References: 

  

  
FULL NAME: Matviyets Nikolay 

Military unit 
1st Parachute Airborne Company of military unit 74268, 76 of 

the Pskov Airborne Division. 
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Vkontakte:  http://vk.com/id159182194   

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note:  

References: 

 Killed on August 20 near the village of Georgievka (Lugansk 

region) 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  
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FULL NAME: Nasiev Rustam 

Military unit: 
1st Parachute Airborne Company of military unit 74268, 76 

of the Pskov Airborne Division. 

Vkontakte:  http://vk.com/id182245175  

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note:  

References:  

 DOB 1991, Killed on August 20 near the village of 

Georgievka (Lugansk region.) 

•  http://rus.postimees.ee  

 •  http://censor.net.ua  

  
FULL NAME: Polyanin Maxim 

Military unit: 
1st Parachute Airborne Company of military unit 74268, 76 

of the Pskov Airborne Division. 
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Vkontakte https://vk.com/id201282097  

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  Cargo 200 

References: https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  
FULL NAME: Silkin Vitaliy 

Military unit: 
1st Parachute Airborne Company, military unit 74268, 

Pskov Airborne Division. 

Vkontakte:  https://vk.com/id223640462  

Type:  RF Armed Forces  

Status: CARGO 200 

Note:  

References: 

Born 1992 Killed on August 20 near the village of 

Georgievka (Lugansk region) 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  
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FULL NAME: Tseplyaev Nikita 

Military unit:  
1st Parachute Airborne Company, military unit 74268, 

Pskov Airborne Division. 

Vkontakte https://vk.com/id238587053  

RF Armed Forces 

CARGO 200 

Born in 1993 Killed on August 20 near the village of Georgievka 

(Lugansk region.) 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  
FULL NAME: Shestakov Dmitry 

Military unit: 
1st Parachute Airborne Company, military unit 74268, Pskov 

Airborne Division. 

Vkontakte:  https://vk.com/dim7131  
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Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note:  
Killed on August 20 near the village of Georgievka (Lugansk 

region) 

References: https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  

ФИО:  Khartukov Slavik  

Military unit:   1st Parachute Airborne Company, military unit 
74268, Pskov Airborne Division. 

 

Vkontakte  https://vk.com/id129649228  

 

RF Armed Forces 

CARGO 200  

Killed on August 20 near the village of Georgievka (Lugansk region)  
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References: •  https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  
FULL NAME: Smirnov Yuri 

Military unit: 
1st Parachute Airborne Company, military unit 74268, 

Pskov Airborne Division. 

Vkontakte:  https://vk.com/id39598366  

Type:  RF Armed Forces  

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note:  

Born in 1986 Killed on August 20 near the village of 

Georgievka 

(Lugansk region.) 

References:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  
FULL NAME: Solomonovich Egor 

Military unit: 
1st Parachute Airborne Company, military unit 74268, 

Pskov Airborne Division. 

Vkontakte https://vk.com/id17807987  
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RF Armed Forces 

CARGO 200 

Born in 1991 Killed on August 20 near the village of Georgievka 

(Lugansk region.) 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  
FULL NAME: Semakin Pavel 

Military unit: 
1st Parachute Airborne Company, military unit 74268, 

Pskov Airborne Division. 

Vkontakte https://vk.com/id26317743  

Type:  RF Armed Forces  

Status:  CARGO 200 

References: 

Born in 1987 Killed on August 20 near the village of 

Georgievka 

(Lugansk region.) 

  •    

  
FULL NAME: Nohrin Alexander 

Military unit: 
1st Parachute Airborne Company, military unit 74268, 

Pskov Airborne Division 
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Vkontakte:  https://vk.com/id72504812  

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note:            Killed on August 20 near the village of Georgievka 
(Lugansk region)  
  •    

  
FULL NAME: Khramchenko Oleg 

Military unit:  
1st Parachute Airborne Company, military unit 74268, Pskov 

Airborne Division. 

Vkontakte:  https://vk.com/id31295098  

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note:  
Killed on August 20 near the village of Georgievka (Lugansk 

region) 

References: https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  

FULL NAME:  Karpenko Alexey 

1st Parachute Airborne Company, military unit 74268, 

Pskov Military Unit: Airborne Division. 

Type:  RF Armed Forces 
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Status:  CARGO 200 

Note:  

Killed on August 20 near the village of Georgievka 

(Lugansk region) On the grave, the death date is August 18.  

 

• https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

   

  
FULL NAME: Alexander Larionov 

Military unit:  
1st Parachute Airborne Company, military unit 74268, Pskov 

Airborne Division. 

Vkontakte: https://vk.com/id146943155  

Type: RF Armed Forces 

Status: CARGO 200 

Note: 

He was awarded the medal “For the Return of Crimea”. He 

was killed on August 20 near the village of Georgievka 

(Lugansk region). 

References:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  

FULL NAME:  Dmitry Zhnakin  

1st Parachute Airborne Company, military unit 74268, Pskov 
Airborne Division.  
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Vkontakte: https://vk.com/id243474586  

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note:  
Killed on August 20 near the village of Georgievka (Lugansk 

region) 

References:  

• http://glavnoe.ua/news/n188807  

• https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  

  
FULL NAME: Andrey Babin 

Military unit:  
1st Parachute Airborne Company, military unit 74268, Pskov 

Airborne Division. 

Vkontakte:  https://vk.com/gitarist_666  

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note:  

References: 

Born in 1989 Killed on August 20 near the village of 

Georgievka (Lugansk region.) 

•  https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

• http://glavnoe.ua/news/n188807  
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FULL NAME:  Leonid Kichatkin 
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Killed on 

August 20 

near the 

village of Georgievka 

(Lugansk region) The funeral took place on August 25 at the cemetery 

near the training ground of the 76th Guards Airborne Assault Division in 

the village of Vybuty, Pskov Region 

 •  https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

References: •  http://slon.ru/fast/russia/v-pskove-proshli-zakrytye-pokhorony-

mestnykhdesantnikov-1147710.xhtml  

  

FULL NAME:  Korolenko Anton 

1st Parachute Airborne Company of military unit 74268, 76 of the 
Pskov Airborne Division.

 

Type:   RF Armed Forces 

Status: CARGO 200 

Note:  

References: 

Born in 1987 Senior Lieutenant Killed on August 20 near the 

village of Georgievka (Lugansk region). He was buried in the 

Voronezh region. On the grave date is August 18 

 •  https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

 •  http://echo.msk.ru/doc/1389922-echo.html  

Military unit:  1st Parachute Airborne Company of military unit 74268, 76 

of the Pskov Airborne Division. 

Type:  RF Armed Forces  

Status:  CARGO 200 
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desantnikov-1147803.xhtml?clear_cache=Y  

• http://echo.msk.ru/doc/1389922-echo.html  

  
FULL NAME: Garafiev Ruslan 

Military unit:  
1st Parachute Airborne Company of military unit 74268, 76 of 

the Pskov Airborne Division. 

Vkontakte:  https://vk.com/id139083949  

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

FULL 

NAME: 

Osipov Alexander 

Military unit:  1st Parachute Airborne Company of military unit 74268, 76 of the Pskov Airborne 

Division. 

Type:  RF Armed Forces  

Status:  

References:  

CARGO 200 

• https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

• http://slon.ru/fast/russia/opublikovany-fotografii-s-mesta-pokhoron-

pskovsk 
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Note:  
Killed on August 20 near the village of Georgievka (Lugansk 

region) 

Ссылки:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/   

  
FULL NAME: Dolgov Dmitry 

Military unit:  
1st Parachute Airborne Company of military unit 74268, 76 of 

the Pskov Airborne Division. 

Vkontakte:  https://vk.com/id79470134  

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note:  
 Killed on August 20 near the village of Georgievka (Lugansk 

region) 

References:  •  https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  
FULL NAME: Astafiev Roman 

Military unit:  
1st Parachute Airborne Company of military unit 74268, 76 of 

the Pskov Airborne Division. 

Vkontakte:  https://vk.com/id251998272  

Type:  RF Armed Forces  

Status:  CARGO 200 
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Note:  
Killed on August 20 near the village of Georgievka (Lugansk 

region) 

References:  •  https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  
FULL NAME: Sharaborin Nikolay (Grinya) 

Military unit 
 military unit 54801 engineering and combat engineer 

company 247 

Vkontakte https://vk.com/id213148111   

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note:  

25 years old. Soldier. He was killed in Ukraine on August 30. 

Buried 

September 4 in the village of ZATO Gorny (Trans-Baikal 

Territory) 

References: 

• https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  

   

  
FULL NAME: Strakh Denis 

Military unit: 
military unit 54801 engineering and combat 

engineer company 247 

Vkontakte: http://vk.com/id37444797  
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Type:  RF Armed Forces  

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note:  

1994 year of birth Killed in Ukraine until 

September 2. 

  

References:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  

  
FULL NAME: Davoyan Armen 

Military unit 

reconnaissance battalion of the 9th separate Vistula 

motorized infantry brigade, which is deployed in Nizhny 

Novgorod and Dzerzhinsk. 

Vkontakte https://vk.com/armen45  

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note:  

References:  

He died on July 14, having been blown up by a mine near Lugansk. 

Buried in Nizhny Novgorod near 

 Voronov Alexander 

•  http://fresh-news.org/53019-novini-ukrayini-pd-luganskom-zaginuli-dvoye-rosyskih-vyskovih-z- 

nizhnogo-novgorodu.html  

• http://gordonua.com/publications/Geografiya-rossiyskogo-gruza-200-38482.htm 

•  http://inforesist.org/na-donbasse-ubity-dva-voennosluzhashhix-rossijskoj-

armi  
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FULL NAME:  Voronov Alexander  

 

Military unit:   reconnaissance battalion of the 9th separate Vistula 

motorized infantry brigade, which is deployed in 

Nizhny Novgorod and Dzerzhinsk. 

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note:  

He died on July 14, having been blown up by a mine near 

Lugansk. He was buried in Nizhny Novgorod near 

Davoyan Armen.  

References:  

•  http://fresh-news.org/53019-novini-ukrayini-pd-luganskom-zaginuli-dvoye-rosyskih-vyskovih- 

z-nizhnogo-novgorodu.html  

• http://gordonua.com/publications/Geografiya-rossiyskogo-gruza-200-38482.htm  

• http://inforesist.org/na-donbasse-ubity-dva-voennosluzhashhix-rossijskoj-armi  

  
FULL NAME: Rakhmudin Usmonov 

Military unit: 

reconnaissance battalion of the 9th separate Vistula 

motorized infantry brigade, which is deployed in Nizhny 

Novgorod and Dzerzhinsk. 

Vkontakte:  http://vk.com/rahmudin  
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Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  MISSING 

Note:  

Does not appear on the network since July 7, 2014. Last 

Status: 

  “O5 go for **** these Ukrainians already.” Awarded the 

medal “For the Return of Crimea“ 

References:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  

  

FULL NAME: Vladislav Barakov 

Military unit: military unit 54096, 6th separate Red Banner Tank Brigade 
(Mulino) 

Vkontakte  http://vk.com/id111867502  

Type:   RF Armed Forces 

Status:   CARGO 200 

 

The first message about his death appeared on VKontakte on August 27. 

Burned out in a tank during a breakthrough in the convoy to Ukraine. 

He was buried in the village of Selizovo, Kasimovsky district, Ryazan 

region. 

References:  http://gordonua.com/publications/Geografiya-rossiyskogo-gruza-200-38482.html  
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FULL NAME:  Vasily Karavaev 

Military unit: military unit 12128, 21st separate motorized rifle brigade (Totsky) 

Vkontakte:  http://vk.com/id162195460  

Type:                   RF Armed Forces 

Status:       CARGO 200 

was wounded on August 21 in Donetsk, died on August 26. The body 

of Karavaev was delivered to his native village. September 5 - 11 days 

after death. 09/06/2014 funeral took place in the village of Kuva 

• http://gordonua.com/publications/Geografiya-rossiyskogo-gruza-200-38482.html Ссылки:  
• https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

  

FULL NAME: Dargiev Rahman 

Military unit:         military unit 27777, 18th Separate Motorized Rifle 

Brigade, p. Kalinovskaya in Chechnya  

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note:  
Born in 1976 The sanitary instructor. He was killed on 

August 9 near the city of Snezhnoe, buried in Dagestan  

References: • https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  
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FULL NAME:  Tumanov Anton 

Military unit:  military unit 27777, 18th Separate motorized rifle brigade, 

p. Kalinovskaya in Chechnya 

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note: 1993 Ml Sergeant. Contractor. He was killed on August 13 near Snezhnoye, buried in 

Kozmodemyansk 
• http://www.novayagazeta.ru/society/65075.html,  

References: • https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fq-sX2FhFwQ&feature=youtu.be  

• http://www.doctorvlad.com/russkieamerikancy/index.php/2014/09/kak-russkix-soldat-posylayut-na-

vojnu-v-done privozyat-obratno-v-zakrytyx-grobax/  

  

FULL NAME: Ibragimov Khizir 

Military unit:         military unit 27777, 18th Separate Motorized Rifle Brigade, 
Kalinovskaya settlement in Chechnya 

Type: RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note:  He was killed on August 9 near the city of Snezhnoe, buried in Dagestan 

c 
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FULL NAME:  Andrey Pilipchuk 

Military unit: 98th Guards Airborne Division (Kostroma) 

Vkontakte:  http://vk.com/id65341339  

Type:  RF Armed Forces  

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note:  

Born in 1991 Killed near Lugansk. He was buried on 

August 29 in his native village of Shushkodom, Buisky 

district.  Kostroma region  

References:  •  https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

• http://gordonua.com/publications/Geografiya-rossiyskogo-gruza-200-38482.html  

  
    

FULL NAME: Anatoly Travkin 

Military unit: 98th Guards Airborne Division (Kostroma) 

Vkontakte  https://vk.com/id211140469  

Type:  RF Armed Forces  

Status:  CARGO 200 
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Note:  

 Born in 1986 He was killed on August 25 in the Lugansk 

region. 

Buried on September 4 in Kostroma  

References:  •  https://www.facebook.com/groups/gruz200/  

• http://gordonua.com/publications/Geografiya-rossiyskogo-gruza-200-38482.html  

   
FULL NAME: Sergey Seleznev 

 

Military unit: military unit 71211 of the city of Kostroma (98th Guards 

Airborne Division, 331th Guards Airborne Regiment) 

Type:  RF Armed Forces 

Status:  CARGO 200 

Note:  
 Born 1992 Killed on August 25 in Ukraine. Buried on 

September 2 in Vladimir 

    

  

  

At the time of publication of this report, 2263 names of the killed militants in the 

Donbass were identified. According to military experts, this figure can easily be 

multiplied by 10 to understand how many fighters from the Russian side have already 

died as a result of this fratricidal war. 

The thinking people of Russia and Ukraine would like to thank Elena Vasilieva for the 

difficult but very important project “Cargo-200 from Ukraine to Russia”, and believes 

that Elena Vasilyeva is worthy of the title Peace Man and should be awarded the Peace 

Prize. 


